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=4% LAUNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555-0001

January 14, 2005

Mr. Gordon Blschoff, Manager
Owners Group Program Management Office
Westinghouse Electric Company
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230-0355

SUBJECT: FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-16011-P,
"STARTUP TEST ACTIVITY REDUCTION PROGRAM" (TAC NO. MB8724)

Dear Mr. Bischoff:

On May 31, 2003, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) submitted Topical Report (TR)
WCAP-1 601 1-P, "Startup Test Activity Reduction Program.' On September 10, 2004, an NRC
draft safety evaluation (SE) regarding our approval of WCAP-1 601 1-P was provided for your
review and comments. By e-mall dated October 4,2004, the WOG provided comments on the
draft SE. The WOG comments were discussed In a conference call on October 13,2004. The
WOG comments were also provided by letter dated October 15, 2004. Subsequently, the
WOG provided additional comments on the draft SE In an e-mall dated November 15, 2004.
The WOG comments were resolved between Mr. Virgil Paggen (WOG) and Lambros Lois
(NRC) and agreed upon modifications were made to the final SE, as discussed In the
attachment to the final SE enclosed with this letter.

The staff has found that WCAP-1 601 1-P Is acceptable for referencing In licensing applications
for Combustion Engineering (CE)-designed pressurized water reactors to the extent specified
and under the limitations delineated In the TR and In the enclosed SE. The SE defines the
basis for acceptance of the TR.

Our acceptance applies only to material provided in the subject TR. We do not Intend to repeat
our review of the acceptable material described In the TR. When the TR appears as a
reference in license applications, our review will ensure that the material presented applies to
the specific plant involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this TR will be
subject to a plant-specific review In accordance with applicable review standards.

In accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that the WOG
publish accepted proprietary and non-proprietary versions of this TR within three months of
receipt of this letter. The accepted versions shall Incorporate this letter and the enclosed SE
between the title page and the abstract. They must be well Indexed such that Information Is
readily located. Also, they must contain historical review information, such as questions and
accepted responses, draft SE comments, and original TR pages that were replaced. The
accepted versions shall Include a "-A* (designating accepted) following the TR Identification
symbol.
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If future changes to the NRC's regulatory requirements affect the acceptability of this TR, the
Westinghouse Owners Group and/or licensees referencing it will be expected to revise the TR
appropriately, or justify its continued applicability for subsequent referencing.

Sincerely,

AnA&
Herbert N. Berkow, Director
Project Directorate IV
Division of Licensing Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 694

Enclosure: Safety Evaluation

cc wfencl:
Mr. James A. Gresham, Manager
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing
Westinghouse Electric Company
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230-0355



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555.0001

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

WCAP-1 601 1-P. "STARTUP TEST ACTIVITY REDUCTION PROGRAM'

WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP

PROJECT NO. 694

1.0 INTRODUCTION .

By letter dated March 31, 2003, the Combustion Engineering Owners Group (CEOG) (hereafter
referred to the Westinghouse Owners Group [WOG]) submitted Topical Report (TR)
WCAP-1 601 1 P, for NRC staff review. Additional information was submitted on September 29,
2003, and April 21, June 30, and July 21, 2004. The NRC staff exchanged information with the
WOG staff In the form of a telephone conference on several occasions In the course of this
review.

The TR describes changes to pressurIzed water reactor reload startup testing to reduce testing
operations and testing time while achieving the following objectives: (1) ensure that the core
can be operated as designed, and (2) employ normal operating procedures in the startup
evolution. In this context the use of the reactivity computer Is not considered to be a "normal
operating procedure.

WCAP-1 601 1 P describes a method to reduce the time required for startup testing. To this end,
the TR proposes to eliminate the control element assembly (CEA) worth and Isothermal
temperature coefficient (ITC) measurements at hot zero power (HZP). The TR also proposes
to substitute the measured value of the moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) at HZP with
an alternate MTC value consisting of the predicted (calculated) MTC and measured critical
boron concentration (CBC) at HZP. 'An ITC measurement at intermediate to hot full power
(HFP), and applicability requirements for core design, fabrication, refueling, startup testing and
CEA lifetime viability wnill also be added. .: ' ' - ;

This method will be applied to cores that are well characterized by an existing database. 'The
proposed testing'is called the startup test activity reduction (STAR) program and will be the
basis for technical specification compliance verification for the MTC and In some Combustion
Engineering (CE) plants, the shutdown margin'(SDM).-

.
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2.0 REGULATORY EVALUATION

The regulations (10 CFR Part 50) do not deal explicitly with startup testing. In the past, the
NRC staff exercised oversight based on the provisions of the applicable American National
Standard Institute (ANSI), in this case ANSIVANS 19.6.1. However, except for the NRC staff's
general interest in preventing core abnormalities through startup testing, the value of the MTC
(a quantity measured and validated In the startup tests) Is in the technical specifications, and
therefore, Is subject to regulatory oversight.

This review is based on the provisions of the most recently approved, but not yet issued,
version of ANSI/ANS19.6.1. WCAP-16011P references the earlierversion that was approved
in 1997. However, the last response to the NRC staffs requests for additional Information
(dated July 21, 2004) references the currently approved version of ANSI/ANS 19.6.1.

3.0 SUMMARY OF WCAP-16011-P

Section 3 of the TR delineates the series of tests run by participating CE plants that
Westinghouse calls the generic startup testing program. The generic program Is considered to
be representative of the acceptable set of startup tests. This generic program is compared to
the STAR program. Section 3 also lists applicability requirements which need to be satisfied for
a specilic plant and specific loading to apply the STAR program.

3.1 Evaluation of the Impact of Changes to the Generic Program

Section 4 of the TR discusses the proposed changes in detail. The concept of the "problem" is
adopted from the ANSI/ANS 19.6.1 standard for reload physics testing. Core configurations
which are not explicitly accounted for in the analysis are referred to as problems. Startup
testing can detect as well as initiate problems. Each problem is evaluated separately because it
may be impacted by all changes in the program. The problems are divided into three groups:

* Design prediction problems (i.e., accuracy of the design methods);
* As-built core problems, related to core design, fabrication, or reassembly; and
* Test performance problems, related to use of test equipment, processes, or results.

Four design, nineteen as-built, and three test performance problems were identified for
evaluation. The systematic approach used to Identify problem types, and the structure of the
database are discussed in Appendices A, B, and C of the TR. Appendix D discusses test
performance problem Initiation, Appendix E discusses problem evaluation, and Appendix F
discusses deviations from the generic program by participating plants.

3.1.1 Impact of Changes on the Design Prediction Problems

The parameter Inaccuracies of interest in this TR are those measured in the startup evolution,
i.e., CEA worth, CBC, ITC, MTC and power distribution. The TR describes the criteria, the
information required for the evaluation, and the process'used to perform the evaluation of the
measured results for each of the measurements listed.
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3.1.2 Imoact of Changes on the As-Built Core Problems

The 19 as-built problems are: CEA worth, CBC, ITC, power distribution, MTC noncompliance,
SDM noncompliance, fuel fabrication error, fuel misleading, fuel distortion, fuel poison loss, fuel
crudding, CEA fabrication error, CEA misloading, CEA uncoupling, CEA distortion, CEA
absorber loss, CEA finger loss, reactor coolant system (RCS) anomaly, and RCS Boron-10
(8-10) depletion. The TR includes a short description and analysis of the Impact of each of the
19 problems.

3.1.3 Impact of Chances on the Test Performance Problems

The TR evaluates the impact of changes on test performance, I.e., test-initiated errors which
have the potential to significantly affect the operation of the core. The test performance errors
which were Identified for evaluation are test equipment errors, test process errors and test
results errors. Unique or Infrequently used equipment or practices have the potential to result
In errors impacting core operation. Likewise,-erroneous results have the potential of Impacting
operation through substitution of measured values for predicted values., The report describes
the performance problem evaluation criteria, the required Information, and the performance
evaluation.

3.1.4 Changes to the Generic Testino Program

The TR concludes that the STAR testing program should eliminate the need for measuring CEA
worth at HZP, the ITC at iHiZP, and the MTC at HZP. The program adds an alternate MTC at
HZP, an ITC at intermediate to HFP, core design applicability requirements, fabrication
applicability requirements,'refueling applicability requirements, startup testing applicability
requirements, and CEA lifetime applicability requirements. (Note: under some circumstances
the MTC at HZP is maintained.)

3.1.5 Imoact of Chances to the Generic StartuD Test Program

The TR summarizes the conclusion of the analysis (in Section 4.0) that the STAR program is
essentially the same or better than the generic program in ensuring that the core will operate as
designed.

For parameters which are not measured In the STAR program, the uncertainties are bounded
by the analyses. This Is ensured by the addition of the applicability requirements. Similarly, the
ITC accuracy remains the same when the ITC at HZP is replaced with the ITC measurement at
power.

Regarding the as-buRt core problems, the TR draws a similar conclusion that the STAR
program results are the same or better than the generic program based on the addition of the

'applicability requirements. A similar conclusion Is drawn for the evaluation of the test
performance problems.

The TR briefly discusses the acceptability for the CEA flux change or flux rate change as an
alternative to the CEA drop characteristic test. The elimination of the middle-of-cycle (MOC) at
power ITC measurement to verify end-of-cycle (EOC) MTC compliance with the technical
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specifications is acceptable for plants that eliminated this measurement using the methodology
in Amendment I of TR CE-NPSD-91 1-P-N

3.2 Appendices

3.2.1 Aopendix A: Review of Industry Problems

This appendix describes the method by which relevant databases were searched to identify
documents related to the identification and analysis of problems related to the STAR program.
The searches Included the NRC databases, the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
databases, the Westinghouse databases and the participating plant databases. The searches
turned up 110 documents that might apply to the STAR program.

3.2.2 Appendix B: Review of Startup Tests

The purpose of this appendix Is to describe the analyses of the data. The analyses determine
the best estimate (BE) value of the parameters which are Involved in the STAR measurements.
The BE value is the calculated average value of the parameter corrected for the bias between
the measured and the calculated value. The objective of the analyses is to justify the
elimination of the ITC and CEA worth measurements at HZP. In addition to the bias, the
analyses examine data variability and poolability for CEA worth and ITC.

3.2.3 Appendix C: As-Built Core Problem Detection

This appendix describes methods used in detecting as-built core problems prior to and during
startup testing. The purpose of these methods is to determine the effectiveness of pre-
operational activities, STAR applicability requirements, and startup tests in detecting as-built
core problems. The method is based on information from the ANSVANS 19.6.1 - 1997
standard on startup tests. The searches for as-built core problems are structured as matrices
to consider types of problems most likely to occur, typical method of performing the test, and
typical test criteria used.

3.2.4 Appendix D: Test Performance Problem Initiation

This appendix describes the development of a matrix that provides the likelihood that the
various startup tests will initiate test performance problems. The Information is used to
determine changes In the likelihood between the generic and the STAR programs. The
considerations are test equipment problems, test process errors, and test result errors.

3.2.5 Appendix E: Problem Evaluation

This appendix evaluates the effect of the changes to the generic program that result from
Implementation of the STAR program. The evaluation is concerned with problems in design
prediction, as-built cores and test performance. The purpose of the evaluation Is to establish
the acceptability of the STAR p5rogram to replace the generic startup test program. This
appendix examines each one of the tests to establish the acceptability of the change.
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3.2.6 ApDendix F: Deviations from the Generic Program by Participating Plants

Deviations from the generic program, described In Appendix F, were not considered In this
review since the STAR report Is only applicable to, and based upon, the startup test programs
of those plants listed in Table 3-1.

4.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

This review Is focused on the proposed elimination of CEA worth, ITC, and MTC measurements
at HZP, the addition of an alternate MTC surveillance at HZP, the addition of the measured ITC
at Intermediate to full power, and the addition of applicability requirements for core design,
fabrication, refueling, startup testing, and CEA lifetime requirements. ;

Basically, the proposed method eliminates the CEA worth, ITC, and MTC measurements at
HZP and adds applicability requirements which ensure the similarity of the core under
consideration to the cores used to construct the database. The uncertainties of the calculated
parameter values (of the eliminated HZP measurements) bound the uncertainties of the
measured values, thereby, ensuring core safety. This Is reasonable because of the applicability
requirements and the performance record of the analytical methods in calculaUng the core
reload parameters.

For the CE plants which contributed to the database and for core loadings which meet the
STAR applicability requirements; technical specification changes will be required to fully
Implement the STAR program. The MTC value must be verified to be within the plant-specific
core operating limits report (COLR) limits before entering Mode 1 operation.

4.1 Design Uncertainty Prediction Evaluation

As It was noted earlier, the accuracy of the design parameters of interest In the startup testing
are CEA worth, CBC, ITC, MTC and power distribution. The power distributon could affect any
or all of the parameters of Interest.

The evaluation criterion to be satisfied for each parameter is that the analytic 6ncertalntles of
the parameter that Is eliminated In the STAR program be bounded by the uncertainties from the
comparison of measured and calculated values of similar cores of similar plants.

The value of each measured parameter during startup is compared to the calculated value of
the same parameter. A database Is used to determine a mean value and an uncertainty for
each parameter. These uncertainties are specific to the core design method and the type of
plant A parameter can be eliminated In the startup tests If Its analytic best estimate value is
bounded by the historical best estimate and uncertainty determined from previous
measurements and predIctions. The uncertainty values are analyzed for normality (in
accordance with ANSI N15.15) and the poolabiity of the data using the Bartlett test.

Appendix B of the report contains a substantial database of analyses of recent startup test
results. The analytical methods used for the determination of the parameters are DIT/ROCS,
PHOENIX/ANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM). The results constituting the
database are recent, meaning that they have been compiled after the methods have undergone
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substantive modifications. Therefore, recent does not imply chronological scale rather an
evolutionary stage of the analytical tools. The data covers a wide range In the evolution of core
designs Including variations in fuel management, fuel enrichment, poison type, poison loading,
and fuel exposure.

Individual CEA bank worth data analysis demonstrates that there Is no bias between recent
data and past data used for benchmarking and the subsets for the three methods are poolable.
The same holds true for the total-worth data, i.e., the sum of the CEAs in the core. Examination
of the data Justifies the elimination of the measurement of CEA worth at HZP.

The same conclusion is reached in the analysis of the ITC data at HZP, i.e., there is no bias
between recent data and past data used for benchmarking and recent calculated values are
well within the uncertainty limits. The ITC poolability was extended to different core bumups to
demonstrate that the data provided the same information for all of the core conditions
examined. This justifies the elimination of the ITC measurements at MOC and EOC, which
verify MTC compliance with the COLR and technical specification requirements. This supports
the conclusion of CE NPSD-91 1-P-A in eliminating MOC and EOC measurements to validate
technical specification requirements for MTC.

A review of the database revealed three instances of CEA problems (i.e., instances where the
CEA worth was not bounded by the uncertainty analysis). Examination of the causes for the
deviations revealed failure to account for plutonium decay, failure to apply the proper bias, and
failure to benchmark a low-leakage core loading. The STAR applicability requirements would
have prevented these problems.

A similar search for CBC problems revealed only one case of inaccuracy which was not
discovered during HZP testing, but at MOC. The STAR program does not affect the CBC
surveillance.

A search of the database for ITC inaccuracies at HZP did not identify any such cases. The ITC
at HZP is eliminated In the STAR program and replaced with an ITC measurement at power.
Analysis shows that the ITC at HZP can be eliminated because the data are poolable and
adherence to the applicability requirements ensures that the core is similar to the cores used to
generate the database.

Search of the database did not identify any instances of power distribution inaccuracy
problems. However, the power distribution measurements are not affected by the STAR
program. Based on the preceding discussion, the NRC staff concludes that as far as design
prediction uncertainties are concerned, the STAR program is acceptable because the
applicability requirements ensure that the design parameter uncertainty Is bounded by the
safety analyses.

4.2 Impact of Changes on the As-Built Core Problems

This section examines the impact of the changes to the generic program on the as-built core
problems. As-built core problems are deviations from the intended core design and are errors
in the core design or physical characteristics of the core. IdentificatIon of as-built problems Is
based on experience and engineering judgment. The following 19 areas were Identified for
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evaluation: CEA worth, CBC error, ITC error, power distribution error, noncompliance in MTC
and SDM, fuel fabrication error, fuel minsloading error, fuel distortion error, fuel loss of poison
error, fuel crudding, CEA fabrication error, CEA misleading error, CEA uncoupling error, CEA
distortion error, CEA absorber loss error and CEA finger loss error, RCS anomaly, and RCS
Boron-1 0 depletion.'

The criterion for determining the effectiveness of problem evaluation Is to eliminate the
occurrence of problems. The Information required for the evaluation Is the effectiveness of
preoperational activities, startup activities, and the applicability requirements in detecting
as-built core problems. The process Involves the construction of matrices'for each activity
(pre-operation, startup testing, and applicability requirements) where the effectiveness of each
problem entry Is empirically rated as good," ffair," and 'poor." The process evaluates and
compares the effectiveness of the generic program, the program changes, and the STAR
program in detecting as-built problems;.

Using the above criterion, Information and evaluation process, ability of the STAR test series to
detect as-built core problems In the 19 identified problem areas are evaluated in the following.

* CEA worth error detection

CEA worth errors are those resulting from errors In the'application of core design
; methods. A search of the database did not identify any such errors. However, the

STAR method for CEA error detectionris Judged to be as effective as the'generic
program. This Is due to the addition of the core design applicability requirements, which
will flag core design errors which c6uld Impact CEA worth.

The NRC staff concludes that the STAR CEA worth error effectiveness is as good as

that of the generic program, and therefore, It is acceptable.

* CBC error detection

CBC errors result from faulty application'of core design methods.' A review of the
database did not reveal any Instancesof 'such errors. The STAR program retains the
CBC measurement at HZP but removes the ITC and the CEA worth at HZP. Analytical
errors affecting CBC are also likely to affect ITC and CEA worth. However, detecting
CBC errors from CEA measured values of CEA worth, ITC, or power distribution is not
effective because the CBC is more sensitive than the other three parameters.

The NRC staff concludes that the STAR CBC error detection'is at least as effective as
the generic program, and therefore,' it Is acceptable.

ITC error detection ' -;

ITC errors result from faulty application of core design methods. A review of the
database did not reveal any Instances of such errors. The STAR program replaces the
ITC-at-HZP measurement with an ITC-at-HFP measurement. It Is shown that the HFP
measurement is just as effective as'the HZP measurement because the added core
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design applicability requirements are effective in Identifying ITC errors prior to reactor
operation.

The NRC staff concludes that the STAR program ITC error detection Is as effective as
the generic program, and therefore, it Is acceptable.

* Power distribution error detection

Power distribution errors result from faulty application of core design methods. A review
of the database revealed one case of a power distribution error. The error was detected
by the Incore flux symmetry at power. This test is included in the STAR program.

The NRC staff concludes that the ability of the STAR program to detect power
distribution errors compared to the generic program is not affected, and therefore, it is
acceptable.

* MTC noncompliance detection

MTC values which are outside technical specification limits are noncompliant, although a
review of the database revealed many Instances of MTC values outside the technical
specification limits. In all cases corrective actions were implemented and no technical
specification violations were recorded. Review of the database did not reveal any
discrepancies in the calculated values of either MTC or ITC. The measured MITC values
in the data base were collected from HZP measurements. The STAR program
substituted the MTC at HZP with an alternate surveillance test which adjusts the
calculated MTC value at HZP using the CBC at HZP to produce a best-estimate MTC at
HZP. The test criteria for MTC will result In the detection of MTC noncompliance,
because the test criteria are based on technical specification limits for MTC.

The NRC staff concludes that the STAR program uses the core design applicability
requirements, which in combination with the core design quality assurance is as
effective in the detection of MTC noncompliance as the generic program, and therefore,
it is acceptable.

* SDM noncompliance detection

SDM values which are outside technical specification limits are noncompliant. A review
of the database revealed one instance of SDM noncompliance involving shutdown CBC
detected by core design quality assurance. The STAR program does not alter CBC or
the quality assurance program. The addition of the core design applicability
requirements enhances the core design error detection which impacts the SDM. SDM is
not a technical specification requirement in the CE Standard Technical Specifications.
However, verification of the SDM at HZP is a technical specification requirement in
some plants.

The NRC staff concludes that the addition of the core design applicability requirements
in the STAR program and the core design quality assurance is more effective in
identifying SDM errors than the generic program, and therefore, it is acceptable.
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* Fuel fabrication error detection

Fuel fabrication errors occur when the as-bulft fuel characteristics are different than
those for the intended design. Fuel parameters which could contribute to fuel fabrication
errors are enrichment, poison loading, fuel pellet size and location, fuel rod placement
and poison rod placement. Review of the database revealed fourteen Instances of fuel
fabrication errors. Eight of these errors were detected before fuel shipment, three were
identified by plant receipt inspection, and three were identified by incore power
distribution tests at power. -

The NRC staff concludes that the STAR program does not affect fuel fabrication quality
assurance, utility receipt inspection, or the core power distribution test at power, and
therefore, the STAR fuel fabrication error detection is acceptable.

Recent improvements In the fabricationr process such as gamma scanning to verify
enrichment and use of bar codes instead of serial numbers have reduced the frequency
of fuel fabrication errors.

* Fuel misleading detection

An error in the placement of fuel in the core Is a misloading error. Review of the
database revealed five instances of fuel misloading. One was detected by core quality
assurance, two were detected by the core symmetry test at power, and two by the
power distribution test at power.

The STAR program does not affect the core design quality assurance, the core flux
symmetry, or the core power distribution test. All of the effective fuel misleading
detection methods are Incorporated In the STAR program. Therefore, the NRC
concludes that the STAR method fuel misloading detection program is acceptable.

* Fuel distortion detection

Fuel distortion occurs when changes due to operation or assembly result in operating
characteristics different than the design assumptions. Reactor operation can result in
fuel distortions such as bowing. Fuel handling or assembly can result in fuel distortions
such as cracks or breaks. Review of the database revealed eight Instances of fuel
distortion. Three were detected by CEA drop time tests, two by CEA manipulations,
two by CEA trips, and one by CEA inspection.

The STAR program retains the CEA drop time test and the other methods used to
identify fuel distortion. The changes from the generic program do not affect the CEA
drop time test or other effective detection methods. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes
that the STAR fuel distortion detection methods are acceptable.

) M . !, ; .
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* Fuel poison loss detection

Fuel poison degradation occurs when burnable poison Is degraded through bumup
depletion or physical loss. Review of the database did not reveal any recorded
instances of fuel poison loss.

The STAR program retains the methods for fuel poison detection, and the changes from
the generic program do not significantly affect the fuel poison loss detection. Therefore,
the NRC staff concludes that the STAR fuel poison detection methods are acceptable.

* Fuel crudding detection

Fuel crudding occurs when deposits of foreign material accumulate outside the fuel
cladding, distorting flow, heat transfer and poison distribution. Review of the data base
Identified five instances of crudding detected by incore flux mapping at power.

The STAR program retains the fuel crudding detection program. The changes to the
generic program do not significantly affect the crudding detection. Therefore, the NRC
staff concludes that the STAR program crudding detection program Is acceptable.

* CEA fabrication error detection

CEA fabrication errors occur when the as-built CEA characteristics are different than the
intended design. A review of the database revealed one instance of a CEA fabrication
error, which was discovered by CEA fabrication quality assurance.

The STAR program does not affect the CEA fabrication quality assurance program.
Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the STAR program fabrication assurance
capability is acceptable.

* CEA misleading detection

Misloading would result if a CEA is placed in the wrong core location and/or orientation.
A review of the database did not Identify any CEA misloadings. However, the proposed
changes do not significantly impact the CEA misleading program.

Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the STAR program CEA misloading detection
capability is acceptable.

* CEA uncoupling detection

An uncoupling error is a loss of connection of a CEA to the driving mechanism. A
review of the database indicates that there have been eight recorded instances of CEA
uncoupling. Four were detected by HZP flux symmetry tests, one was detected by flux
symmetry at power, one by the incore power distribution at power, and two were
detected by position indications.
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The uncoupling detection using Incore flux symmetry and power distribution tests is not
affected by the STAR program. lin addition, the STAR program Includes the flux
symmetry test at power, which is effective at detecting CEA uncoupling. In general, the
STAR program does not affect the CEA uncoupling detection. Therefore, the NRC staff
concludes that the uncoupling detection capability of the STAR program Is acceptable.

* CEA distortion detection

CEA distortion due to neutron exposure can prevent normal Insertion and/or result In
absorber loss, either of which could affect the ability to trip. Review of the data base
Identified 12 Instances of recorded CEA distortion. Ten were detected by CEA
inspection, one was detected by CEA insertion, and one was detected by CEA
manipulation. -

The STAR program does not Impact the CEA distortion detection procedures.
Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the STAR CEA distortion detection is
acceptable. The addition of the applicability requirements enhance the STAR's ability to
detect CEA distortion. -

* CEA absorber loss detection

Absorber loss can result through leaching, loss of CEA physical integrity, and absorber
transport. CEA absorber loss can result in degradation of CEA performance. Loss of
absorber can coincide with CEA distorton and interference with CEA movement

A review of the database identified four recorded Instances of absorber loss. Two were
detected by.CEA inspection, one by CEA manipulation, and one by EOC CEA Insertion.
.The addition of the STAR applicability requirements makes the loss of the absorber
detection method more effective than the standard program. Therefore, the NRC staff
concludes that the STAR CEA absorber loss program Is acceptable.

* CEA finger loss detection

Finger loss refers to physical separation of CEA fingers from the CEA. The fingers
remain in the fuel when the CEA Is withdrawn. A review of the database Identified four
recorded instances of finger separation. Two were identified by CEA inspection, one by
the power distribution test at power, and one by CEA manipulation.

Although the STAR program eliminates the CEA worth test at HZP, Its ability to detect
CEA finger loss is not Impaired because the most effective techniques are still part of
the program and because of the'addition of the applicability requirements. The NRC
staff concludes that the STAR CEA finger loss detection capability is acceptable.

* RCS anomaly detection

RCS anomalies are changes In the local RCS temperature and flow. A review of the
database (limited to CE design plants) did not identify any Instances of RCS anomalies.
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The STAR program does not change anything which could Impact Its ability to detect
RCS anomalies. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the STAR RCS anomaly
detection program Is acceptable.

* RCS B-1 0 depletion detection

B-10 depletion is caused by bumup of the high absorption component of RCS boron.
Isotopic boron depletion could bring the core to conditions outside those calculated as
safe in core analysis if only boron concentration Is monitored. A review of the database
did not reveal any recorded Instances of boron depletion with safety significance.

The STAR program does not impact the B-10 isotopic composition detection method.
Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the STAR program is acceptable for B-10
depletion detection capability.

4.3 Impact of Changes on the Test Performance Problems

Test performance problems can also result in operation outside the safety analysis. The
problems identified for evaluation are test equipment errors, test process errors, and test result
errors.

As with the first two problem groups discussed, the TR describes the evaluation criteria, the
required information for the evaluation, and the process used in the evaluation. The test
performance criterion is that the performance of the test will not Increase the probability of core
operation outside the safety limits. To evaluate the Information needs, the TR assesses the
likelihood for each procedure in the generic and the STAR programs in terms of "greatest,"
"intermediate," and "smallest." The tests eliminated in the STAR program, I.e., CEA worth, ITC,
and MTC at HZP, are estimated to have the highest probability of resulting In operation outside
the safety limits. Using the results of the categorization, the proposed changes in the STAR
program are evaluated. A test is found acceptable if the likelihood for core operation outside
safety limits is smaller than the corresponding value for the generic program. Following the
process indicated above, the TR summarized the results of the evaluation to show that the
likelihood of the STAR program to initiate startup testing problems is very small to intermediate.
An evaluation of each of the identified problems follows.

* Test equipment errors

Test equipment errors are associated with installation of equipment to carry out the
testing program. Unique operating processes (such as the use of the reactivity
computer) introduce the greatest significant likelihood for error. The STAR program has
eliminated the use of the reactivity computer. A review of the database indicates that
there are 12 recorded instances of test equipment errors. Six occurred during CEA
worth measurement, one during a flux symmetry test, and the remaining five during
unidentified tests. As was pointed out above, the STAR program eliminated the use of
the reactivity computer and thus eliminated the main source of test equipment errors.

The STAR program is as effective as or better than the generic program in preventing
test equipment errors, and therefore, the NRC staff concludes that it is acceptable.
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* Test process errors

Test process errors are associated with the steps involved in conducting the startup
tests. These steps may involve unique operating practices as well as normal operating
procedures. Unique operating practices Involve unusual CEA configurations and require
frequent operator Intervention to complete the test evolution. Such operations may
introduce the likelihood of core operation outside analyzed limits. A review of the
database Identified 10 cases of test process errors. Six were associated with CEA
worth measurement, one with an ITC test and the remaining were not identified with a
specific measurement.

The STAR program eliminates the CEA worth measurement at HZP. The added tests
do not utilize the reactivity computer, thus, minimizing the likelihood of a process error,
and therefore, the NRC staff concludes that it Is acceptable.

* Test result errors

Test result errors can be caused by instrument calibration, hardware malfunction, faulty
connections, faulty equipment reading and similar causes. Faulty measurement results,
if substituted for calculated values, can cause core operation outside safety limits. A
review of the database identified three documented Instances of test result errors. All
three test result errors were associated with MTC surveillance measurements.

The STAR program does not change test result error Initiation. Therefore, the NRC
staff concludes that the Impact of STAR on the Initiation of test result performance
problems Is acceptable.

In summary, analyses of the data and comparison of recent measurements justify the
elimination of the CEA and ITC at HZP, the substitution of the MTC at HZP with an alternate
MTC at HZP, the addition of an ITC at HFP, the addition of the ACBC HZP-HFP test at HFP.
Application of these changes Is subject to the addition of applicability requirements for core
design, fabrication, refueling, startup testing, and CEA lifetime viability.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

WCAP-16011 P, "Startup Activity Reduction Program" was submitted for staff review and
approval. The objective of the STAR program is to reduce the time required to perform the
startup evolution. To this end, the WOG eliminated measurements of the CEA worth and ITC
at HZP and substituted the MTC at HZP with an aftemate surveillance MTC at HFP. The WOG
added an ITC at Intermediate to HFP and added appilcabilnty requirements for core design,
fabrication, refueling, startup testing and CEA lifetime viability. Analyses of the participating
plant databases defines a band for the differences between the measured and calculated
parameters normally measured In startup testing as defined In the ANSI standard ANSI/ANS
19.6.1. For participating plants with a qualified database and for core configurations satisfying
the applicability criteria, the NRC staff finds that the STAR program is reasonable and
acceptable.
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6.0 CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Considering the results of this evaluation, the NRC staff finds the proposed STAR program
acceptable subject to the following conditions and limitations:

1. The STAR program is applicable only to the participating plants as defined in Table 3-1
of the TR.

2. Should any of the STAR test results fall outside of the test criteria, either ascertain that
the safety analysis and STAR applicability requirements are satisfied, or discontinue use
of the STAR program for that fuel cycle.

3. The Staff requires each licensee using STAR to submit a summary report following the
first application, either successful or not, of STAR to its plant. The report should (a)
identify the core design method used, (b) compare the measured and calculated values
and the differences between these values to the corresponding core design method
uncertainties and (c) show compliance with the STAR applicability requirements. If the
application of STAR is unsuccessful, identify the reasons why the STAR application
failed.

Attachment Resolution of Comments

Principal Contributor: Lambros Lois

Date: January 14, 2005



RESOLUTION OF WOG COMMENTS

ON DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION FOR TOPICAL REPORT

WCAP-16011-P. -STARTUP TEST ACTIVITY REDUCTION PROGRAM"

By e-mail dated October 4, 2004, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) provided comments
on the safety evaluation (SE) for WCAP-16011-P, "Startup Test Activity Reduction Program,"
which was provided to the WOG for comments on September 10, 2004. The WOG provided
additional comments on the draft SE in an e-mail dated November 15, 2004. The WOG's
comments were resolved between Mr. Virgil Paggen (WOG) and Lambros Lois (NRC) and the
staffs resolution of the WOG comments is provided In the following tables.

Table I

WOG Recommended Clarifications to Draft SE

No. Draft SE WOG Recommended Clarifications NRC Staff
Reference (strikeout = delete; Italics = add) Resolution

I Page 5, - Plant ..t[. decistion from the ge I e Adopted
lines 2, 3 t considered inOils re.v.iw ....b.cause the

applicaility Squiremens do. not apply.' Deviations
from the genenrc program, described In Appendix
F, were not considered in this review since the
STAR report Is only applicable to, and based
upon, the startup test programs of those plants
listed In Table 3-1.

2 Page 5, This review Is focused on the proposed Adopted
lines 5 - 8 elimination of CEA worth, ITC, and MTC

measurements at HZP, the addition of the an
altemate MTC surveillance at HZP, the addition of
the measured ITC at Intermediate to full power,
the e-_ical b ncc, enrt.io (CO) at I-lzI,
and the addition of tf applicability
requirements fo core 'design, fabrication,
refueling, startup testing, and CEA' lifetime
requirements.

3 Page 5, ... and the probability poolability of the data using Adopted
line 32 the Bartlett test.

4 Page 6, Individual CEA Bank worth data analysis Adopted
line 3 demonstrates that there Is no bias between recent

data and past data used for benchmarkIng and
the subsets...

5 Page 6, The same conduslon Is reached In the analysis of Adopted
line 7 the ITC data at HZP, I.e., there Is no bias between

recent data and past data used for benchmarklng
and recent... _ _-
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No. Draft SE WOG Recommended Clarifications NRC Staff
Reference (strikeout = delete; Italics = add) Resolution

6 Page 6, The ITC probeblity poolability was... Adopted
line 8

7 Page 6, This supports the conclusion of AN6- 19.6.4 CE Adopted
lines 12, 13 NPSD-911-P-A In elimination MOC and EOC...

8 Page 6, I leee, there w a to re ize that these Adopted
lines 17,18 wee did met comply with the core appibilta

U st. The STAR appilcabilty
requirements would have prevented these

_._problems.

9 Page 7, . measurement at HFIr HZP but removes the Adopted
line 26 ITC...

10 Page 8, The test criteria for MTC will result in the Adopted
lines 21, 22 detection of MTC noncompliance, because they

the test criteria are used to establish the based on
technical specification limits for MTC.

11 Page 8, .. .combination with the core design quality Adopted
line 25 assurance emeria is as...

12 Page 10, An uncoupling error is iera Adopted
lines 33, 34 loss of connection of he ind' iv id control reds of

a CEA or loss of eonnectko to the driving...
13 Page 12, Test performance problems can also result In Adopted

lines 13, 14 non deteetio, of eq built _are prbiem3 ad
subsequent operation outside the safety tmog
analysis.

14 Page 12, ...introduce a s4gifleent the greatest likelihood for Adopted
line 32 error.

15 Page 12, The STAR equipment error identiai n process Adopted
lines 38, 39 program Is as effective as or better than the

generic program In preventing test equipment
errors, and therefore, the NRC staff concludes
that it is acceptable.

16 Page 13, The STAR program does not change test result Adopted
lines 19, 20 error deteetieo initiation. Therefore, the NRC staff

concludes that the Impact of STAR on the
Initiation of test result performance problems error
deteetm pro L e STAR mathd is
acceptable.

17 Page 14, Should any of the perametersa of Fe STAR test Adopted
lines 6-8 results program fall outside of the test criteria, the

existing -limits, either the cause of the discrepancy
wn be o . _dmfe to _se a , Athe ee__ _teilng .t

validity of the applieability criterio, ascertain that
the safety analysis and STAR applicability
requirements are satisfied, or discontinue use of
the STAR program Y#Q be disentit med for that
oedim t fuel cycle.
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WOG Suggested Editorial Changes to Draft SE

No. SE WOG Suggested Editorial Changes NRC Staff
Reference (strikeout = delte; Italics = add) Resolution

1 Page 3, (Note: ue rne temce the _TC at Not Adopted
lines 22, 23 1 WI is me itieJd the performance of the

eliminated tests Is an option in the STAR program
and Is required under some circumstances.)

2 Page 4, ... elimination of the ITC and CEA worth Adopted
line 15 measurements at HZP.

3 Page 4, ... examine data variability and poplability for CEA Adopted
Line 16 worth and ITC.

4 Page 4, ...detecting as-built core problems prior to and Adopted
lines 18. 19 during startup testing.

5 Page 5, ...the proposed method eliminates the CEA Adopted
line 9 worth, ITC, and MTC...

6 Page 5, .. technical specification changes will be required Adopted
line 16 to fully Implement....

7 Page 6, ... CEA worth at HZP. Adopted
One 6

8 Page 9, All of the effective fuel misleading detection Adopted
lines 24, 25 methods are earried oyer to incorporated In the

STAR program.
9 Page 9, ...drop time test or the other effective detection Adopted

line 37 methods.
10 Page 10, ... the generic program do not significantly affect Adopted

line 7 the fuel poison...
11 Page 10, ...generic program do not significantly affect the Adopted

line 15 crudding detection.
12 Page 10, ...changes do not significantly Impact the CEA Adopted

line 29 misloading program.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is to propose changes to PWVR reload startup testing that reduce testing activities in
accordance with the following objectives:

1. To ensure the core can be operated as designed
2. To perform startup testing using normal plant operating practices
3. To reduce startup testing time

The proposed program provides an alternative means of ensuring the core can be operated as designed. The
changes eliminate startup tests that require the use of the reactivity computer for core designs that are well
characterized by experience. For a typical PWR this would eliminate the measurement of control rod worth
and the isothermal temperature coefficient from low power physics testing. Tests and requirements are
added that provide assurance the core can be operated as designed. The proposed program is referred to as
the Startup Test Activity Reduction (STAR) program.

A Generic Program is identified that is representative of current PWVR testing. Problems are defined in the
report as core configurations that are not explicitly accounted for in the safety analysis. Problems that can be
detected or initiated by startup testing are identified. An evaluation is performed to determine if the ability
of the STAR Program to prevent operation with problems is essentially the same as, or better than, the
Generic Program. The evaluation demonstrates the following:

* The uncertainties of parameters that are measured in the Generic Program, but not measured in the
STAR Program, are bounded by the safety analysis when using the STAR Program.

* The ability of the STAR Program to prevent operation with as-built core problems is essentially the
same as, or better than, the Generic Program.

* The STAR Program decreases the likelihood of operation outside the safety analysis due to test
performance problems.

Based on the evaluation results, it is concluded that the STAR Program is acceptable for reload startup
testing of PWRs.

WCAP- 1601 1 -NP-A, Rev 0 i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to propose changes to PWR reload startup testing that reduce testing
activities in accordance with the following objectives:

1. To ensure the core can be operated as designed
2. To perform startup testing using normal plant'operating practices
3. To reduce startup testing time

The changes eliminate startup tests that require the use'of the reactivity computer for core designs that are
well characterized by experience. Core designs that significantly depart from the experience base would
require more extensive testing using a reactivity computer. For a typical PWR, the ITC and CEA worth
measurements at HZP would be eliminated. The startup test changes also add tests and applicability
requirements to ensure the core can be operated as designed. Technical Specification changes would be
required to implement the changes to MTC surveillance tests. The proposed program is referred to as the
Startup Test Activity Reduction (STAR) program.

The purpose of startup testing is to ensure the core can be operated as designed. This includes ensuring
the operating characteristics of the core are consistent with design predictions. This report describes
evaluations performed to determine the impact of the startup test program changes on the ability to
achieve this purpose. In some instances, compensatory measures are added. These added requirements
are in the form of both tests and STAR Applicability Requirements that must be satisfied to use the STAR
Program.

Testing using normal plant operating practices can be accomplished by eliminating tests at HZP that
require using the reactivity computer. Tests using the reactivity computer are the tests that typically
require unique operating practices'. The elimination of these tests removes the need for unique plant
configurations, some of which require special test exceptions to operate outside safety analysis
assumptions. For example, CEA worth tests typically require CEA configurations outside safety analysis
assumptions. In some instances plants need to bypass systems important to safety, such as an excore
safety channel and associated trip functions, in order to provide the required test configuration. In
addition, the frequent interaction between operations and test personnel on requirements for plant
operating maneuvers to support testing with the reactivity computer would be avoided. Elimination of
these unique operating practices decreases the potential for test performance errors that can result in
operational problems. The potential for operational problems in current programs is judged to be small
and is not by itself sufficient reason for eliminating tests. However, the elimination of potential operating
problems does provide a benefit that should be considered in combination with other benefits. The
performance of tests described in Table 1-1 and the use of the reactivity computer should remain as an
option for obtaining information that may benefit plant operation.

A significant reduction in testing time can be realized by eliminating tests at HZP that require using the
reactivity computer. Most of the lost generation associated with typical startup testing would be avoided.
Required support from Operations, Chemistry,'and ReactorEngineering would be reduced. In addition,
some anomalous results associated with test performance errors would be eliminated.

When tests are eliminated from the startup test program, it is important that the startup test program
continue to provide assurance the core can be operated as designed. The objective of the evaluations in
this report is to demonstrate the STAR Program provides this assurance.

'The proposed program does not require that all unique operating practices be eliminated. For example, the use of unique CEA
configurations during the ITC test at power by some plants may continue:
WCAP-1601 I-NP-A, Rev0 - 1-1
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1.2 BACKGROUND

Startup tests, including both low power physics tests and power ascension tests, are performed following
refueling shutdowns or other significant reactor core alterations to ensure that the core can be operated as
designed. This is accomplished by tests configured to determine if the operating characteristics of the
core are consistent with core design methods and safety analysis assumptions. Table 1-1 provides a
description of the tests discussed in this report. Table 1-2 provides the corresponding test purposes. The
applicable sections of the 1997 ANSI standard for reload physics testing from Reference I are identified
in these tables for tests that are included in the ANSI standard.

The purpose of startup testing is to ensure the core can be operated as designed by detecting design
prediction and as-built core problems2 . The basis for performing startup testing originated in the early
years of nuclear power. The comparison of key measured physics parameters to design predictions was
an important means of providing confidence that core design methods adequately predicted new core
designs. The results of many years of startup testing have demonstrated good overall agreement between
measurement and prediction. Furthermore, improvements in core design methods resulted in substantial
increases in the accuracy of design predictions. In many instances the causes of recent anomalous test
results have been problems with performing tests rather than problems with design predictions or the as-
built core. The incidence of recent problems with either design predictions or the as-built core has been
low.

The costs associated with startup tests are substantial. Lost generation is in the range of 8 to 24 EFPHs,
which represents a cost in the range of $200,000 to $1,000,000. In addition, support from Operations,
Chemistry, and Reactor Engineering, as well as analysis support, is required for this testing. Additional
costs are occasionally incurred as a consequence of anomalous test results related to test performance
problems. The high cost of startup testing, and the demonstrated reliability of design predictions for well
established core designs using modern PWR methods such as DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and
CASMO/SINIULATE, resulted in a review of startup testing by the CEOG. The objective of the review
was to determine if changes to startup testing could be made that would reduce startup testing time while
maintaining the ability to ensure the core can be operated as designed. In addition to reducing startup
testing time, the incentive for this review was a desire to reduce operational problems by performing
startup testing using normal plant operating practices. Normal operating practices are the use of plant
equipment and processes that are characteristic of normal operation instead of unique operating practices
used only during testing.

This report describes and evaluates the startup test program that resulted from the CEOG review. The
evaluation assesses the impacts of the changes to current programs. These impacts involve the detection
of design prediction and as-built core problems, and the initiation of test performance problems.
Problems with the design predictions are related to the accuracy with which parameters important to the
safety analysis are predicted. Problems with the as-built core are related to (a) errors in calculating
parameters important to the safety analysis as well as (b) fuel and CEA fabrication errors, (c) core
reassembly errors, and (d) fuel, CEA, or RCS abnormalities. Problems with test performance are related
to errors associated with test equipment, processes, or results. This report evaluates the impact of the
changes on each of these problems and develops conclusions on the acceptability of the STAR Program.

2 In this report "problems" refer to core operating configurations that are not explicitly accounted for in the safety analysis. The
word "problemn was selected to be consistent with the terminology used in Reference 1. the 1997 ANSI standard for reload
physics testing.
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Table 1-1 Startup Test Descriptions

TEST POWER ANSI' DESCRIPTION,

Dro Determination of CEA drop time from measured trends of CEA position vs. time during CEACEA Drop Time Shutdown NA drp

Verification of CEA coupling from analysis of measured rod drop test characteristics such as
trends of drop time by location, slowing in the dashpot. and normal rebound
Verification of CEA coupling from measurements of reactivity or startup rate changes during

.CEA Flux Change HZP NA CEA movement

CBC HZP 6.2 Determination of CBC from chemical analysis of RCS samples

IBW HZP 6.3 Determination of IBW from measurements of changes in reactivity and CBC

CEA Worth HZP 6.4 Determination of CEA worth from measured change in reactivity during CEA motion

* -Z -Determination of the ITC from measurements of changes in reactivity and moderator
:C -. HP 6.5 , .,* temperature when fuel and moderator temperature changes are isothermal

MTC Suil Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions from the measured ITC, the
predicted Fuel Temperature Coefficient, and the predicted MTC
Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions by adjusting the predicted MTC

MTC Alterate Surveillance HZP NA using the measured CBC

SDM Surveillance HZP NA Determination of the SDM using parameters measured as part of startup testing at HZP

Flux Symmetry HZP 6.6 Determination of the degree of azimuthal asymmetry in the neutron flux from measurements of
CE the variation in CEA Worth from symmetric CEAs

Determination of the degree of azimuthal asymmetry in the neutron flux from measurements of
the variation in incore detector signals from symmetric incore detectors
Determination of the relative power distribution from the measurement of incore detector

Incore Power Distribution Intermediate 6.7 signals. Tests are typically performed at intermediate power levels in the 40-80% range.
Intermediate Determination of the ITC from measurements of changes in reactivity and moderator
to HFP temperature when fuel and moderator temperature changes are isothermal
Intermediate, NA Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions from the measured ITC. the

T to HFP predicted Fuel Temperature Coefficient, and the predicted MTC
r D o 6 Determination of the relative power distribution from the measurement of incore detector

.8 signals. Tests are typically performed at power levels greater than 90%

6.9 Determination of the change in measured CBC between HZP and HFP from chemical analysisACBC HZP-HFP of RCS samples I -- X

I ANSI numbers refer to sections in the 1997 ANSI standard for reload startup physics tests, Reference 1, that describe the test. Tests designated "NA" arc outside the scope of the
ANSI standard.
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Table 1-2 Startup Test Purposes

TEST POWER ANSI' PURPOSE

CEA Drop Time Shutdown NA To determine if CEA drop times are within Technical Specification limits and verify proper
reassembly of the reactor vessel and internal components

CEA Drop Characteristics Shutdown NA To determine if CEAs are coupled

CEA Flux Change HZP NA To determine if CEAs are coupled

CBC HZP 6.2 To Determine if the measured and predicted total core reactivity are consistent

IBW HZP 6.3 To determine if the measured IBW is consistent with the predicted value

CEA Worth HZP 6.4 To determine if the worth of selected rod groups is consistent with predictions

ITC HZP 6.5 To determine if the measured ITC is consistent with the predicted value

MTC Surveillance HZP NA To determine if the calculated MTC derived using the measured ITC is within Technical
MTC pecficaionlimits

MTC Alternate Surveillance HZP NA To determine if the calculated MTC derived using the measured CBC is within Technical
_____Alternate__Surveillance_______ Specification limits for various operating conditions

To determine if the calculated shutdown margin derived using measured test values is within
Technical Specification limits

CEA Flux Symmetry HZP 6.6 To determine if the measured azimuthal flux symmetry is consistent

Incore Flux Symmetry Low 6.6 To determine if the measured azimuthal flux symmetry is consistent

Incore Power Distribution Intermediate 6.7 To determine if the measured and predicted core power distributions are consistent

ITC Intermediate NA To determine if the measured ITC is consistent with the predicted value
_________________to HFP _______________________________

. Intermediate To determine if the calculated MTC derived using the measured ITC is within Technical
MTC Surveillanceto HFP NA Specification limits for various operating conditions

Incore Power Distribution HFP 6.8 To determine if the measured and predicted core power distributions are consistent

ACBC HZP-4-FP HFP 6.9 To determine if the reactivity difference between zero and full power conditions is consistentwith design predictions

'ANSI numbers refer to sections in the 1997 ANSI standard for reload startup physics tests. reference 1. that describe the test. Tests designated "NA" are outside the scope of the
ANSI standard.
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2.0 SUMMARY

A review of startup test programs at Participating Plants 3 is performed. A Generic Program is identified
that is representative of current PWR testing. The STAR Program involves the following changes to the
Generic Program:

* Elimination of the CEA Worth, ITC, and MTC Surveillance tests at HZP
* Addition of an MTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP and an ITC and ACBC HZP-HFP test at

power
* Addition of Applicability Requirements for core design, fuel fabrication, refueling, startup testing,

and CEA lifetime

The Generic Program is considered to be a representative set of acceptable tests for PWRs. An evaluation
is performed to determine if the impact of the changes to the Generic Program on safety analysis
conformance is acceptable. Potential problems involving core configurations that are not explicitly
accounted for in the safety analysis are identified for evaluation. Evaluation criteria are used that ensure
the ability to prevent operation with these problems is not significantly degraded. Different evaluation
criteria and processes are used for each of the following problem categories:

* Design prediction problems related to the accuracy of core design methods
* As-built core problems related to core anomalies or errors in core design, fabrication, or reassembly
* Test performance problems related to errors using test equipment, processes, or results

Problems are identified and evaluations are performed that demonstrate the following:

* An evaluation of four design prediction problems demonstrates that uncertainties in parameters that
are measured in the Generic Program, but not measured in the STAR Program, are bounded by the
safety analysis when using the STAR Program. This conclusion is supported by demonstrating the
ability to benchmark a wide range of core designs and core design methods using a large database of
recent startup test results.

* An evaluation of nineteen as-built core problems demonstrates that the ability of the STAR Program
to prevent operation with as-built core problems is essentially the same as, or better than, the Generic
Program. This conclusion is supported by a review of industry experience using NRC and INPO
databases for past industry events.

* An evaluation of three test performance problems demonstrates that there is a decrease in the
likelihood of operation outside the safety analysis as a result of eliminating unique operating
practices associated with tests that require the reactivity computer.

In addition, an evaluation demonstrates there are no unique design features in the Participating Plants that
require deviations from the STAR Program. Based on these evaluations, it was concluded that
implementation of the STAR Program in the Participating Plants is acceptable. Further, it was concluded
that implementation of the STAR Program in the non-participating PWRs is acceptable provided there are
no unique design features that require additional startup testing.

3 The Participating plants are the subset of CE Plants that are participants in CEOG Task 1 173, Startup Test Time Reduction.
These plants arc ANO 2, Waterford 3, Millstone 2, SONGS 2 &3, Calvert Cliffs I & 2, St. Lucie I & 2 and Ft. Calhoun.
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3.0 REVIEW OF STARTUP TEST PROGRAMS

This section provides a review of startup test programs at Participating Plants. The results of this review
are used to define a Generic Program that is representative of current PWR startup testing. The proposed
STAR Program is presented and differences between the Generic Program and STAR Program are
identified for subsequent evaluation. The following summarizes the startup test program changes for a
typical Participating Plant:

* Elimination of the CEA Worth, ITC and MTC Surveillance tests at HZP
* Addition of an MTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP and ITC and ACBC HZP-HFP tests at power
* Addition of Applicability Requirements

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 below describe the Generic and STAR Programs respectively, while Section 3.3
describes the changes between the two.

For the purpose of this report, startup tests are tests that involve measured parameters and have specific
test criteria that are used to verify that the core can be operated as designed following reloads. Table I-I
provides a description of the startup tests discussed in this report and Table 1-2 provides the
corresponding test purposes. In some instances parameters may be measured but this does not constitute
a test of the parameter if the measurement'is not compared to test criteria. For example, the ITC is
typically measured at both HZP and HFP but may only be compared to test criteria at HZP. In this
instance there is only an ITC test at HZP. However the ITC measurements at HZP and HFP are typically
used to calculate a MTC at both HZP and HFP that is compared to test criteria derived from Technical
Specifications. In this instance there is a MTC Surveillance test at both HZP and HFP.

3.1 CURRENT STARTUP TEST PROGRAMS

This section provides the results of a review of current startup testing at Participating Plants. This
information is used to identify a Generic Program that is representative of current PWVR startup testing.

3.1.1 Review of Startup Test Programs for Participating Plants
A review of the current design and licensing bases for startup tests was conducted for Participating Plants.
The Participating Plants were requested to identify specific documents and corresponding sections that
contain design and licensing bases related to startup tests. These documents were then reviewed to
determine the design and licensing bases relating to startup tests for Participating Plants. The results of
this review are summarized in Table 3-1 by Licensee. A recommended program from the ANSI standard
for startup testing, Reference 1, is also included in Table 3-1 for comparison.
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3.1.2 Generic Program
A Generic Program was determined by selecting a subset of tests that are typically performed by the
Participating Plants. The following list summarizes the tests that comprise the Generic Program:

TEST POWER RODS

CEA Drop Time Shutdown Moved
CEA Drop Characteristics Shutdown Moved
CBC HZP ARO
CEA Worth HZP Rodded
ITC HZP ARO
MTC Surveillance HZP ARO
Incore Flux Symmetry Low ARO
Incore Power Distribution Intermediate ARO
NMTC Surveillance Intermediate to HFP ARO
Incore Power Distribution HFP ARO

Table 3-2 provides descriptions of the tests in the Generic Program. Table 3-1 compares the Generic
Program to the programs for individual licensees and a set of tests recommended by ANSI. In addition to
the detailed reviews performed on a representative set of plants, knowledge of testing requirements for
CE Plants by individuals experienced in startup testing and a review of all CE UFSARs for startup test
requirements provide confidence in the Generic Program selections.

Although all the plants reviewed perform a SDM surveillance 4 at HZP following a refueling, no standard
requirements for the use of startup test measurements in the surveillance was found, and the licensees
employed different practices as illustrated in the following summary:

* Two plants did not use startup test measurements
* One plant used measured CBC
* Three plants required an acceptable CEA worth measurement as a prerequisite
* Two plants adjusted the predicted CEA worth if the measured value is low by 10% or more.
* Two plants adjusted the predicted CEA worth using the measured CEA worth.

Based on the above, it was concluded that there was no generic practice regarding the use of startup test
measurements in shutdown margin surveillances. Furthermore, the requirement for a SDM surveillance
prior to exceeding 5% power after fuel loading has been removed from the CE Standard Technical
Specifications, Reference 3, and the remaining SDM surveillances require the verification of CBC in
shutdown conditions. Because there was no generic practice or general requirement for SDM
surveillances at HZP, the SDM surveillance test was not included as part of the Generic Program.

Although the Generic Program is based on a review of Participating Plants, it is generally applicable to all
PWRs. This is because the startup testing requirements and practices at Westinghouse and B&W Plants
are similar to CE Plants. Furthermore, the similarity of all PWR designs suggests that a startup program
appropriate for any subset would be appropriate for other PWRs. This is supported by a single ANSI
standard for startup testing that is applicable to all PWRs. Exceptions would be PWRs with unique
design features that could cause significant increases in problems that could be detected by additional
startup testing.

4 SDM surveillances that do not use startup test measurements arc not considered startup tests.
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3.2 STAR PROGRAM

This section describes a reload startup test program for PWRs configured to accomplish the following
objectives:

1. To ensure the core can be operated as designed
2. To perform startup testing using normal plant operating practices
3. To reduce startup testing time

The proposed program is referred to as the Startup Test Activity Reduction (STAR) program.

3.2.1 STAR Program Tests

The STAR Program eliminates tests that require the use of the reactivity computer. Tests are added to
ensure that the core can be operated as designed. Table 3-3 provides a description of the tests required by
the STAR Program5. For a typical PWR the STAR Program would involve elimination of the ITC and
CEA worth measurements at HZP. This removes the need for unique operating practices while
significantly reducing the testing time. Unique plant operating practices are the use of plant equipment
and processes that are not characteristic of normal operation. Startup testing using only normal operating
practices reduces the potential for operational problems associated with the testing. The following list
summarizes the tests that comprise the STAR startup program:

TEST POWER RODS

CEA Drop Time Shutdown Moved
CEA Drop Characteristics Shutdown Moved
CBC HZP ARO
MTC Alternate Surveillance" HZP ARO
Incore Flux Symmetry Low ARO
Incore Power Distribution Intermediate ARO
ITC Intermediate to HFP ARO
MTC Surveillance Intermediate to I-FP ARO,
Incore Power Distribution HIP ARO
ACBC HZP-HFP HIP ARO

The MTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP is a new test that is added by the program. It replaces the
MTC Surveillance test at HZP with a test that does not require the use of the reactivity computer. Instead
of calculating the MTC from the measured ITC, the MTC is calculated from the measured CBC. The
predicted MTC is adjusted for the measured CBC using the predicted relationship between MTC and
CBC and compared with Technical Specification limits.

3.2.2 STAR Program Applicability Requirements

The STAR Applicability Requirements are conditions that must be satisfied to use the STAR Program.
The STAR Applicability Requirements are provided in Table 34 and provide compensatory measures
that ensure the core can be operated as designed when used in conjunction with the proposed tests. The
STAR Applicability Requirements involve the following areas:

* Core Design
* Fuel Fabrication

5This is the minimum acceptable set of tests using the STAR program. Additional tests may be performed when using the STAR
program including tests that require the use of the reactivity computer.
6 Not required if an MTC Sunreillance test is performed at HZP.
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* Refueling
* Startup Testing
* CEA Lifetime

3.3 CHANGES TO GENERIC PROGRAM

Tile changes to the Generic Program tests are identified in Table 3-5 so the impact of the STAR Program
can be evaluated. Table 3-5 also provides a description of these tests involved in the change. The
following list summarizes the changes to the Generic Program tests:

TEST POWER RODS CHANGE

CEA Worth HZP Rodded Eliminated
ITC HZP ARO Eliminated
MTC Surveillance HZP ARO Eliminated
NITC Alternate Surveillance HZP ARO Added
ITC Intermediate to HFP ARO Added
ACBC HZP-HFP HFP ARO Added

These test changes, along with the STAR Applicability Requirements in Table 3-4, comprise the changes
to the Generic Program. The changes to the Generic Program eliminate the use of the reactivity computer
and the requirement for unique operating practices. Two measurements, CEA worth and ITC, are
eliminated at HZP, which result in the elimination of the CEA Worth, ITC, and MTC tests at HZP. The
ITC measurement is still performed at power and thus remains as part of the overall startup test program.
The STAR Program adds a CBC measurement at HFP in order to perform the ACBC HZP-HFP test at
HFP.

The measurements are eliminated only when they are no longer required to benchmark core design
methods. The benchmarking of core design methods is the determination of the uncertainties associated
with the methods based on deviations between measured and predicted values for parameters. These
uncertainties are applicable for a range of core designs similar to those involved in the benchmarking
process. Subsequent measurements for core designs outside this range can be used to extend the range of
applicable core designs by demonstrating consistency with previously established uncertainties. Once
sufficient data has been obtained to establish the accuracy of core design methods for a range of core
designs it is no longer necessary to perform measurements for this range of core designs. Although these
measurements are no longer required to benchmark core designs, they may be useful in detecting as-built
core problems. The following provides the compensatory measures in the STAR Program that ensure the
core can be operated as designed with these measurements eliminated:

* The added MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP provides a method of detecting MTC noncompliance
with Technical Specification requirements at HZP without the reactivity computer. This replaces the
MTC Surveillance test at HZP and provides an alternate means of MTC surveillance until the MTC
Surveillance test is performed at power.

* Thle added ITC test at power replaces the ITC test at HZP and thus provides continued verification of
ITC predictions by core design methods.

7 This does not add a measurement to the startup program because the ITC measurement is already performed for the NITC
Surveillance at intermediate to IIFP. I lowever. this does add a test because the measured ITC is compared to test criteria in the
STAR Program.
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* The added ACBC HZP-HFP test at HFP provides additional verification of core design methods and
problem detection capability without any requirement for plant maneuvers.

The MTC surveillance changes in the STAR Program may require Technical Specification changes. The
following changes to typical Technical Specification requirements for CE Plants are necessary to
implement the STAR Program:

* For operating cycles that meet the STAR Applicability Requirements, the MTC that is required prior
to entering MODE I may be obtained from either the measured isothermal temperature coefficient or
the predicted MTC adjusted for the measured CBC.

* If the MTC that is required prior to entering MODE I was obtained from the predicted MTC
adjusted for the measured CBC, then the MTC obtained at BOC in MODE I must be verified to be
within the upper limit.

* For CE Plants that have eliminated the 2/3 cycle MTC surveillance in accordance with CEOG Task
1009 and Reference 2, the deter~mination whether the 2/3 cycle MTC surveillance is required is
based on the MTC obtained at BOC in MODE 1. Currently, both the BOC MTC obtained prior to
MODE I and in MODE I are used to make this determination.

a'c
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Table 3-1 Startup Test Programs for Participating Plants

TEST' 1 POWER RODS PARTICIPATING PLANT

Cql

(z 0

- - I-

CEA Flux Change HZP Moved X X X

CCHZP ARO X X X X X X X X X X

CCHZP Rodded X X X

|IBW HZP Rodded X X X

CEA Worth SHZP Moved X X X X X X X X X X

ITC HZP ARO X X X X X X X X X X

MTC Surveillance HZP ARO X X X X X X X X X

MTC Alternate Surveillance HZP ARO

SDM Surveillance HZP ARO X X X X X X X

CEA Flux Symmetry HZP Moved X

Incore Flux Symmetry Low ARO X X X X X X X X X X 2

Incore Power Distribution Intermediate ARO X X X X X X X X X X

ITC Intermediate to HFP ARO X X X X X

MTC Surveillance Intermediate to HFP ARO X X X X X X X X

Incore Power Distribution HFP ARO X X X X X X X X X X

ACBC HZP-HFP HFP ARO I X

1 Table I - I providcs dcscriptions. and Table 1-2 provides the purposcs. of the tests discussed in this report.
2 The CEA Flux Symmetry test is an alternate to the Incore Flux Symmetry test in the ANSI Standard.
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Table 3-2 Generic Program Tests

TEST' POWER DESCRIPTION

CEA Drop Time Shutdown Determination of CEA drop time from measured trends of CEA position vs. time during CEA drops

. Do Verification of CEA coupling from analysis of measured rod drop test characteristics such as trends of drop time by
location, slowing in the dashpot, and normal rebound

CBC HZP Determination of CBC from chemical analysis

CEA Worth HZP Determination of CEA worth from measured change in reactivity during CEA motion

ICH7J Determination of the ITC from measurements of changes in reactivity and moderator temperature when fuel and
.T moderator temperature changes are isothermal

MTC Surveillance HZP - Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions from the measured ITC, the predicted Fuel Temperature.___ .Coefficient, and the predicted MTC -
- -Determination of the degree of azimuthal asymmetry in the neutron flux from measurements of the variation inIncore Flux Symmetry Low.ny e incore detector signals from symmetric incore detectors

.ce .ower DistDetermination of the relative power distribution from the measurement of incore detector signals. Tests are typicallyIncore Power Distribution Intermediate, performed at intermediate power levels in the 40-80% range.
MTC SurelIntermediate Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions from the measured ITC, the predicted Fuel Temperature

to HFP Coefficient, and the predicted MTC
e .v D o Determination of the relative power distribution from the measurement of incore detector signals. Tests are typically

Incore Power Dpstevbutton HFP. . ~ performed at power levels greater than 90%

' Table 1-2 provides the purposes of the tests discussed in this report.
_CP10 -PA e 
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Table 3-3 STAR Program Tests

TEST' POWER DESCRIPTION

CEA Drop Time Shutdown Determination of CEA drop time from measured trends of CEA position vs. time during CEA drops

|CEA Drop Characteristics Shutdown Verification of CEA coupling from analysis of measured rod drop test characteristics such as trends of drop time by
location, slowing in the dashpot, and normal rebound

CBC HZP Determination of CBC from chemical analysis

MTC Alternate Surveillance 2  HZP Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions by adjusting the predicted MTC for various operating
conditions using the measured CBC

r Determination of the degree of azimuthal asymmetry in the neutron flux from measurements of the variation in
l r Fincore detector signals from symmetric incore detectors

Incore Power Distribution Intermediate Determination of the relative power distribution from the measurement of incore detector signals. Tests are
lnce Ptypically performed at intermediate power levels in the 40-80% range.

ITC Intermediate Determination of the ITC from measurements of changes in reactivity and moderator temperature when fuel and
to HFP moderator temperature changes are isothermal

MTC SuveillancIntermediate Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions from the measured ITC, the predicted Fuel Temperature
Curvelae to HFP Coefficient, and the predicted MTC

P . . Determination of the relative power distribution from the measurement of incore detector signals. Tests are
typically performed at power levels greater than 90%

ACBC HZP-HFP HFP Determination of the change in CBC between HZP and HFP from chemical analysis

' Table 1-2 provides purposes of the tests discussed in this report.
2 Not required if a MTC Surveillance test is performed at HZP.
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Table 3-4 STAR Program Applicability Requirements
a.c
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Table 3-4 STAR Program Applicability Requirements

' Not rcquired if an MTC Surveillance test is performed at HZP.
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Table 3-4 STAR Program Applicability Requirements
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Table 3-5 Changes to Generic Program Tests

TEST' POWER RODS CHANGES DESCRIPTION

CEA Worth HZP Moved Eliminated Determination of CEA worth from measured change in reactivity during CEA motion

ITC HZP ARO Eliminated Determination of the ITC from measurements of changes in reactivity and moderator
temperature when fuel and moderator temperature changes are isothermal

MTC Surveillance HZP ARO Eliminated Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions from the measured ITC. the
predicted Fuel Temperature Coefficient, and the predicted MTC

MTC Alternate Surveillance HZP ARO Added Determination of the MTC for various operating conditions by adjusting the predicted MTC for
various operating conditions using the measured CBC

ITC Intermediate ARO Added Determination of the ITC from measurements of changes in reactivity and moderator
to HFP temperature when fuel and moderator temperature changes are isothermal

ACBC HZP-HFP HFP ARO Added Determination of the change in CBC between HZP and HFP from chemical analysis

l Table 1-2 provides the purposes oli the tests discussed in this report.
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4.0 EVALUATION OF IMPACT OF CHANGES TO GENERIC PROGRAM

This section provides an evaluation of the STAR Program for PWVRs. The STAR Program consists of startup
tests listed in Table 3-3 selected to determine if the core can be operated as designed provided the STAR
Applicability Requirements in Table 34 are satisfied. The changes to be evaluated include both the changes to
the tests and the added STAR Applicability Requirements. The approach is to assess the impact of the changes
to the Generic Program identified in Section 3.3. The Generic Program is considered to be a representative set
of acceptable tests.

The impact of changes to the Generic Program is considered acceptable if there is no significant adverse impact
on safety analysis conformance. In this evaluation core configurations that are not explicitly accounted for in
the safety analysis are referred to as "problems." The word "problem" was selected to be consistent with the
terminology used in the 1997 ANSI standard for reload physics testing, Reference 1. Startup tests can both
detect and initiate problems. The evaluation consists of determining if the change in the ability to prevent
problems is acceptable. The impact of the change on each problem is evaluated separately. This was found to
be desirable because each problem identified for evaluation has many unique aspects that need to be considered
in conjunction with all the changes to the Generic Program. The problems are divided into the following three
general categories:

* Design Prediction problems related to the accuracy of core design methods
* As-Built Core problems related to core anonialies or errors in core design, fabrication, or reassembly
* Test Performance problems related to errors using test equipment, processes, or results

The detection of design prediction and as-built core problems by startup tests can impact safety analysis
conformance through corrective actions that ensure operation within the safety analysis. The initiation of
problems during the performance of startup tests can cause operation outside the safety analysis.

Four design prediction problems are identified for evaluation. The design prediction problems are based on the
parameters measured in the Generic Program. CEA worth, CBC, ITC, and Power Distribution are the
parameters measured in the Generic Program and thus inaccuracies in these parameters constitute the design
prediction problems. Nineteen as-built core problems are identified for evaluation in Appendix C. Appendix C
addresses the detection of as-built core problems and identifies as-built core problems that are based in part on a
problem identification matrix from the 1997 ANSI standard for reload physics testing, Reference 1. Three test
performance problems are identified for evaluation in Appendix D. Appendix D addresses the initiation of test
performance problems associated with errors using test equipment, processes, or results.

The impact of the STAR Program is considered acceptable if there is no significant adverse impact on safety
analysis conformance. [

aJc

A specific evaluation criterion is developed for each problem category that ensures the general evaluation
criterion above is satisfied. The impact of the changes on design prediction, as-built core, and test performance
problems are addressed in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 respectively. The section for each problem category
contains a subsection that describes the (a) criterion used in the evaluation, (b) information required for the
evaluation and (c) process used to perform the evaluation. Following each description there is a section that
provides an individual evaluation for each problem.
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The impact of current deviations in startup testing by Participating Plants from the Generic Program is
evaluated in Appendix F. In all cases it was determined that eliminating the deviations and using only the tests
in the STAR Program is acceptable for Participating Plants. In addition, it is concluded that a CEA Flux
Change test based on either measured reactivity changes or startup rates is an acceptable alternative to the CEA
Drop Characteristics test for detecting CEA uncoupling.

4.1 IMPACT OF CHANGES ON DESIGN PREDICTION PROBLEMS

This section evaluates the impact of the changes to the Generic Program on design prediction problems. In this
evaluation, design prediction problems are deviations between the predictions from core design methods and the
operating characteristics of the core, and reflect the accuracy of the predictions8. The selection of design
prediction problems for evaluation was based on the parameters that are measured for comparison to predictions
in the Generic Program. Table 1-2 provides the startup test purposes from which this information was obtained.
The following are the design prediction problems that are identified for evaluation:

* CEA Worth Inaccuracy
* CBC Inaccuracy
* ITC Inaccuracy
* Power Distribution Inaccuracy

4.1.1 Design Prediction Problem Evaluation Description

This section describes the following:

* Criterion used in the evaluation
* Information required for the evaluation
* Process used to perform the evaluation

4.1.1.1 Design Prediction Problem Evaluation Criterion

The design prediction criterion is based on ensuring that the core design methods provide predicted parameters
that are conservative when used in the safety analysis. The following evaluation criterion is used to ensure the
general evaluation criterion in Section 4.0 is satisfied:

alc

Errors in the application of the core design methods are not addressed in this section but are addressed in Section 4.2 on as-hUill core
problems. Section 4.1 addresses only the accuracy of the core design methods.
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4.1.1.2 Design Prediction Problem Evaluation Information

In order to determine if the evaluation criterion is satisfied it is necessary to determine if the uncertainty remains
bounded by the safety analysis assumptions when using the STAR Program. The following information is
required for this evaluation: a~c

Appendix B provides a review of startup tests used as the source of information for the analysis of deviations
between measurements and predictions. Best estimate predictions are the predictions from core design methods
corrected for the bias between past measurements and predictions. A large database was used to characterize
the differences between measurements and best estimate predictions for CEA worth and ITC in Appendix B.
Included are measurement results for CEA worth and ITC from multiple cycles for Participating Plants as well
as some nonparticipating CE Plants. This data consists of deviations between measurements and best estimate
predictions and covers a wide range of core designs that include significant variations in fuel management, fuel
enrichment, poison type, poison loading, and exposure. The data also reflect changes that have occurred as core
designs have evolved with time. In addition, the data include a range of modem PWR core design methods
including DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and CASMO/SIMULATE.

Table B-10 summarizes the results of analyses in Appendix B that examined the data described above. The data
was demonstrated to be consistent with a normal distribution with a mean near zero. The results in Appendix B
provide information related to the following:

a'c

J3.C
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4.1.1.3 Design Prediction Problem Evaluation Process

Figure 4-1 presents a flowchart of the evaluation process for design prediction problems. The process evaluates
the impact of the changes on the design prediction problems identified in Section 4.1 by determining if the
change is acceptable using the design prediction criterion. The evaluation process for design prediction
problems consists of the following three steps:

4.1.2 Design Prediction Problem Evaluation

This section provides an individual evaluation for each of the four design prediction problems potentially
impacted by startup testing. The corresponding evaluations using the process described in Section 4.1. I are
provided in Appendix E. Significant results from these evaluations are summarized below. A summary of the
impacts on the ability to ensure uncertainties are bounded by the safety analysis is provided in Table 4-1. A
summary of all the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.
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4.1.2.1 Impact on CEA Worth Inaccuracy

CEA worth inaccuracy is the deviation between the CEA worth predicted by core design methods and the CEA
worth actually present in the core. CEA worth inaccuracy is characterized by an uncertainty that is based on
deviations between core design predictions and startup test measurements at HZP. Typically best estimate
predictions are used in which the predicted result from the core design method is adjusted for the bias between
past measurements and predictions. Appendix B presents the results of a review of past startup tests. Based on
this review of a large number of recent CEA Worth test results, the biases and uncertainties from previous
benchmarking continue to be applicable. A CEA worth inaccuracy problem is CEA worth that is not bounded
by the safety analysis. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-7
summarizes the results for design prediction problems. The review identified three instances of CEA worth
inaccuracy problems. One instance involved a failure to account for the decay of Pu in irradiated fuel that had
been discharged for four cycles. Accounting for decay in fuel has subsequently been incorporated in modem
core design methods. This problem is detectable by the Incore Power Distribution tests that are retained in the
STAR Program. One instance involved a core design method that did not have an appropriate bias for the core
being designed and one instance involved a change in fuel management to a low leakage core design that had
not been benchmarked. The STAR Program Applicability Requirements require that benchmarking be
performed and that the tests are eliminated only for core designs that are similar to those used to benchmark the
predictions.

The impact of the change on CEA worth inaccuracy is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation
perfonned in Section E.2.1.1 of Appendix E. [

J3.C

4.1.2.2 Impact on CBC Inaccuracy

CBC inaccuracy is the deviation between the CBC predicted by core design methods and the CBC actually
present in the core. CBC inaccuracy is characterized by an uncertainty that is based on deviations between core
design predictions and startup test measurements. Typically best estimate predictions are used that adjust the
predicted result from the core design method for the bias between past measurements and predictions.
A CBC inaccuracy problem is a CBC that is not bounded by the safety analysis. Appendix A provides the
results of a review of industry problems and Table A-7 summarizes the results for design prediction problems.
The review identified one instance of a CBC inaccuracy problem that was detected by a CBC surveillance
during MOC operation. The CBC inaccuracy was not detected by the startup CBC test at HZP because the
effect of the problem on CBC was within the test criteria at BOC. The problem was detected by a surveillance
later in the cycle when the effect was larger. The STAR Program does not impact any CBC surveillances.

The impact of the change on CBC inaccuracy is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation performed
in Section E.2. 1.2 of Appendix E. [

9 Tat

9 The startup test data analyzed consist of deviations between measured and predicted CEA worth.
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4.1.2.3 Impact on ITC Inaccuracy

ITC inaccuracy is the deviation between the ITC predicted by core design methods and the ITC actually present
in the core. ITC inaccuracy is characterized by an uncertainty that is based on deviations between core design
predictions and startup test measurements. Typically best estimate predictions are used that adjust the predicted
result from the core design method for the bias between past measurements and predictions. Appendix B
presents the results of a review of past startup tests. Based on this review of a large number of recent ITC test
results, the bias and uncertainty from previous benchmarking continue to be applicable. An ITC inaccuracy
problem is an ITC that is not bounded by the safety analysis. Appendix A provides the results of a review of
industry problems and Table A-7 summarizes the results for design prediction problems. The review did not
identify any instances of ITC inaccuracy problems. Although instances of measurements in excess of MTC
Technical Specification limits were identified in Section 4.2.2.5, the review did not identify any instances of
ITC inaccuracy problems in the prediction of MTC or ITC.

The impact of the change on ITC inaccuracy is determined to be acceptable based on tile evaluation performed
in Section E.2. 1.3 of Appendix E. [

]a c

4.1.2.4 Impact on Power Distribution Inaccuracy

Power distribution inaccuracy is the deviation between the power distribution predicted by core design methods
and the power distribution actually present in the core. Power distribution inaccuracy is characterized by an
uncertainty that is based on deviations between core design predictions and startup test measurements at power.
A power distribution inaccuracy problem is a power distribution that is not bounded by the safety analysis.
Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-7 summarizes the results for
design prediction problems. The review did not identify any instances of power distribution inaccuracy
problems.

The impact of thie change on power distribution inaccuracy is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.1.4 of Appendix E. [

lJC

4.2 IMPACT OF CHANGES ON AS-BUILT CORE PROBLEMS

This section evaluates the impact of the changes to the Generic Program on as-built core problems. In this
evaluation, as-built core problems are deviations from the intended core design. As-built core problems are a
result of either errors in the core design process or physical characteristics of the core that differ from the core
design. The identification of as-built core problems is in part based on the kinds of problems and their
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symptoms that have been identified in the past and documented by ANSI, and in part on a review of industry
problems coupled with engineering judgment. The following are the as-built core problems that are identified
for evaluation:

* CEA Worth Error
* CBC Error
* ITC Error
* Power Distribution Error
* MTC Noncompliance
* SDM Noncompliance
* Fuel Fabrication Error
* Fuel Misloading
* Fuel Distortion
* Fuel Poison Loss
* Fuel Crudding
* CEA Fabrication Error
* CEA Misloading
* CEA Uncoupling
* CEA Distortion
* CEA Absorber Loss
* CEA Finger Loss
* RCS Anomaly
* RCS B-10 Depletion

4.2.1 Description of As-Built Core Problem Evaluation

This section describes the following elements of the as-built core problem evaluation:

* Criterion used in the evaluation
* Information required for the evaluation
* Process used to perform the evaluation

4.2.1.1 As-Built Core Problem Evaluation Criterion

The as-built core criterion is based on ensuring that increases in as-built core problems are small. Additional
as-built core problems could result from changes in the effectiveness of detecting as-built core problems in the
STAR Program. The following evaluation criterion is used in the evaluation of as-built core problems to ensure
the general evaluation criterion in Section 4.0 is satisfied:

3,C
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4.2.1.2 As-Built Core Problem Evaluation Information

In order to determine if the evaluation criterion is satisfied it is necessary to determine the effectiveness of thie
various methods of detecting as-built core problems. The following detection related information is required for
this evaluation:

* Effectiveness of startup tests in detecting as-built core problems
* Effectiveness of pre-operational activities in detecting as-built core problems
* Effectiveness of STAR Applicability Requirements in detecting as-built core problems

Appendix C addresses the detection of as-built core problems. Tables C-5, C-6, and C-7 provide the
effectiveness in detecting as-built core problems for startup tests, pre-operational activities, and STAR
Applicability Requirements respectively. These tables use a three level rating system to represent the
effectiveness of the various methods in detecting as-built core problems. Detection methods are rated as
"Good," "Fair," or "Poor. This information is used in the evaluations to determine changes in the ability to
detect as-built core problems between the Generic and STAR Programs.

4.2.1.3 As-Built Core Problem Evaluation Process

Figure 4-2 presents a flowchart of the evaluation process for as-built core problems. The process evaluates the
impact of the changes on the as-built core problems identified in Section 4.2 by determining if the change is
acceptable using the as-built core criterion. The evaluation process for as-built core problems consists of the
following four steps:

la c
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4.2.2 As-Built Core Problem Evaluation

This section provides an individual evaluation for each of the nineteen as-built core problems potentially
impacted by startup testing. The corresponding evaluations using the process described in Section 4.2.1 are
provided in Appendix E. Significant results from these evaluations are summarized below. A summary of the
impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of
all the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

4.2.2.1 Impact on CEA Worth Error Detection

CEA worth error detection is the detection of CEA worth predictions that result from errors in the application of
PWR core design methods. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8
summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The review did not identify any instances of CEA worth
errors in the PWR design process.

The impact of the change on the detection of CEA worth errors is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.1 of Appendix E. [

33.C

4.2.2.2 Impact on CBC Error Detection

CBC error detection is the detection of CBC predictions that result from errors in the application of PWR core
design methods. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes
the results for as-built core problems. The review did not identify any instances of a CBC error in the PWVR
design process.

The impact of the change on the detection of CBC errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation
performed in Section E.2.2.2 of Appendix E. [

33.e

4.2.2.3 Impact on ITC Error Detection

ITC error detection is the detection of ITC predictions that result from errors in the application of PWVR core
design methods. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes
the results for as-built core problems. The review did not identify any instances of ITC errors in the PWVR
design process. Although instances of measurements in excess of MTC Technical Specification limits were
identified in Section 4.2.2.5, no errors in the prediction of MTC or ITC were identified.

The impact of the change on the detection of ITC errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation
performed in Section E.2.2.3 of Appendix E. [
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4.2.2.4 Impact on Power Distribution Error Detection
Power distribution error detection is the detection of power distribution predictions that result from errors in the
application of PWR core design methods. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems
and Table A-S summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The review identified one instance of a power
distribution error that was detected by the Incore Flux Symmetry test at power. This test is included in the
STAR Program.

The impact of the change on the detection of power distribution errors is determined to be acceptable based on
the evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.4 of Appendix E. [

aIc

4.2.2.5 Impact on MTC Noncompliance Detection

MTC noncompliance detection is the detection of MTC values that are outside Technical Specification limits.
MTC surveillances are required at HZP and power in the Generic Program. Appendix A provides the results of
a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The review
identified thirty instances of MTC measurements at I-ZP in excess of Technical Specification limits. Typically
operation with a MTC in excess of the MTC limit during HZP startup testing is not a violation of Technical
Specifications because of special test exceptions. In these instances appropriate corrective actions were
implemented and no instances of Technical Specification violations were identified. The review of these
potential problems did not identify any instances of inaccuracies or errors in the prediction of MTC or ITC and
the differences between predicted and measured values were consistent with typical MTC uncertainties. These
instances, instead, appear to be the result of core designs with predicted MTCs that were close to the Technical
Specification limits. These potential problems were detected by the MTC Surveillance test at HZP. An MTC
Alternate Surveillance test at HZP is used in the STAR Program. [

]ac The STAR Program Core Design
Applicability Requirements ensure that the tests are eliminated only for core designs that are similar to those
used to benchmark the predictions. The NMTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP used in the STAR Program
adjusts the predicted MTC at HZP to account for the measured CBC and thus provides a best estimate MTC
prediction. Thus, the MTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP is capable of detecting these potential problems
with the same accuracy as the MTC Surveillance test at HZP. This results in the same ability to prevent similar
M9lTC noncompliance problems when using the STAR Program.

The impact of the change on1 the detection of MTC noncompliance is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.5 of Appendix E. [

yac
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In addition, the added MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP provides a method of detecting MTC noncompliance
at HZP. This test replaces the MTC Surveillance teit'at HZP and provides an alternate means of MTC
surveillance prior to performing the MTC Surveillance test at power. [

F',C

Some CE Plants have eliminated a MOC MTC Surveillance test contingent on the results of the BOC MTC
Surveillance tests at HZP and power in accordance with Reference 2. For these plants reliance on the MTC
Surveillance test at power to make this determination is sufficient.

4.2.2.6 Impact on SDM Noncompliance Detection

SDM noncompliance detection is the detection of SDM values that are outside Technical Specification limits.
Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-
built core problems. The review identified one, instance of SDM noncompliance involving shutdown CBC that
was detected by core design QA. The STAR Program does not impact coie design QA or CBC surveillances.

The impact of the change on the detection of SDM Noncompliance is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.6 of Appendix E. [

The verification of SDM using measured startup test parameters is not a test in the Generic Program in Section
3.1.2. Although verification of SDM may be a Technical Specification requirement's at HZP following a
refueling for some plants, there is no typical use of measured startup test parameters, and no requirement for the
use of measured startup test parameters. The various practices for using measured startup test parameters were

"0 This is not a requirement in the CE Standard Technical Specifications, Reference 3.
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considered to be deviations from the Generic Program. The impact of the changes on these deviations is
evaluated in Appendix F that addresses deviations from the Generic Program by Participating Plants. The
detection of errors in the individual parameters affecting SDM in the STAR Program and the core design QA
process are judged to be more effective than the SDM surveillance typically performed at HZP following a
refueling.

4.2.2.7 Impact on Fuel Fabrication Error Detection

Fuel fabrication error detection is the detection of as-built fuel characteristics that are different from the
intended design. Potentially affected as-built fuel characteristics include enrichment, poison loading, fuel pellet
placement and size, fuel rod placement, and poison rod placement. Appendix A provides the results of a review
of industry PWR problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems. This review
identified fourteen instances of fuel fabrication errors. Eight were detected by fuel fabrication QA prior to fuel
shipment, three were detected by fuel receipt inspection at the utility and three were detected by the Incore
Power Distribution test at power. The STAR Program does not impact fuel fabrication QA, fuel receipt
inspection or the Incore Power Distribution test at power. [

Ja.c

The impact of the change on the detection of fuel fabrication errors is determined to be acceptable based on the

evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.7 of Appendix E.

rac

In addition, the likelihood of fabrication errors has decreased since the current startup tests were established
because of improvements that have been instituted in the manufacturing process. For example, gamma
scanning of loaded fuel rods to check enrichment, and the use of bar codes instead of serial numbers for rod
tracking, has reduced the likelihood of fuel fabrication errors. Fabrication errors have generally been detected
in the fabrication shop, which indicates effective quality control practices are being employed. It is also noted
that the primary means of detecting credible fuel fabrication errors in the core are similar to those of credible
fuel misloadings. Fuel misloadings are discussed in Section 4.2.2.8 and analyses have been performed to
demonstrate the acceptability of undetectable fuel mnisloadings. None of the detection methods credited in these
analyses are eliminated in the STAR Program.

4.2.2.8 Impact on Fuel Misloading Detection

Fuel misleading detection is the detection of errors in the placement of fuel in the core during core loading.
This could involve the placement of fuel in an incorrect location or orientation. Appendix A provides the
results of a review of industry PWR problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems.
This review identified five instances of fuel mnisloading errors. One was detected by core design QA, two were
detected by the Incore Flux Symmetry test at power, and two were detected by the Incore Power Distribution
test at power. The STAR Program does not impact core design QA or the Incore Flux Symmetry and Incore
power Distribution tests at power.

The impact of the change on the detection of fuel misloading is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.8 of Appendix E.

1JI c
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4.2.2.9 Impact on Fuel Distortion Detection

Fuel distortion detection is the detection of changes in fuel assembly geometry that result in core operating
characteristics different from design assumptions. Excessive fuel assembly distortions can be the result of
operation in the reactor or the result of damage incurred during fuel handling. Reactor operation can result in
fuel distortions such as bowing. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-
8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The review identified eight instances of fuel distortion.
Three were detected by the CEA Drop Time test while shutdown, two were detected by CEA manipulations,
one was detected by CEA inspection and two were detected by CEA trips. The STAR Program includes the
CEA Drop Time test and does not impact any of the other methods of detection. Fuel damage from fuel
handling has usually been detected and characterized by visual inspections prior to operation: ' The visual
inspections have usually been initiated in response to fuel handling events or visual observations of apparent
anomalies.

The impact of the change on the detection of fuel distortion is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.9 of Appendix E. [

]3,C

4.2.2.10 Impact on Fuel Poison Loss Detection

Fuel poison loss detection is the detection of burnable poison degradation that results in the loss of neutron
absorber material. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8
summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The review did not identify any instances of fuel poison loss.

The impact of the change on the detection of fuel poison loss is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.10 of Appendix E. [

YC

4.2.2.11 Impact on Fuel Crudding Detection

Fuel crudding detection is the detection of deposits of material from the coolant on the outside of fuel rods.
Significant fuel crudding can result in fuel failure due to temperature and corrosion effects. Appendix A
provides the results of a review of industry PWR problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built
core problems. The review identified five instances of fuel crudding that were detected by the Incore Power
Distribution test at power. This test is included in the STAR Program.

The impact of the change on the detection of fuel crudding is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.1 I of Appendix E. [
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4.2.2.12 Impact on CEA Fabrication Error Detection

CEA fabrication error detection is the detection of as-built CEA characteristics that are different from the
intended design. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes
the results for as-built core problems. The review identified one instance of a CEA fabrication error that was
detected by CEA fabrication QA. The STAR program does not impact fabrication QA. [

r .c

The impact of the change on the detection of CEA fabrication errors is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2. 12 of Appendix E. C

Y'IC

4.2.2.13 Impact on CEA Misloading Detection

CEA misleading detection is the detection of errors in the placement of CEAs in the core during core loading.
This could involve the placement of CEAs in an incorrect location or orientation. Appendix A provides the
results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The
review did not identify any instances of CEA misloading.

The impact of the change on the detection of CEA misleading is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.13 of Appendix E. [

1F1

4.2.2.14 Impact on CEA Uncoupling Detection

CEA uncoupling detection is the detection of the failure to couple a CEA properly. Appendix A provides the
results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The
review identified eight instances of CEA Uncoupling. Four were detected by the CEA Flux Symmetry test at
HZP, one was detected by the Incore Flux Symmetry test at power, one was detected by the Incore Power
Distribution test at power and two were detected by CEA position indication. The STAR Program includes the
Incore Flux Symmetry and Incore Power Distribution tests, anid does not impact CEA position indication. The
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CEA Flux Symmetry test at HZP is not included in the Generic Program because it has been eliminated from
most startup test programs. The Incore Flux Symmetry test at power is an alternative test recommended by
ANSI in Reference I and is included in the STAR Program. Other effective methods for detecting CEA
uncoupling are currently being used that are not impacted by the STAR Program. These include verifications
performed during the CEA coupling process and the CEA Drop Time Characteristics test.

The impact of the change on the detection of CEA uncoupling is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.14 of Appendix E. [

3a"c

In addition, the likelihood of operating with an uncoupled CEA has decreased since the current startup tests
were established because of improvements that have been instituted. For example, criteria on CEA drop
characteristics from CEA Drop tests have enhanced the ability to detect and correct uncoupled CEAs prior to
criticality.

4.2.2.15 Impact on CEA Distortion Detection

CEA distortion detection is the detection of changes in CEA geometry that affect the ability of CEAs to move
as designed. Of particular concern is the ability of CEAs to trip as designed. CEA degradation such as cracking
indicates the presence of strain and is included in CEA distortion. Strain may affect the ability of CEAs to
move as designed and may be a precursor to CEA absorber loss. Appendix A provides the results of a review of
industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The review identified
twelve instances of CEA distortion. Ten were detected by CEA inspections, one was detected EOC CEA
insertion, and one was detected by CEA manipulation. [

]JC

The impact of the change on the detection of CEA distortion is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.15 of Appendix E. [

J1,C

4.2.2.16 Impact on CEA Absorber Loss Detection

CEA absorber loss detection is the detection of CEA degradation that results in the loss of neutron absorber
material. Degradation of control elements that involve a loss of CEA integrity can result in the subsequent
leaching of absorber through defects in the control elements, or the physical transport of intact absorber through
large defects. Additionally, mechanical interference of CEAs may also occur due to the CEA distortion.
Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry PWVR problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results
for as-built core problems. The review identified four instances of CEA absorber loss. One was detected by
EOC CEA insertion, one was detected by CEA manipulations, and two were detected by CEA inspections. [

]3,C
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The impact of the change on the detection of CEA absorber loss is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2. 16 of Appendix E. [

la.c
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" Uncertainties in key parameters that affect the CEA lifetime should he conservatiVely accouLInted for CEA lifetime predictions.
Parameters such as CEA insertion and CEA dimensions may affect lifetime predictions.
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4.2.2.17 Impact on CEA Finger Loss Detection

CEA finger loss detection is the detection of the physical separation of CEA fingers from CEAs. The separated
finger subsequently remains in the fuel while the CEA is withdrawn. Appendix A provides the results of a
review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core problems. The review
identified four instances of CEA finger loss. One was detected by the Incore Power Distribution test at power,
one was detected by CEA manipulations and two were'detected by CEA inspections. The STAR Program
includes the Incore Power Distribution test and does not impact CEA manipulations or CEA inspections for
CEA finger loss.

The impact of the change on the detection of CEA finger loss is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.17 of Appendix E. [

JaC

4.2.2.18 Impact on RCS Anomaly Detection

RCS anomaly detection is the detection of anomalous changes in local RCS parameters such as temperature or
flow. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry PWVR problems and Table A-8 summarizes the
results for as-built core problems. The review did not identify any instances of RCS anomalies.

The impact of the change on the detection of RCS anomalies is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2.18 of Appendix E. [

12 Nondestructive examinations of CEAs using techniques such as eddy current or ultrasonic typically do not detect absorber loss directly
but instead detect the clad defects that are present when CEA absorber loss occurs.
13 The CEA inspection that detected the cracking was not performed in the outage in which the CEA was discharged. The inspection was
performed in the following outage after CEA absorber loss was detected in other CEAs.
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4.2.2.19 Impact on RCS B-10 Depletion Detection

RCS B-10 depletion detection is the detection of tihe proportion of the isotope B-10 in the RCS boron. B-10 has
a high cross section for neutron absorption and becomes depleted with prolonged exposure to the neutron flux.
This could result in the RCS boron being a less effective neutron absorber than assumed in supporting analyses.
The changes in B-IO with exposure are generally understood and are best detected through isotopic analysis of
boron samples and the use of boron rundown curves to track changes relative to prediction. Appendix A
provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-8 summarizes the results for as-built core
problems. The review did not identify any instances of B-I0 depletion problems. B-I0 depletion occurs
continuously but does not represent a problem unless it exceeds assumptions about the extent of depletion.
Although this was once an issue at some plants, currently B-bIO depletion is understood and managed to prevent
adverse impacts on safety analysis conformance. B-I 0 depletion typically accounted for in ECPs and reactivity
balances.

The impact of the chanige on the detection of B-10 depletion is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation performed in Section E.2.2. 19 of Appendix E. [

4.3 IMPACT OF CHANGES ON TEST PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS

This section evaluates the impact of the changes to the Generic Program on test performance problems. In this
evaluation, test performance problems are test initiated errors that have the potential for significantly impacting
the operation of the core. The identification of test performance problems was based on a review of startup test
performance activities to determine associated practices that have the potential for causing errors that impact
core operation. Unique operating practices involving equipment and processes necessary to support testing may
cause errors that impact operation. In addition, normal operating practices involving infrequently performed
reactivity maneuvers as part of the test process may also cause errors that impact operation. Finally, errors in
test results 14 have the potential of impacting plant operation through the substitution of measured values for
predicted values in operating instructions. Operating instructions are any instructions that have the potential to
affect plant operation. The following are the test performance problems that are identified for evaluation:

* Test equipment errors
* Test process errors
* Test result errors

4.3.1 Description of Test Performance Problem Evaluation

This section describes the following elements of the test performance problem evaluation:

* Criterion used in the evaluation
* Information required for the evaluation
* Process used to perform the evaluation

[In this evaluation, the impact of the inherent uncertainty associated with the test measurement is not considered to he an error in the

test result.
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4.3.1.1 Test Performance Problem Evaluation Criterion
The test performance criterion is based on ensuring that test performance errors in the STAR Program will not
increase the likelihood of causing operation outside the safety analysis. The following evaluation criterion is
used in the evaluation of test performance problems to ensure the general evaluation criterion in Section 4.0 is
satisfied:

* 1

13,C

4.3.1.2 Test Performance Problem Information

In order to determine if the evaluation criterion is satisfied it is necessary to determine the likelihood of startup
tests initiating operation outside the safety analysis. Appendix D addresses the initiation of test performance
problems. Table D-l provides the likelihood of startup tests initiating test performance problems. A three level
rating system is used to represent the likelihood of a startup test initiating a problem. The likelihood of a test
initiating test performance problems is rated as "greatest," "intermediate" or "smallest" depending on whether
unique operating practices, normal operating practices, or operating instructions are involved. Unique operating
practices have the greatest likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis. Normal operating
practices have only an intermediate likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis. Operating
instructions have the smallest likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis. Appendix D
provides the background on establishing these ratings. This information is used in the evaluations to determine
changes in the likelihood of initiating test performance problems between the Generic and STAR Programs.

4.3.1.3 Test Performance Problem Evaluation Process

Figure 4-3 presents a flowchart of the evaluation process for test performance problems. The process evaluates
the impact of the changes on the test performance problems identified in Section 4.3 by determining if the
change is acceptable using the test performance criterion. The evaluation process for test performance problems
consists of the following four steps:

'I.C

15 If one of the following pairs of tests is already being performed at the same conditions, then adding the second will not require
additional measurements because the data from the first can be used for the second:

* CEA Drop Time and CEA Drop Characteristics
* CBC and NITC Alternate Surveillance
* ITC and MTC Surveillance
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A summary of the impacts on the likelihood of operation outside the safety analysis is provided in Table 4-3. A
summary of all the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

4.3.2 Test Performance Problem Evaluation
This section provides an individual evaluation for each of the three test performance problems potentially
impacted by startup testing. The corresponding evaluations using the process described in Section 4.3.1 are
provided in Appendix E. Significant results from these evaluations are summarized below. A summary of the
impacts on the likelihood of operation outside the safety analysis is provided in Table 4-3. A summary of all
the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

4.3.2.1 Impact on Test Equipment Errors

Test equipment errors are errors associated with the installation of unique equipment required to support startup
testing. The use of test equipment constitutes a unique operating practice that may have a credible likelihood of
initiating operation outside the safety analysis. Unique operating practices include the use of a reactivity
computer. Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-9 summarizes the
results for test performance problems. The review identified twelve instances of test equipment errors. Six
occurred during the CEA Worth test and one occurred during the CEA Flux Symmetry test. Specific tests were
not identified for the remainder, but all the test equipment errors occurred during low power physics tests. Six
of the errors involved the reactivity computer directly and most involved CEAs. It is likely that none of the test
equipment errors would have occurred had the STAR Program been used.

The impact of the change on the likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis due to test
equipment errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation performed in Section E.2.3. 1 of
Appendix E. [

Jaxc
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4.3.2.2 Impact on Test Process Errors

Test process errors are errors associated with performing the maneuvers that are required to support startup
testing. These maneuvers may involve unique operating practices that are not otherwise used during operation
as well as normal operating practices, and may have a credible likelihood of initiating operation outside the
safety analysis. Unique operating practices include unique CEA configurations and the frequent interaction
between operations and test personnel to determine plant operating maneuvers. Normal operating practices
include reactivity maneuvers that require changes in CEA position, boron concentration, and temperature.
Appendix A provides the results of a review of industry problems and Table A-9 summarizes the results for test
performance problems. The review identified ten instances of test process errors. Six occurred during the CEA
Worth test and one occurred during the ITC test. Specific tests were not identified for the remainder, but all the
test process errors occurred during low power physics tests. Two of the errors involved the reactivity computer
directly and most involved CEAs. It is likely that none of the test process errors would have occurred had the
STAR Program been used.

The impact of the change on the likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis due to test process
errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation performed in Section E.2.3.2 of Appendix E. [

11.C
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4.3.2.3 Impact on Test Result Errors

Test result errors are errors associated with the measured results for parameters from startup testing. These
errors can be caused by hardware malfunctions, as well as improper calibration, connection, operation, and
reading of equipment used in the test. Although all measurements are subject to error, the more complex
equipment such as the reactivity computer have a greater potential for causing test measurement errors than
using normal plant instrumentation for startup test measurements. Test result errors have the potential of
impacting plant operation through the substitution of measured values for predicted values in operating
instructions. Operating instructions are judged to have a minimal likelihood of initiating operation outside the
safety analysis because the test result error would have to involve a significant nonconservative measurement
error and be within acceptance criteria for the test. In addition, predicted values rather than measured values are
typically used in operating instructions when the test result is less conservative. Appendix A provides the
results of a review of industry problems and Table A-9 summarizes the results for test performance problems.
The review identified three instances of test result errors. All three occurred during the IMTC Surveillance test.
The likelihood of test result errors associated with these tests would be similar when using the STAR Program.

The impact of the change on the likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis due to test result
errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation performed in Section E.2.3.3 of Appendix E.

1rC
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Table 4-1 Summary of Impacts on the Ability to Ensure Uncertainties
are Bounded by the Safety Analysis

axc

Dclfinitions and evaluations of these problems are provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
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Table 4-2 Summary of Impacts on the Overall Effectiveness in Detecting
As-Built Core Problems

] Definitions and evaluations of these problerns are provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
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Table 4-3 Summary of Impacts on the Likelihood of Initiating Operation
Outside the Safety Analysis

- I a.c

1 Dcfinitions and evaluations of these problems arc provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
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FIGURE 4-1 Flowchart of Design Prediction Problem
Evaluation Process
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FIGURE 4-2 Flowchart of As-Built Core Problem Evaluation Process
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FIGURE 4-3 Flowchart of Test Performance Problem
Evaluation Process
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This section summarizes conclusions from the evaluation of the STAR Program in Sections 4.0 and
Appendix F. The STAR Program consists of the tests in Table 3-3 and the STAR Applicability
Requirements in Table 3-4. The STAR Program involves the following changes to the Generic Program:

I. Elimination of the CEA Worth test at HZP
2. Elimination of the ITC test at HZP
3. Elimination of the MTC Surveillance test at HZP16

4. Addition of a MTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP
5. Addition of an ITC test at intermediate to HFP
6. Addition of a ACBC HZP-HFP test at HFP
7. Addition of Core Design Applicability Requirements
8. Addition of Fabrication Applicability Requirements
9. Addition of Refueling Applicability Requirements
10. Addition of a Startup Testing Applicability Requirement
11. Addition of CEA Lifetime Applicability Requirements

This change eliminates the following two measurements at HZP:

1. CEA Worth
2. ITC

The elimination of these two measurements at HZP eliminates the need for the reactivity computer and
permits the use of normal operating practices during startup testing. The CEA worth measurement is
eliminated from the startup test program while an ITC measurement is performed later in the program
during power operation. Additional tests may be performed when using the STAR Program including
tests that require the use of the reactivity computer. Thus, elimination of only one of the above
measurements at HZP is an option when using the STAR Program.

5.1 IMPACT OF CHANGES TO GENERIC STARTUP TEST PROGRAM

This section summarizes conclusions on the impact of the changes to the Generic Program on design
prediction, as-built core, and test performance problems. The impact of the changes to the Generic
Program evaluated in Section 4.0 demonstrate the following:

* The ability of the STAR Program to prevent operation with problems is essentially the same as, or
better than, the Generic Program.

In this report, problems are core configurations that are not explicitly accounted for in the safety analysis.
Thus, the prevention of problems results in safety analysis conformance and assurance that the core can
be operated as designed. This satisfies the purpose of startup testing which is to ensure the core can be
operated as designed. The results of the evaluation of the impact of the changes to the Generic Program
are summarized in Table 5-1. Conclusions with respect the changes are presented below.

16 For plants that have eliminated the N10C MTC Surveillance test contingent on the results of the BOC MTC Surveillance tests
at IIZP and power in accordance with Reference 2. reliance on the MTC Surveillance test at power to make this determination is
acceptable.
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5.1.1 Conclusions from the Evaluation of Design Prediction Problems

Thle following was concluded from the evaluation of design prediction problems:

e The uncertainties of parameters that are measured in the Generic Program, but not measured in the
STAR Program, are bounded by the safety analysis when using the STAR Program.

Tile change does not impact the accuracy that can be supported for the core design methods used to
predict core parameters. The ITC accuracy that can be supported remains unchanged by adding an ITC
Test at power to replace the ITC Test at HZP. [

yc

In general, the following can he concluded relative to design prediction problems:

a The incidence of significant problems associated with predictions of CEA worth and MITC has been
very low.

5.1.2 Conclusions from the Evaluation of As-Built Core Problems

The following was concluded from the evaluation of as-built core problems:

The ability of the STAR Program to prevent operation with as-built core problems is essentially the
same as, or better than, the Generic Program.

ac The ability to detect MTC Noncompliance problems
at HZP is preserved by requiring an MTC Alternate Surveillance test at FIZP. [

The following can be concluded relative to as-built core problems:

* The STAR Program has the same ability to detect problems using ITC and MTC Surveillance tests,
although some may be detected at power instead of HZP.

* The STAR Program is expected to detect problems related to the power distribution that would be
detected by the CEA worth tests at HZP.

* The STAR Core Design Applicability Requirements enhance the detection of ITC, MTC and CEA
worth error problems in the core design process prior to HZP.
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* The eliminated CEA worth test at HZP has not been effective in detecting as-built core problems.

5.1.3 Conclusions from the Evaluation of Test Performance Problems

The followving was concluded from the evaluation of test performance problems:

* The STAR Program decreases the likelihood of operation outside the safety analysis due to test
performance problems.

The likelihood of operational problems is reduced due to the elimination of unique operating practices
during startup testing. Unique operating practices include the use of the reactivity computer, unique CEA
configurations, and the frequent interaction between operations and test personnel on plant operating
maneuvers. The STAR Program does retain some reactivity maneuvers to support ITC measurements but
does not require unique operating practices to support testing.

The following can be concluded relative to test performance problems:

* Elimination of tests that use the reactivity computer results in startup tests that require only normal
plant operating practices

* Performing startup tests using normal plant operating practices decreases the likelihood of having
operational problems associated with testing.

* Problems related to tests that involve CEA worth measurements and the reactivity computer at HZP
have resulted in operational problems and test delays.

5.2 ACCEPTABILITY OF STAR PROGRAM

This section presents conclusions concerning the acceptability of the STAR Program for implementation
in both the participating and non-participating PWR plants. The STAR Program consists of the tests in
Table 3-3 and the STAR Applicability Requirements in Table 3-4. The acceptability of the changes is
based on an evaluation of the impact the changes have on safety analysis conformance. The results for
the evaluation in Section 4.0 of the acceptability of the changes to the Generic Program are summarized
in Table 5-l. The results for the evaluation in Appendix F of the acceptability of the changes to
deviations from the Generic Program for Participating Plants are summarized in Table 5-2.

5.2.1 Acceptability of STAR Program for Participating Plants

The following conclusions address the acceptability of the STAR Program for Participating Plants:

* Implementation of the STAR Program in the Participating Plants is acceptablc. This conclusion
is based on the evaluations summarized in Table 5-l and 5-2 that demonstrate acceptable results for
the impact of the STAR Program on safety analysis conformance. These results are demonstrated for
both the changes to the Generic Program and the elimination of deviations from the tests in Generic
Program by Participating Plants.

17 The proposed startup test program does not preclude the use of unique operating practices. Technical Specification special test
exceptions may be used to perform measurements. For instance, the use of CEA configurations outside the safety analysis using
special test exceptions may continue for CEA worth measurements at HZP or the ITC measurement at power.
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* A CEA Flux Change test based on either measured reactivity changes or startup rates is an
acceptable alternative to the CEA Drop Characteristics test. This is based on the conclusion in
Appendix F that the CEA Flux Change Test is an effective means of detecting CEA uncoupling.
Modifying tile CEA Flux Change test at HZP to measure startup rate instead of reactivity using the
reactivity computer was also found to be acceptable in Appendix F.

• The continued elimination of the NIOC at power ITC measurement to verify EOC MITC
Technical Specification compliance is acceptable for plants that have already eliminated this
measurement in accordance vith Reference 2. For these plants it is acceptable to rely on the BOC
MTC Surveillance test at power to determine if the criteria for eliminating the MIOC MTC
Surveillance test is satisfied. This is based on the conclusion in Appendix B that the ITC startup test
data between different operating conditions is poolable.

5.2.2 Acceptability of STAR Program for Non-Participating PWR Plants

The following conclusions address the acceptability of the STAR Program for non-participating PWR
plants:

Inl)lelflentation of the STAR Program in the non-participating PWR plants# is accet)table
provided there are no relevant unique design features that require additional startup testing.
This conclusion is based on the evaluations summarized in Table 5-1 that demonstrate acceptable
results for the impact of the STAR Program on safety analysis conformance. These results are
demonstrated for the changes to the Generic Program but not for the elimination of additional tests
that deviate from the Generic Program. Any changes to deviations from Generic Program by non-
Participating Plants would have to be evaluated on an individual basis.

* A CEA Flux Change test based on either measured reactivity changes or startup rates is an
acceptable alternative to the CEA Drop Characteristics test. This is based on the conclusion in
Appendix F that the CEA Flux Change Test is an effective means of detecting CEA uncoupling.
Modifying the CEA Flux Change test at HZP to measure startup rate instead of reactivity using the
reactivity computer was also found to be acceptable in Appendix F.

I This includes CE Pl'ants. Westinghouse Plants and B&W Plants.
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Table 5-1 Impacts associated with Changes to the Generic Program

CATEGORY PROBLEM SECTION' IMPACTED CRITERIA RESULT
SATISFIED

Design Prediction CEA Worth Inaccuracy 4.1.2.1 Yes Yes Acceptable
CBC Inaccuracy 4.1.2.2 No Not Applicable Acceptable
ITC Inaccuracy 4.1.2.3 Yes Yes Acceptable
Power Distribution Inaccuracy 4.1.2.4 No Not Applicable Acceptable

As-Built Core CEA Worth Error 4.2.2.1 Yes Yes Acceptable
CBC Error 4.2.2.2 Yes Yes Acceptable
ITC Error 4.2.2.3 Yes Yes Acceptable
Power Distribution Error 4.2.2.4 Yes Yes Acceptable
MTC Noncompliance 4.2.2.5 Yes Yes Acceptable
SDM Noncompliance 4.2.2.6 Yes Yes Acceptable
Fuel Fabrication Error 4.2.2.7 Yes Yes Acceptable
Fuel Misloading 4.2.2.8 Yes Yes Acceptable
Fuel Distortion 4.2.2.9 Yes Yes Acceptable
Fuel Poison Loss 4.2.2.10 Yes Yes Acceptable
Fuel Crudding 4.2.2.11 Yes Yes Acceptable
CEA Fabrication Error 4.2.2.12 Yes Yes Acceptable
CEA Misloading 4.2.2.13 Yes Yes Acceptable
CEA Uncoupling 4.2.2.14 Yes Yes Acceptable
CEA Distortion 4.2.2.15 No Not Applicable Acceptable
CEA Absorber Loss 4.2.2.16 Yes Yes Acceptable
CEA Finger Loss 4.2.2.17 Yes Yes Acceptable
RCS Anomaly 4.2.2.18 No Not Applicable Acceptable

. RCS B-bI Depletion 4.2.2.19. No Not Applicable Acceptable

Test Performance Test Equipment Error 4.3.2.1 Yes Yes Acceptable
Test Process Error 4.3.2.2 Yes Yes Acceptable
Test Result Error 4.3.2.3 Yes Yes Acceptable

' Definitions and evaluations of these problems are provided in the indicated report sections.
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Table 5-2 Impacts associated with Changes to the Generic Program Deviations
(Applicable to Participating Plants Only)

CHANGES TO DEVIATION SECTION 3  CRITERIA RESULT
SATISFIED

Eliminating or Modifying the CEA Flux Change Test at HZP F.3.2, 1 Yes Acceptable
Eliminating the Rodded CBC Test at HZP F.3.2.2 Yes Acceptable
Eliminating the IBW Test at HZP F.3.2.3 Yes Acceptable
Eliminating the SDM Surveillance Test at HZP F.3.2.4 Yes Acceptable
Eliminating the CEA Flux Symmetry Test at HZP F.3.2.5 Yes Acceptable

l Deviations in startup testing by Participating Plants from the Generic Program.
2 The Participating Plants are the subset of CE Plants that are participants in CEOG Task 1 173, Startup Test Reduction. These plants are ANO 2. Waterford 3. Millstone 2. SONGS
2 &3, Calvert Cliffs I & 2, St. Lucie I & 2 and Ft. Calhoun.
3 Definitions and evaluations of these problems are provided in the indicated report sections.
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APPENDIX A

REVIEW OF INDUSTRY PROBLEMS

A.1 INTRODUCTION

A.1.1 Background
This appendix provides the results of a review of past industry problems obtained from searches of NRC
and INPO databases. The methods that detected the problems are identified where possible. In addition,
other information that is relevant to the impact of the STAR Program on problems is summarized.
Included are the causes of the problems and corrective actions to prevent recurrence.

The NRC and INPO databases where chosen since the problems of interest are limited to significant
problems that remained uncorrected prior to the beginning of Startup Tests. Such problems are, in
general, expected to be reportable under NRC Regulations and likely reported to INPO because of the
potential impact on the industry. Although a search of Westinghouse's and/or licensees' corrective action
program databases would have identified additional problems, most of these would not be applicable to
the STAR Program for the following reasons:

* The problem was not significant, i.e., small compared to parameter uncertainties and other margins in
the safety analysis.

* The problem was detected and corrected prior to the initiation of startup testing.

* The problem was not relevant to the STAR Program.

Therefore, many of the errors and other problem associated with analyses and measurements reported in
Westinghouse's and/or licensees' corrective action program databases, that may otherwise be expected to
be identified, are not identified since they are, in general, inconsequential. Note that in specific
circumstances, which relate most directly to the tests impacted by the STAR Program, the NRC and
INPO databases are supplemented by information on specific problems either (a) from Westinghouse's
reports to its customers on various technical issues related to CE Plants or (b) supplied by Participating
Plants. Examples are information pertaining to the following as-built core problems:

* CEA Worth errors

* CBC errors

* ITC errors

* Power Distribution errors

* Fuel Fabrication Errors

* Fuel Misloadings

* CEA Uncoupling

* CEA Distortion

* CEA Absorber Loss

A.1.2 A.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this appendix is to provide information from past industry experience that is relevant to
the impact of the STAR Program on problems.
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A.2 SEARCH RESULTS

The principal sampling of industry experience included searches of Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) and Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) databases. The searches focused on design
prediction, as-built core and test performance problems relevant to the STAR Program. The specific
databases searched included tile NRC's Public Document Room and INPO's (SOER, EPIX, etc.). In
addition to these industry databases, Westinghouse searched its internal corporate technical issue
databases for CE Plants (i.e., TechNotes, InfoBulletins) and reviewed information on problems provided
by participating plants. In some instances overlap exists in the documents addressing specific problems.
Furthermore, some documents, such as Generic Letters, Information Notices and INPO SOERs, address
similar problems at different plants. Therefore, the number of entries in tables providing search results
may not reflect the total number of problems for each problem area.

A.2.1 Description Of Review Process

Keywords, phrases and strings were developed to execute the database searches in a focused and efficient
manner to identify potential documents addressing STAR problems. In some cases, these keywords,
phrases and strings were linked using logical connectors (e.g., and, or, near, etc.) to further zero in on
results directly applicable to STAR problems. Because the capabilities or characteristics of the search
engines employed by the various databases explored varied, it was necessary to adjust the nature of the
searches between databases in order to optimize search performance and results.

A.2.1.1 Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Database Searches

The NRC Public Document Room (PDR) legacy database was searched from the time of the database
origin to approximately the present time (actually -mid-1970s through 1999). The STAR Program
keywords, phrases and strings in Table A-I were used in the search. Time was not spent searching the
ADAMS database (i.e., 1999 to present) since the INPO database search covered from the early 80s to
present. For the PDR database, only selected document types were searched. For example, Licensee
Events Reports (LERs) were determined to be a likely high yield source of information in comparison to
Topical Reports which were felt to be a source of little to no viable information with respect to the goals
of the STAR Program. The PDR document types searched using the keywords, phrases and strings is
presented in Table A-2.

A.2.1.2 Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Database Searches

A search of the INPO Web Site was made for the STAR Program keywords, phrases and strings in Table
A-3. The topic areas of the INPO Web Site that were searched are identified in Table A-4. Note that the
search for selected keywords in Table A-3 were limited to "All OE Topics" including Operating
Experience Reports (OEs), Operations And Maintenance Reminders (O&MRs), Significant Event
Notifications (SENs), Significant Event Reports (SERs), and Significant Operating Experience Reports
(SOERs). This was done to minimize identification of documents relating to routine topics areas
identified in Table A-4. Note that limiting the search to "All OE Topics" is considered acceptable since
all significant events should be captures under this topic area. The searches were conducted from the
Advanced Search Page of the Nuclear Network Page at the INPO Web Site. The INPO searches covered
the period from the early 80s to present and overlapped the search of the NRC PDR database between the
early 80s to approximately 1999. In addition, the following relating to the INPO database search is noted:

* Knowing that there are misspellings and to get variations in the wording, the search string was
sometimes a subset of the actual term. For example, "misload" was searched to find "misleading" on
the basis that this would locate instances in which misload, mlisloaledl and mnisloading were present.

. Based on reading the abstracts returned or the actual documents, specific documents were copied to a
common file.
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* Documents with abstracts which were insufficient to identify their content were opened to determine
their applicability to the search criteria.

It should be noted that the INPO search engine limits the returns to 300 documents. In cases where 300
documents were identified, there may be more but the search was not expanded to capture all potential
documents on the premise that the original 300 documents was a reasonable sample size. An exception
was the search for "reactivity" which was broken into two periods to capture all of the applicable
documents.

The INPO search involved fewer keywords than the NRC search because it did not use "and" logic to
limit the number of hits that were not applicable to the STAR Program problems. In addition, some
keywords were not used in the INPO search because they resulted in excessive hits that were not
applicable to the STAR Program problems and were considered to be embodied in the results of the other
searches conducted.

A.2.1.3 Westinghouse Technical Issue Databases

Starting in -1979, CE issued reports to its customers on various technical issues related to CE Plants that
would be of interest to them, including the fuel and CEAs. These reports were transmitted as either a
InfoBulletin ( 1979-1999) orTechNote (1990-1999). Since theses databases are relatively small in
comparison to the NRC and INPO databases, the keywords, phrases and strings listed in Tables A-I and
A-4 were not employed. Rather, the title indices for the documents contained in these databases was
reviewed and potentially relevant documents were identified and extracted for a detailed review to
determine whether or not they were actually pertinent to the goals of the STAR Program. Fifteen (1 5)
potentially applicable reports were identified, retrieved and reviewed in order to assess actual
applicability. In addition, one problem relating to a CE plant was reported in a Westinghouse Nuclear
Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL). Finally, Westinghouse Pittsburgh personnel, who support Startup
Testing at Westinghouse plants, identified additional events that have occurred in Westinghouse plants
that are applicable to the STAR Program problems.

A.2.1.4 Participating Plant Information

Participating plants were requested to respond to a data request and survey to support the STAR Program.
The data request and survey included a request to provide information relating to the following:

* Startup Tests that failed the acceptance criteria for the last five startups.

* Core misloading (misloaded or misrotated assemblies) events at their plants that were not identified
before or during core verification.

* Known core misleading events at other plants.

* Misloading of fuel pellets or fuel rods at Hematite or Columbia Fuel Fabrication Facilities.

* Misloading of fuel pellets or fuel rods at other Fuel Fabrication Facilities.

* Uncoupled CEA events (uncoupled CEAs that were not identified by checking of heights and weights
following coupling) at their plants.

* Known uncoupled CEA events at other plants.

* Events at their plants that resulted in loss of CEA integrity due to fabrication, handling damage or
usage.

The responses from the participants were used to supplement the information from the NRC and INPO
databases searched and are included in the search results.
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A.2.2 Search Results

By exercising the keywords, phrases and strings in the various databases, over 5700 documents were
identified, most of which had no applicability to problems relevant to the STAR Program. A review of
the raw search results by document title and "abstract" was the principal method employed to pare down
the extensive lists of search results to likely candidates for document retrieval and subsequent review (i.e.,
a 'hit'). These 'hits' were then retrieved from their respective source (NRC, INPO or Westinghouse) and
reviewed to determine their applicability to STAR problems. The review of these selected documents
resulted in further paring down of the 'hits' since the actual review, most times, revealed that they were
not applicable to STAR problems. In the end, approximately 450 documents were retrieved and reviewed
of which approximately 130 documents were found to be applicable to STAR problems. Tables A-5 and
A-6 provide lists of the documents actually employed (i.e., those 'hits' that actually bore fruit) In

establishing the industry problems that are applicable to STAR problems.

Tables A-5 and A-6 summarize the search results for industry problems and identify the relevant database
identifier (e.g., ascension, INPO OE, SEN and SOER number), date of issuance, plant and plant type
(where applicable), abstracted text, STAR problem area and estimated impact. Entries that were solely
obtained from INPO documents do not identify the plant. Table A-5 provides the information for design
prediction and as-built core problems along with the detection method while Table A-6 provides the
information for test performance problems along with the initiating test. Tables A-7 and A-8 tabulate the
methods that have detected past industry design prediction and as-built core problems respectively. Tllis
information is used to form conclusions about the frequency of detectable problems and the ability of the
STAR Program to prevent operation with these problems. Table A-9 tabulates the tests that have initiated
past test performance problems. This information is used to form conclusions about the initiation of test
performance problems and the ability of the STAR Program to prevent operation with these problems.
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A.3 CONCLUSIONS
The following is concluded based on the results of the review of past industry problems obtained from
searches of various industry databases summarized in Tables A-5 through A-9:

1. The incidence of significant problems associated with predictions of CEA worth and MTC has been
very low. This conclusion is based on the observation that only three CEA worth prediction problems
and no ITC or MTC prediction problems were identified. Although 30 instances of potential MTC
noncompliance were identified, none involved predictions that were inconsistent with the typical
uncertainties associated with MTC. Instead, the core designs involved predictions close to the
Technical Specification limit and the measured values were within expectations based on
uncertainties. In all cases corrective actions were implemented and no Technical Specification
violations were identified.

2. The eliminated CEA worth test at HZP has not been effective in detecting as-built core problems.
This conclusion is based on the observation that none of the ninety-three as-built core problems in the
sample search were detected by the CEA worth test.

3. Problems related to tests that involve CEA worth measurements and the reactivity computer at HZP
have resulted in operational problems and test delays. This conclusion is based on the observation
that most of the twenty-five test performance errors identified in the sample search involved CEA
worth measurements or the reactivity computer.
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Table A-1 Summary of NRC Database Search Keywords/Phrases/Strings

SUBJECT SUBJECT ID (AND) SUBJECT PROBLEM (OR) GENERAL PROBLEM
DESCRIPTIOR

CBC CBC, boron. B 10. B- I1 Worth, reactivity, critical. concentration, Problem, error, compliance, event.
_ rundown. depletion. measurement, incident, surveillance, inspection,
ITC Isothermal temperature coefficient, ITC. Measurement, Technical Specification. examination, violation, nonconservative,

moderator temperature coefficient. MTC Tech Spec deficiency, detect. detect, damage,
Power Distribution Power distribution, peaking, incore tilt, roll, penalty. symmetry, asymmetry anomaly, margin, acceptance criteria.

analysis. Fr, FR. FRT. Fdh. FDH reactivity, occurrence
CEA CEA, control element, RCCA, rod cluster, Misloading, integrity, failure, strain.

CRA, control rod, core verification, SDM, swelling, crack, interference, bowing
shutdown margin

Fuel Fuel assembly, fuel element, fuel rod. Misloading, bowing, crud, pressure drop,
nuclear fuel, enrichment, fuel bundle, core delta P
verification.

Fuel Poison Poison, burnable shim, WABA, burnable Misloading, integrity, failure, strain,
absorber, IFBA, erbia, gadolinia. swelling, crack, interference, bowing
!adolinium

RCS Anomaly Coolant system anomaly, RCS anomaly, Asymmetry
RCS temperature anomaly. RCS flow
anomaly, temperature asymmetry, flow
asymmetry

Startup Tests Startup test, SUT, prediction, physics test, Measurement, test result
low power physics, LPPT. power
ascension test, power escalation test,
reactivity computer

NOTE: A hit consists of one of the following:
I. A keyword from the SUBJECT ID column AND a keyword from the SUBJECT PROBLEM columni OR
2. A keyword froni the SUBJECT ID column AND a keyword fromn the GENERAL PROBLEMI DESCRIPTOR column.
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Table A-2 NRC Topic Areas Searched

* Licensee Events Reports (10 CFR50.72)

* Defects and Non-Compliance Reports (10 CFR 21)

* Deficiency Reports (10 CFR 50.55e)

* NRC Inspection Reports

* Reportable Occurrence Reports

* Abnormal Occurrence Reports

* Safety Evaluation Reports

* Notices of Violation

* Correspondence

* Generic Communications (Generic Letters, Bulletins, Information Notices, etc.)

* Investigation Reports

* NUREG Reports

* Test/Inspection/Operating Procedure

�VCAP-l6Ol I-NP-A, Rev 0 A-7
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Table A-3 Summary of INPO Database Search Keywords/Phrases/Strings

SUBJECT KEYWORD1 (NEAR) KEY WORD2

CBC CBC, boron worth, reactivity*, rundown*, depletion*

ITC isothermal temperature coefficient, ITC*, moderator temperature coefficient, MTC*

Power Distribution power distribution peaking
Fr*, FRT*, FDH*, tilt*. penalty*. asymmetry

CEA control rod uncoupled, unlatched
CEA*, control element*. RCCA, rod cluster, CRA, misload, strain*, swelling*.
asymmetry. reactivity;

Fuel swelling*. bowing*. misload, crud*, asymmetry, reactivity*

Fuel Poison burnable. erbi, gadolin, misload, strain*. swelling*. bowing*, reactiviy,'

RCS Anomaly asymmetry, reactivity*

Startup Tests startup test*, physics test, reactivity*, ZPPT

* Search for keywords limited to All OE Topics including Operating Experience Reports (OEs). Operations And Maintenance Reminders (O&LNRs). Significant Event Notifications
(SENs). Significant Event Reports (SERs), and Significant Operating Experience Reports (SOERs), Section A.2. 1.2 provides further information on these searches.
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Table A-4 INPO Topic Areas Searched

* Source Area
Nuclear Network Web Pages only
Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

* General Topics
Coordination With INPO General
Meeting Information Announcements
Meeting Information Summaries

* Emergency Preparedness
General
Drills
Hotline

* Technical Exchange
All Technical Exchange Topics

* Chemistry
General

* Computer Technology
General
Business
Process Control

* Corrective Action Programs
General

* Daily Plant Status
All Daily Plant Status Topics
Events
Full Report
Preliminary Notification Of Occurrences
Scrams
Vendor Notifications

* Engineering
Design Engineering
Fuel Management
Inspection And Testing
System Engineering

* Equipment Performance
All Equipment Performance Topics
General
Breakers
Electrical
Heat Exchangers Or Steam Generators
Instrumentation And Control
Other Mechanical
Pumps
Structures
Switchyard
Turbines
Valves

Fire Protection
General

human Performance
General
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Table A-4 INPO Topic Areas Searched

* Industrial Safety And Medical
General

* Just-in-Time Operating Experience
TrainindgBriefing MNaterial and Equipment Failure Experience

* Licensing And Nuclear Safety
All Licensing And Nuclear Safety Topics
General
Decommissioning

Plant Life Extension
Probabilistic Safety Analysis
Regulatory Issues
Safety Analysis
Technical Specifications

* Maintenance Processes
All Maintenance Processes Topics
General
Eoreicn Material Exclusion
Predictive
l'reventive

* Operations
All Operations Topics
General
Operations Management
Reactivity Management
Refueling Activities
Surveillance Testing

* Operating Experience l'rograms
General

* Planning And Scheduling
General
OnLine
Outage

* Plant Event Reports
All OE Topics
Operating Experience Reports (OEs)
Operations And Maintenance Reminders (O&llRs)
Significant Event Notifications (SENs)
Significant Event Reports (SERs)
Significant Operating Experience Reports (SOERs)

* Procurement
General
Commercial Dedication
Parts
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Table A-4 INPO Topic Areas Searched

* Radiation Protection
All Radiation Protection Topics
General
Contamination Control
Dosimetry
Instrumentation
Personnel Exposure
Radiological Effluents

* Radioactive Waste
General

* Records Management
General
Document Retrieval
Procedure Management

* Regulatory Reports
All Regulatory Reports Topics
Bulletins
Generic Letters
Information Notices
Morning Reports
Regulatory Issue Summaries

• Security
All Security Topics
General
Fitness For Duty

* Self Assessment
General
Quality Assurance Archive (Read-only)
Benchmarking

* Training
All Training Topics
General
Contractor Training
Control Room Operator
General Employee Training
Plant Personnel

* Archived Topics
Design Engineering & Configuration Management
Exchange of Miscellaneous Information
Meeting Announcements & Summaries
NRC Daily Plant Status Report
Regulatory Information Transmittal
Technical Support Information Exchange
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Table A-5 Summary of Industry Design Prediction and As-Built Core Problems
Problem

Area
# Report Source' ID ALT ID Date Plant Plant DESCRIPTION Detection

Section Number Number Type Method
4.1.2.1 Dominion 1984 Millstone Unit 2 CE During Cycle 6 CEA Group Worth tests. Group 4 measured worth CEA Worth

(0(.1 707(;.Ap or 15.7Y) failed the acceptance criteria for individual group
worth (larger of ±0.1 gA tor ± 157.). Millstone consulted with
Westingihouse and reviewed safety analysis. It was concluded that Group 4.
which was in fuel assemblies discharged at EOCI (four cycles earlier). had
an error in the predicted worth since predictions did not include effect of Pu
decay. The methodoloev was revised to properly account for PU decav.

2 4.1.2.1 W- - 1990 Vogtile and W Misprediction of rod worths in new fuel assemblies. Reference banks CEA Worth
Pittsburgh (approx.) Other Plants (highest worth) would typically be located over new fuel locations.

and Measurements of the bank would have a bias error. and at times exceed the
Earlier 10% review criterion. Total bank worth would be acceptable. The core

desion code and/or model inputs were changed to resolve the discrepancy
3 4,1.2.1 W- 1996 Wolf Creek and V Misprediction of assembly powers in periphery in W 4-Loop plants. CEA Worth

Pittsburgh Other Plants Specifically. the first application of DRWM at Wolf Creek was troubled
with a few issues. The measured worths showed a marked bias (in-out) that
was supported by Rod Swap data. Westinghouse concluded that prediction
obtained from the spatial calculations were incorrect due to in-out bias
associated with treatment of the baffle reflector. Previous predictions for In-
Out fuel management were not a problem. However implementation of Low
Leakage fuel management resulted in larger misprediction of group worths.
Core engineering revamped their process for the baffle reflector constants,
which provided a marked improvement in the predicted results.

4 4.1.2.2 8205140500 LER 82- 05/07/82 Prairie Island W LER 82-006-0IT-0: On 820423 during surveillance test Sp 1104 measured Boron Rundown
006-01IT- Nuclear Station. reactor coolant boron concentration about 120 ppm (1 % Ap) higher thall the

0 Unit I original predicted value. Caused by miscalculation of predicted worth
and/or depletion rate of gadolinium in fresh fuel assemblies. Analysis being
performed to monitor disagreement. Results of analysis indicate that the
disagreement should start to converge at about 6200 NMWD/MTU and
disappear at EOC. Note that the initial correction for the rundown
prediction was only 18 ppm. Therefore, there does not appear to hale
been anv significant deviation in the BOC HZI' CBC measuirement.

5 4.1.2.3 None Identified
6 4.1.2.4 None Identified
7 4.2.2.1 None Identified
8 4.2.2.2 None Identified
9 4.2.2.3 None Identified
10 4.2.2.4 8002040556 RO 80- 01/23/80 North Anna W RO 80-17: On 800123 Zero power flux tilt irregularities encountered Incore Flux

17 Power Station. following refueling. Specifically. the measured FN1H exceeded the Symmetry
Unit I established design values tolerance at hot-zero-power with D Bank inserted

and with Banks C and D at the insertion limits. Caused by quadrant power
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- Table A-5 Summary of Industry Design Prediction and As-Built Core Problems
Problem

Area

# Report Source' ID ALT ID Date Plant Plant DESCRIPTION Detection
Section Number. Number . Type - Method

tilt identified by incore flux map analyses. Based on there measurement
results, it was determined that the control rod insertion limits in Tech. Specs.
were no longer appropriate. A safety evaluation was performed that justifies
power operation with revised insertion limits. Flux map taken at 3% power
at the revised insertion limit and the measured FN ,l was determined to be
acceptable. The magnitude of the anomaly was not identified. However, it
likely was less than the uncertainty on Power Distribution since the Tech.
Spec. limit on tilt apparently was met. This is classified as a Power
Distribution Error since it resulted from failure to account for non-
symmetric isotopic distribution as a result of a quadrant power tilt that was
present during the previous cycle. Detected by Incore Flux Symmetry not

l_ _ _the ITC, MTC Surveillance or CEA worth measurement results.
I 4.2.2.5 7811170184 LER 11/13/78 North Anna W LER: ModeratorTemp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than Limits In MTC

Power Station, Tech Spec 3.1.1.4. The measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be Surveillance
Unit I +1.126 pcm/F versus the limit of <0.0 pcm/F. Based on this measurement

: .' result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to be needed for the
first 3,000 MWD1MTU. The report does not state that failure to meet the
Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC:

12 4.2.2.5 8002050538 RO 01/25/80 Donald C. Cook W RO: During Zero Power Physics Testing & W-AII Rods Withdrawn the MTC
Nuclear Power ModeratorTemp Coefficient was measured to be +0.71 pcmPF. The Tech. Surveillance
Plant, Unit 2 Spec. most positive limit was 0.0 pcmnFF. Rods to be repositioned so boron

concentration is below 1480 PPM. The MTC will be negative whenever the
l_ reactor is critical after 800 MWD/MT.

13 4.2.2.5 8007250499 SR 07/15/80 Sequoyah W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
, * - * Nuclear Plant, Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance

8008260543 SR 08/18/80 Unit I determined to be +0.85xl0O5 delta k/kPF versus the limit of<0.0 delta
k/kPF. Based on this measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits
were determined. The report does not state that failure to meet the Tech.
Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

14 4.2.2.5 8112140150 SR 08/25/81 William B. W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
McGuire Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance

Nuclear Station. determined to be +1.44 pcmPF versus the limit of<0.0 pcmfF. Based on
Unit I this measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined

to be needed for the first 40 EFPDs. The report does not state that failure to
._ . meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

15 4.2.2.5 8111200764 SR 11/13/81 Sequoyah W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Nuclear Plant, Limits In Tech Spec 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance

Unit 2 determined to be +0.65x 105 delta k/k/F versus the limit of <0.0 delta
k/k/TF. Based on this measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits
were determined. The report does not state that failure to meet the Tech.
Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.
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Table A-5 Summarv of Industrv Desian Predic~tion and As-Ruilt Core Problems
Problem

Area

# Report Source' ID ALT ID Date Plant Plant DESCRIPTION Detection
Section Number Number Type Method

16 4.2.2.5 8204080144 RO 03/12/82 Joseph M. W RO: During Low Power Physics Testing for Cycle 4 Moderator Temp MTC
Farley Nuclear Coefficient (MTC) in Hot Zero Power Beginning of Cycle Condition was Surveillance
Plant, Unit I measured greater than required by Tech. Spec. The MTC Tech. Spec.

positive limit was 0.0 pcm/0F while the measured MTC was 0.78 pcm/°F.
Administrative limit on rod insertion was established for Cycle 4 to assure
the LCO was not violated with an assumed uncertainty of 0.1 pcm/F. The
report does not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a
calculation error in CBC or MTC.

17 4.2.2.5 8207060017 RPT 03/29/82 Sequoyah W Inspection Report: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Nuclear Plant, Limits In Tech Spec 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance

Unit 2 determined to be positive versus the limit of <0.0 delta k/k/0F. Based on this
measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined. The
report notes that there was a failure to maintain the control rod withdrawal
limits established by the action requirements of Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3. The
report does not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a
calculation error in CBC or MTC. There had been no training for the
licensed operators recarding the control rod withdrawal limits requirements.

18 4.2.2.5 8303140583 LER 03/01/83 Salem Nuclear W LER: ModeratorTemp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than Limits In MTC
Generating Tech. Spec. The measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be slightly Surveillance

Station, Unit I positive versus the limit of <0.0 delta kl;kJF. Based on this measurement
result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined. The report does
not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error
in CBC or MTC. The report says that the measured result was expected.

19 4.2.2.5 8309230389 LER 83- 09/07/83 William B. W LER 83-039-031-0: On 830809 During unit startup rod withdrawal limits MTC
039-031- Mcguire established to prevent exceeding positive Moderator Temp Coefficient. Surveillance

0 Nuclear Station, Caused by control operator failure to follow startup procedure. A
Unit 2 conservative estimate of MTC showed that the value was less position than

the Tech. Spec. Limit, 0.0. The subject rod withdrawal limits were
transmitted to the NRC via a Tech. Spec. 3.1.1 .3a/6.9.2 Special Report
submitted 06/02/83. The reason why rod withdrawal limits were established
was not identified but was likely associated with a higher than CBC. It is
assumed that the difference was less than the uncertainty. W-830907 Ltr.

20 4.2.2.5 8407130308 LER 07/10/84 Turkey Point W LER: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than Limits In MTC
Plant, Unit 4 Tech Spec 3.1.2 at 70% power. The measured ARO MTC at 70% power Surveillance

was determined to be slightly positive versus the limit of <0.0 delta k/k/0F.
The problem arose when boron was added to control power, compensating
for the reduced xenon concentration, resulting in the MTC Tech. Spec.
violation. Based on this measurement result, rod position limits, required
xenon build-up. and boron concentration were determined that would
produce a negative MTC. The report does not state that failure to meet the

_ _ Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.
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Table A-5 Summary of Industry Design Prediction and As-Built Core Problems-.
XPmbicm-:- -- ; *--

Area ,
# Report Source ID ALT ID Date . Plant Plant . DESCRIPTION. - : Detection

Section Number Number Type . . . . Method

21 4.2.2.5 8509160103 LER 10/04/84 North Anna W LER: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than Limits In MTC
Power Station. Tech Spec. Measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be +0.67xl0 Surveillance

Unit I delta k/krF versus the limit ofr<0.0 delta kl/k/F. Based on this measurement
result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined. The report does
not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error
in CBC or MTC.

22 4.2.2.5 8502210304 SR 01/28185 Catawba W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Nuclear Station, Limits In Tech Spec 3.1.1.3 when applying measurement uncertainty. The Surveillance

Unit I measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be -0.02 pcm/PP. Based on
this measurement result and the extra conservatism that was desired,
temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to be needed for 85
EFPDs. The report does not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was
result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

23. 4.2.2.5 8507010629 SR 06/10/85 Wolf Creek W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Generating Limits In Tech Spec 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance

Station determined to be +1.03xI0 5 delta k/k/F versus the limit of <0.0 delta
klk/¶F. Based on this measurement result. temporary r6d withdrawal limits
were determined. The report does not state that failure to meet the Tech.

._ ,_ -_ _ Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.
24 4.2.2.5 8512310262 SR 12/20/85 Virgil C. W Special Rcpt SPR 85-018: On 851216 during Zero Power Physics Testing MTC

Summer under surveillance test procedure Stp-210.002 positive moderator temp Surveillance
Nuclear Station, coefficient for reload core of Cycle 3 was identified. Although the abstract

Unit I from the NRC data base stated that the discrepancy was Part 21 related the
document does not mention anything related to a Part 21. The MTC Tech.
Spec. positive limit was 0.0 pcmPF while the measured MTC was 0.32
pcmPF. Administrative limit on rod insertion was established for Cycle 3 to
assure the LCO was not violated. The report does not state that failure to

__ meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.
25 4.2.2.5 8603070509 SR 02/03/86 Millstone W Special Rept: Positive Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) measured above MTC

Nuclear Power Tech Spec Limits. The measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be Surveillance
Station. Unit 3 +0.92 pcm/F versus a Tech. Spec. limit of 0.0 pcmrF. Rod withdrawal &

boron concentration limits established to prevent Moderator Temp
Coefficient from becoming positive.

26 4.2.2.5 8605090148 SR 04/17/86 Callaway Plant, W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Unit I Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3.a. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance

determined to be +0.01 pcmPF versus the limit of <0.0 pcmrF. Based on
this measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined
to be needed for the first 4,000 MWD/MTU. The report does not state that
failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or

._ . MTC.
27 4.2.2.5 8605280096 LER 05/12/86 Oconee Nuclear B&W LER: HFP most negative Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) was more MTC
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Table A-5 Summarv of Industry Desian Prediction and As-Built Core Problems
Problem

Area
# Report Source' ID ALT ID Date Plant Plant DESCRIPTION Detection

Section Number Number Type Method

* * * Station, Unit I negative than limits in Technical Specification. The measured EOC ARO Surveillance
8612080407 SE 11/26/86 MTC was determined to be -3.36x 10-

4 Ap/9F versus the limit of >-3.0x 10-4

ApPF. The report states that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was not result of
a calculation error in CBC or MTC. The root cause was an inadequate
vendor database of measured MTC data. Hence, a revision to the bias
applied to EOC MTC will occur for future reloads.

28 4.2.2.5 8704030503 LTR 03/27/87 Alvin W, W Letter: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than Limits In MTC
Vogtle Nuclear Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be Surveillance

Plant. Unit 1 +0.89 pcm/0 F versus the limit of <0.0 pcm/VF. Based on this measurement
result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to be needed up to
a 30% power level for the first 6,000 MWD/MTU. The report does not state
that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC
or MTC.

29 4.2.2.5 8704140140 LTR 04109/87 Waterford CE Letter: Positive Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) measured above Tech. MTC
Generating Spec. Limits. The measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be Surveillance

Station, Unit 3 +0.505x10-4 delta k/k/F versus a Tech. Spec. limit of +0.5x 10 4 delta k/k/0F.
Control rods were inserted in order to reduce the Moderator Temp
Coefficient. The letter does not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was
result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

30 4.2.2.5 8707200441 SR 07/09/87 North Anna W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) more positive than limits MTC
Power Station in Tech. Spec. The measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be + 1.24 Surveillance

Unit I pcml0 F versus the limit of <0.0 delta k/k1JF. Conservative calculations
demonstrated the MTC will be negative at 70% power. Therefore, control
rod withdrawal limits are not necessary since these values are within Tech.
Spec. limits. The report does not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec.
was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

31 4.2.2.5 8711190307 SR 11/16/87 Callaway Plant, W Special Rept: Positive Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) measured above MTC
Unit I Tech. Spec. Limits. The measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to be Surveillance

+0.372 pcmlVF versus a Tech. Spec. limit of c0.0 pcmfrF. Rod withdrawal
and boron concentration limits established to prevent Moderator Temp
Coefficient from becoming positive. The report does not state that failure to

__ meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.
32 4.2.2.5 8811220004 SR 11/17/88 Sequoyah W Special Rept: ModeratorTemp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC

Nuclear Plant, Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance
Unit I determined to be +0.64 pcm/nF versus the limit of <0.0 pcm/WF. Based on

this measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined
to be needed for the first 2,700 MWD/MTU. It was known prior to
measurement that a violation would occur. Due to earlier shutdown of
previous cycle, which caused the presence of additional excess reactivity, a
positive MTC was predicted.

33 4.2.2.5 8901180412 SR 01/12/89 Wolf Creek W Special Rept: Moderator Tcmp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
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Generating Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance
Station determined to be +0.65 pcmPF versus the limit of <0.0 pcm/rF. Based on

this measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined
to be needed for the first 4.851 MWD/MTU. The report does not state that
failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or
MTC.

34 4.2.2.5 8903030521 SR 02/15/89 Catawba W Special Rept: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Nuclear Station. Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance

Unit I determined to he +4.61 pcmPF. Based on this measurement result,
temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to be needed at or above
the 90% power level for 34 EFPDs. The report does not state that failure to
meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

35 4.2.2.5 8903230497 RO 03/10/89 Byron Station. W RO: During Zero Power Physics Testing and with All Rods Withdrawn, the MTC
Unit 2 Moderator Temp Coefficient was measured to he +0.0435 pcri"f. 'The Surveillance

Tech. Spec. most positive limit was 0.0 pcmPF. Based on this measurement
result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to he needed for the
first 1,000 MWD/MTU. The report does'not state that failure to meet the
Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.'

36 4.2.2.5 8904170097 SR 04/06/89 Alvin W. W Special Rept: ModeratorTemp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Vogtle Nuclear Limits In Tech. Spe'c: 3.1.1.3. The measured HZP ARO MTC was Surveillance
Plant, Unit 2 determined to be +0.9 pcniPF versus the limit of <0.0 pcmrF. Based on this

measurement result, temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to be
needed up to a 30% power level for the first 6.000 MWD/MTU. The report
does not state that failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation
error in CBC or MTC.' _

37 4.2.2.5 9004230549 SR 04/16/90 Comanche Peak W On 900404 positive Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) noted during Low MTC
Steam Electric Power Physics Testing due to high boron concentration in moderator. The Surveillance
Station, Unit I measured HZP ARO MTC was determined to he + I pcmrF versus a Tech.

Spec. limit of 0 pcm/F. Rod withdrawal limits were imposed per Tech.
Spec. 3.1.1.3a Action A. l for 4450 MWD/MTU. However, inspection of
attached table implies that CBC only needs to be reduced by 140 ppm (-3
pcm/0F) to remove rod withdrawal limits. Impact appears to be much
smaller than 4450 MWD/MTU. However, the 4450 MWDJMTU likely
corresponds to HZP No Xexon condition. The report does not state that
failure to meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or
MTC.

38 4.2.2.5 9005080381 SR 04/30/90 Catawba W Special Rept Re Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Nuclear Station,. Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3 Figure 3.1 -0. The measured HZP ARO MTC Surveillance

Unit I was determined to be +3.3 pcni/F. Based on this measurement result
temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to be needed at 95 and

I higher power levels for 4 EFPDs or the HFP boron concentration is less than
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1363 ppm boron. The report does not state that failure to meet the Tech.
Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

39 4.2.2.5 9010040161 SR 09/21/90 Catawba W Special Rcpt: Moderator Temp Coefficient (MTC) More Positive Than MTC
Nuclear Station, Limits In Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3 Figure 3.1 -0. The measured HZP ARO MTC Surveillance

Unit 2 was determined to be +5.11 pcm/°F. Based on this measurement result,
temporary rod withdrawal limits were determined to be needed at 0 and
between 85 and 100% power levels for 4 EFPDs or the HFP boron
concentration is less than 1438 ppm. The report does not state that failure to
meet the Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC.

40 4.2.2.5 9104180168 SR 04/12/91 South Texas W Special Rept: on 910402 during low power physics testing positive MTC
Project, Unit I moderator temp coefficient measured high critical boron concentration in Surveillance

reactor coolant system at beginning of 18 month fuel cycle caused MTC to
be positive. The MTC Tech. Spec. positive limit was 0.0 pcm/0F while the
measured MTC was 0.4 pcm/PF. Administrative limit on rod insertion was
established to assure the LCO was not violated. The higher boron
concentration than expected likely contributed to the failure to meet Tech.
Spec. LCO. Furthermore, the report does not state that failure to meet the
Tech. Spec. was result of a calculation error in CBC or MTC. Note that
STAR's MTC Alternate Surveillance corrects the predicted MTC for
measured CBCs higher than predicted CBC. Therefore, application of
STAR would likely have accounted for the discrepancy in CBC. W-910412
Itr.

41 4.2.2.6 INPO - 1988 Plant X, Units I CE The fuel vendor's reactivity analysis assumed the minimum cold shutdown Core Design QA
SER 11-95 and 2 boron concentration was 4,000 ppm. However, the technical specifications

only directed a minimum boron concentration of 2,150 ppm or the boron
concentration corresponding to Keff less than or equal to 0.95, whichever
was greater. On at least two occasions since initial plant startup, the
shutdown boron concentration was reduced below the 4,000 ppm value
assumed in the initial safety analysis, but was maintained above the 2,150
ppm value in the technical specifications. In 1988, boron concentration
decreased to less than 4,000 ppm for an extended time; however, subsequent
review of these plant conditions confirmed that safety limits were
maintained even though boron concentration was less than the amount
assumed in the safety analysis.

42 4.2.2.7 ETP-02-3 10 2001 Westinghouse W The customer had specified a unique top nozzle identification to be followed Fuel Fabrication
Columbia SC with a suffix, to indicate the enrichment level of the fuel assembly. The top QA

Fuel nozzle unique number had been specified, however the suffix was
Manufacturing incorrectly specified. The nozzles were fabricated as listed on the bill of

Plant materials. The nozzles were determined to be usable and the core loading
plan and associated documentation were modified to reflect the as-built top
nozzle identifications.
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43 4.2.2.7 ETP-02-3 10 2001 Westinghouse W In this instance the loading pattern of the WABA core component has been Receipt
Columbia SC incorrectly specified in the bill of material. Part of the product had been Inspection

Fuel fabricated and shipped to the customer. The WABA pattern was specified
Manufacturing with the correct number of rods. However, the wrong loading pattern was

Plant used. All the misloaded assemblies were re-configured with the correct
loading pattern.

44 4.2.2.7 ETP-02-3 10 - 1999 Westinghouse W In this instance the loading pattern of the WABA core component has been Fuel Fabrication
Columbia SC incorrectly specified in the bill of material. None of the product had been QA

Fuel shipped. The WABA pattern was specified with the correct number of rods.
Manufacturing However, the wrong loading pattern was used. All the misloaded assemblies

Plant were re-configured with the correct loading pattern.
45 4.2.2.7 PAE-JJB- 1999- Westinghouse PWR Occasionally fuel rods are rejected by the active gamma scanner. The reject Fuel Fabrication

02-004 2002 Columbia SC -could be due to fuel or burnable absorber pellet misloads, undersized QA
Fuel diameter pellets, pellet density deviations, or false rejects due to

Manufacturing conservative scanner settings. The annual reject rate for ADU rods is less
Plant the 0.15% (less than 500 rods/year) and less than 0.31% (less than 400

- ________ .__ rods/Year) for ZrB2 IFBA rods. -- l
46 4.2.2.7 PAE-JJB- 1999- Westinghouse W During processing, one ZrB2 IFBA pellet coater run experiences a number Fuel Fabrication

02-004 2002 Columbia SC of equipment failures causing many startups and shutdowns. This occurred QA
Fuel through many shifts resulting in confusion about the run's total coating time.

Manufacturing As a result the actual B IO coating was off by a factor of 10. The overcoated
Plant pellets were subsequently loaded into approximately 150 rods. The gamma

scanner subsequently rejected all the rods containing the overcoated pellets.
47 4.2.2.7 8207010407 LD-82- 06/23/82 Plants using CE CE Part 21 Report addressing final confirmatory analysis of burnable boron Fuel Fabrication

062 fabricated fuel pellets in C-E supplied fuel not properly generated. CE concluded that the QA
extreme case of either no boron being present or excess boron being present
would be clearly noticeable as a result of normal testing. With respect to
normal plant operation. it is CE's opinion that even if there are local
variations, they would not 'cause clad damage or elevate the local heat flux
sufficiently to cause thermal hydraulic problems. Customers should conduct
re-review physics test:' No substantial safety hazard. '_'_'

48 4.2.2.7 8311030013 NS-EPR- 10/25/83 Sequoyah Unit 2 W Letter informing NRC that 19 fuel rods containing pellets of an improper Fuel Fabrication
2843 diameter and enrichment found to be loaded into Fuel Assembly P39 does QA

not represent a substantial safety hazard but does represent a failure to
comply with IOCFR50.46. Nineteen fuel rods containing pellets of an
improper diameter and enrichment were found to be loaded into Fuel
Assembly P39 that had been delivered to TVA. Specifically, it amounted to

:approximately a 24 inch length of pellets beginning 12 inch from the bottom
in each of 19 fuel rods. The errant pellets were of a smaller diameter and a
lower enrichment than the proper pellets. The incident was discovered on
08/24/83 through a routine overcheck evaluation of inspection records and
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documentation by a QC engineer. The incident was discovered and
corrected prior to loading of the fuel in the reactor. An analysis was
conducted to assess the impact on reactor performance had the assembly
operated in the core. The evaluation showed that center temperature melting
point would have been exceeded based on current methods. Similarly, the
PCT as contained in the current ECCS analysis would also exceed the
Appendix K limit of 2200 'F. However, overall coolability of the assembly
and the core would not be affected. An investigation was also performed to
determine whether or not this event represented an isolated incident.
Specifically, a detailed review of manufacturing records for the time period
which included the manufacturing of Sequoyah 2 reload and included
several thousands lots (25 rods per lot) of fuel rods. No evidence of
inislaodcd pellets due to tray mixup was noted. This information, coupled
with an assessment of the manufacturing process, led to the conclusion that
this was an isolated event. Westinghouse has taken corrective actions which
result in additional controls to prevent recurrence.

49 4.2.2.7 PAE-JJB- 08/2000 Westinghouse PWR A number (20) of fuel rods were rejected by the gamma scanner for Fuel Fabrication
02-004 Columbia SC suspected enrichment deviations. Destructive evaluation of rods from this QA

Fuel population revealed that the reject condition was actually caused by strings
Manufacturing of undersized pellets. All fuel rods were ground on the same pellet line.

Plant The cause was determined to be over grinding due to pellet backup into the
grinder. Subsequent analysis of the impact of undersized pellets that may
have been loaded but not rejected (i.e., beyond the resolution of the scanner)
indicated no significant impact on any operating parameter or the safety
analysis.

50 4.2.2.7 9302220351 LER 93- 02/16/93 Turkey Point W On 01/14/93 while Units3 &4 were at 100% power Westinghouse notified Incore Power
* 001 07/15/93 Plant, Unit 3 FPL that Wet Annular Burnable Absorber Assemblies (WABA) were not Distribution

9307220073 LER 93- mfg. per design specs. This was caused by failure to translate design
001-01 requirement to drawing absorber design modified. Specifically, the WABA

Assemblies were not redesigned as required to accommodate a longer fuel
rod lower end cap on the last batches of fuel supplied for each unit. The
anomaly was initially detected during review of the Unit 3 flux map at 100%
power. Specifically, the local peaking factor (Fq) was higher and axial
power distribution more topped peaked than expected. Further investigation
by Westinghouse lead to identification of the WABA offset anomaly.
Westinghouse evaluated the impact of the discrepancy on Unit 4 and
concluded that all statements and conclusions in the original RSE remain
valid for the entire operating cycle. Somewhat similar conclusions were
reached for Unit 3. The results of FAC analysis performed by Westinghouse
for Unit 3 concluded that Fq*K(z) could potentially have been violated by
up to - 11% based on the WABA offset if the unit was operated in a load-
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follow mode with the worst combination of axial power shape and rod
position. FPL concluded that the offset WABA rods were of minor safety
significance. W-930713 Ltr.

51 4.2.2.7 9312020238 Part 21 11/18/93 H.B. Robinson W 9312020238 & INPO SER 2-94: The results of 30% flux map following Incore Power
* * * Plant, Unit 2 startup from Refueling Outage 15, performed on November 15, 1993, Distribution

INPO SER Pi 11/16/93 indicated peaking factors and radial tilts greater than expected. Subsequent
2-94 investigation determined that six new fuel assemblies contain burnable

poison fuel pins located in the wrong position in the assemblies. This
misposition of the burnable poison fuel pins accounts for the power
distribution anomaly differences.

52 9312020249 Part 21 11/19/93 I.B. Robinson 9312020249: As-Loaded Gadolinia pin locations did not comply with design
Plant, Unit 2 specifications. Pin locations were in incorrect quadrant of six fuel

assemblies in reload batch ROB-13 supplied by Siemens Power Corporation.
The defect resulted from inadequate communication of design spec info
from fuel designer to mfg. within vendor. This condition may have result in
thermal or safety limit violations which may not be detected by power
distribution monitoring systems. The defect was detected during Power
Distribution tests due to higher peaking than anticipated. Initial corrective
action was to exchange the location of the defective assemblies to achieve
as-designed conditions.

53 9401100075 LER 93- 12/31/93 H.B. Robinson LER 93-020-00: On 931119 TS violation occurred at 30% power due to
020-00 Plant, Unit 2 exceeding F-Delta-H Hot Channel Factor in COLR by 0.36%. The reason

that the limit was exceeded was that fuel rods in certain assemblies in the
core were not loaded as designed which had the effect of accentuating power
peaking in the core, causing the thermal limit to be exceeded. The data from
the first 30% power flux map indicated a power tilt of 2.8%. which exceeded
the acceptance criteria of less than 2%. The map also indicated that the
peaking factors were higher than expected but less than Tech. Specs. A
comparison of "predicted" to "measured" relative powers indicted higher
than predicted powers (approximately 14%) in the core areas surrounding
certain fuel assemblies (later to be determined to have been misfabricated)
and also indicated lower than expected relative powers (approximately 10%)
in other localized areas of the core. A second flux map at 30% power
yielded similar results. Analysis confirmed that this event had no impact on
plant safety. Furthermore, continued operation of the core, as misloaded,
could not have created a safety hazard. Specifically, analysis indicated that
if the core had operated at full power, this would have resulted in a "true" F-
Delta-H of 1.797 vs 1.70 (+5.7%) but there would have been no violation of
the core safety limits since the cycle specific undetected bundle misleading
event was analyzed to yield'a maximum F-Delta-H of 1.82. The misleading
event was bounded by the static RCCA Misalignment Analysis (F-Delta-H
of 1.94). Caused by management deficiency. Six misloaded fuel assemblies
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repositioned in core to compensate for power anomaly. W-931231 Ltr.
54 9401040023 Final 12/31/93 H.B. Robinson Final Part 21 Rept concluding that deviation in nuclear fuel assemblies mfg

Part 21 Plant, Unit 2 by Siemens Power Corp could not have created Substantial Safety Hazard as
defined by IOCFR21 & that subject IOCFR21 defect did not exist. As-
Loaded Gadolinia pin locations did not comply with design specifications.
Pin locations were in incorrect quadrant of six fuel assemblies in reload
batch ROB-13 supplied by Siemens Power Corporation. The defect resulted
during fabrication due to an incorrect manual transposition of bundle design
information, by a Siemens employee, onto marked-up Bundle Load Maps.
This information is used as the input for the Siemens automatic fuel
assembly manufacturing system (BADL - Bundle Assembly Data Logger).
The fuel mis-fabrication was identified through normal plant testing and
analysis of inappropriate flux map results following approximately 3 days of
power ascension. The defect was detected at 30% power due to higher
peaking than anticipated. Initial corrective action was to exchange the
location of the defective assemblies to achieve as-designed conditions.
Analysis confirmed that no substantial safety hazard existed and that
continued operation of the core could not have created a substantial safety
hazard.

55 4.2.2.7 ETP-02-310 2001 Westinghouse W In this instance, the IFBA pattern had been incorrectly specified in the bill of Fuel Fabrication
Columbia SC materials. The fuel assemblies were specified with the correct number of QA

Fuel IFBAs. but with the wrong configurations. The cause was related to errors
Manufacturing in the SAP Bill of Materials for these components. All the fuel assemblies

Plant had been fabricated and shipped to the customer. Physics modeling of the as
built configurations showed minimal impact on the core parameters.
However it was necessary to update the incore detector constants in order
not to introduce error into the power distribution measurement. Note that
this event was identified as a result of Westinghouse's Corrective Action
Program (CAP).

56 4.2.2.7 8602260287 DR 86- 02/11/86 Braidwood W Final Deficiency Rept 86-01 addressing misorientation of burnable poison Receipt
01 Station, Unit I rods A6P2D in Westinghouse fuel assembly C54S initially reported on Inspection

01/14/86. The FSAR discusses the inadvertent loading and operation of a
fuel assembly in an improper position. Included is the loading of one or
more fuel assemblies into a new core without their required burnable poison
rods. The moveable incore detector system is capable of revealing any
assembly enrichment error or loading error which causes power shapes to be
peaked in excess of the design value. The FSAR concludes that the resulting
power distribution effects will either be readily detected by the moveable
incore detector system or will cause a sufficiently small perturbation to be
acceptable within the uncertainties allowed between nominal and design
power shape. Westinghouse also analyzed the effects on peaking factor
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margin and flux perturbation if a fuel assembly with a misoriented burnable
poison is moved toward the core center after residing on the periphery
during cycle one. Westinghouse concluded that there would have been no
violation of peaking factor for cycle one and all subsequent cycles.
Assembly A6P2D was returned to mfg for repair. Vendor will change mfg
& inspection practices. - - '_ _

57 4.2.2.7 INPO- 101 01/15/99 Plant X W On January 15, 1999. with Plant X Units I and 2 at 100 percent power. Receipt
OE9646 reactor engineering personnel discovered, during new fuel receipt Inspection

inspection, that the burnable poison rodlets (BPR) in two fuel assemblies did
not agree with the core loading plan diagram (CLPD). The fuel vendor.
Westinghouse, was notified that the configuration of the eight outer rodlets
on each of the two 12-rodlet BPR assemblies received were not in
accordance with the vendor's CLPD. It appears that the deficient BPR
assemblies received were manufactured in accordance with the incorrect
drawing reference number cited on the CLPD. The vendor's preliminary
root cause investigation indicates a possible problem with the ANCHOR
code software that automatically provides the drawing reference numbers on

______ _____ _the CLPD.
58 4.2.2.7 INPO - 101 6/11/02 Plant X, Units W On June 11. 2002. with Plant X Units I at 100 percent power. core data Incore Power

OE14297 l&2 indicated a larger axial offset deviation (AOD) than expected following a Distribution
refueling outage. Unit 2 also has experienced this anonialy following its
most recent refueling outage. Currently, Unit I is operating with all rods
out. The core axial offset is at minus II percent and trending slightly more
negative. The cause of the larger deviations have not yet been confirmed.
However, it is likely associated with deposition of ZB2 during rod loading.

59 4.2.2.8 INPO - 101 11/06/97 Plant X Unit 2 W Plant X Unit 2 identified an inconsistent core flux distribution while at 30 Incore Power
OE8730 percent power following startup from a refueling outage. In consultation Distribution

with the fuel vendor, the station determined that 16 new fuel assemblies.
with gadolina burnable poison rods. had been loaded into core locations
different than planned. The burnable poison rods have two different patterns
(eight assemblies each) and the loading procedures, supplied by the vendor,
had the patterns reversed.

60 4.2.2.8 7905150468 LER 79- 05/l I79 Prairie Island W 'LER 79-014-OIT-0: On 790427: Informed by Exxon of error in core loading Core Design QA
014-OIT- Nuclear Station, pattern. Specifically Gadolinia-Bearing assemblies not properly located.

0 Unit I Exxon submitted a revised loading pattern to NSP which exchanged the
mislocated gadolinia-bearing assemblies with other new Exxon assemblies.
The loading pattern was checked independently against as-built loadings and
verified to be correct and consistent with the reported safety analysis. The

- . assemblies repositioned on 04/30/79. Subsequent zero power physics testing
. . on may 6 and at-power'on May 7 confirmed the gadolinia-bearing

assemblies were properly located (no core power tilts were measured).
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Therefore. it is concluded that there was no impact
61 4.2.2.8 W- 11130/71 Beznau W NFD-NE-345: During startup testing for Beznau Unit I Cycle 2 flux maps Incore Flux

Pittsburgh indicated a power distribution anomaly. Specifically, a gross power tilt Symmetry
around Location G12 (location one row in from the periphery) was
observed. Differences between measured and predicted power of +14%
were observed in the vicinity of G12 while the symmetric locations directly
opposite was -5%. Based on these results an investigation was initiated.
Upon investigation it was determined that Assembly 161 was 3.35 (As-Built
3.395 w/o) and had been incorrectly loaded into Location H12. Assembly
161 was the only assembly fabricated at 3.35 w/o for Cycle 2 to match 3
spare assemblies (Assemblies 122-124) fabricated for Cycle I at 3.35 w/o.
The remaining 36 assemblies (Assemblies 125-160) were fabricated at 3.18
w/o. It was incorrectly assumed that assemblies 122 through 125 were the
3.35 w/o and these were not loaded in the core. As a result Assembly 161
(3.395 w/o) rather than Assembly 125 (3.18 w/o) was placed in Location
H12. The head was removed and Assembly 161 was replaced with
Assembly 125. Following this interchange, differences between measured
and predicted were reduced by more than one-half and were typical of past
WEC startup experience. The enrichment difference between the final and
misloaded assemblies was -0.2 w/o; considerable less than 04 to 0.8 w/o
difference normally existing between regions of fuel. Moreover, the
misleading occurred near the periphery of the core were analytical accuracy
is relatively poor. Nevertheless, the loading error was evident in the flux
map, and on this basis WEC concluded that an undetected loading error is
extremely improbable.

62 4.2.2.8 W- 1985 Farley Unit I W A depleted asymmetric Burnable Poison Rod Assembly was loaded Incore Power
Pittsburgh (Before) backwards in a peripheral assembly such that the rodlets were to the outside Distribution

instead of the interior. The core operated the cycle with the misloaded
insert, even though it was found during the cycle by surveillance testing
using flux maps (Incore Power Distribution). It was not identified during the
startup measurements. Consequences were minimal to that cycle. No
asymmetric inserts were ever used again at Farley.

63 4.2.2.8 INPO - IBS 06/16/94 Plant X W According to the approved core reload design, part-length hafnium rods Incore Flux
SER 11-95 (inserts) should have been installed in eight fuel assemblies on the periphery Symmetry
OE6743 of the core to suppress neutron flux in the vicinity of the reactor vessel belt-

line weld area. However, when the vendor prepared the candidate loading
pattern transmittal, some of the figures in the document did not show the
hafnium inserts. Although the vendor did not intend for the document to be
used for that purpose, the candidate loading pattern transmittal was used by
site personnel to prepare the nuclear component transfer list. Later, the

__ nuclear component transfer list, which also did not include the hafnium
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inserts, was used as a reference to reload the reactor core. Consequently, the
reactor core was reloaded without hafnium inserts.

64 4.2.2.9 INPO- LER50- 12/18/95 Plant X, Unit I W INPO-OE7719: This Operating Experiencc entry is a follow-up to OE-7631, CEA Trip
OE7719 498 * where several control rods failed to fully insert. The rod drop test results
INPO- LER50- 12/18/95 were evaluated against the approved safety evaluation (USQE) and the

OE7631 498 acceptance criteria contained in the Reactor Startup procedure. Based on
these previously established criteria, the rod drop time and shutdown margin
restart criteria were met by a large margin.
INPO-OE7631: On 12/18/95, Unit I tripped due to a switchyard lockout.
Following the trip, three control rods (one in Control Bank C -F10, and two
in Shutdown Bank B - C09 and N07) were observed to be at 6 steps by
Digital Rod Position Indication (DRPI). Preliminary manufacturing records
review has not produced any adverse indications. A safety evaluation was
performed that demonstrates that shutdown margin is met with all control
rods. Note that the subject document did not identify how much time was
lost as a result of this event. '_'

65 4.2.2.9 INPO - 07/09/97 Plant X, Unit 2 W OE8467: During unit trips and the refueling outage, control rod drop time CEA Drop Time
OE8467 * measurements were performed (8/26/95, 1/17/97, 3/1/97 and 3/11/97).
INPO - 08/26/95 These measurements showed that the drop times for'some rods had increased
OE7844 and they indicated incomplete insertion. These data and examination of

traces revealed that the'problem was related to rod friction. It was
determined that assembly bowing increased the frictional drag on the control
rod. Plant safety was not affected.
OE7844: Following initiation of the refueling outage and with the unit in
mode 3, a rod drop test was performed. During this test a control rod was
discovered not fully inserted. This incomplete insertion was due to the
presence of an obstruction inside one of the fuel assembly guide tubes.
Inspection of the fuel assembly showed that it was bowed with respect to a
vertical reference. Westinghouse considered that, according to their
experience, the magnitude of the bowing was not significantly greater than
what might be expected from the most bowed assemblies of any other core.
The affected assembly was not scheduled to be inserted into the core. Note
that the subject document did not identify how much time was lost as a
result of this event. However, it is estimated that several hours to a day may
have been lost.

66 4.2.2.9 INPO - LER 09/11/99 Plant X, Unit I B&W On 9/11/99, during an optional performance of Control Rod Drop Time CEA Drop Time
OE10675 289- Tests, control rod group 2 rod 2 (2-2) and control rod group 5 rod 2 (5-2) did

990911- not insert full length as expected. Control rod 2-2 stopped at approximately
I 7% withdrawn and control rod 5-2 stopped at approximately 26%

LER 99- withdrawn. Control rods were then dropped a second time with the same
011-00 results. It was determined that assembly bowing increased the frictional
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LTR192 drag on the control rod. The fuel bow visual observations correlate with the
0-99- control rod drop. The safety significance of this event was minimal since
20549 both rods inserted to a position where most of their rod worth would be
CAP effective.

T1999-
0722

RCE 180
67 4.2.2.9 INPO LER 50- 10/01/99 Plant X, Unit 3 B&W Two control rods exceeded the Improved Technical Specification (ITS) limit CEA Drop Time

Document 302 of 1.66 seconds during the performance of optional Control Rod Drop Time
Test. The contributing causes of the slow rod drop times are: (1). Thermal
barrier degradation due to crud accumulation in the check valve region
causing the check valve balls to stick, and resulting in the higher flight time
due to increased drag forces. (2). Deformation of the control rod guide tube
caused the mechanical drag in the control rod guide tubes, which resulted in
slow rod drop times due to the increased drag force. These failure
mechanisms are industry wide issue. No human error occurred during this
event. The fuel design limits would not have been exceeded for normal
shutdown or any anticipated operation occurrences during the cycle as a
result.

68 4.2.2.9 INPO - 08/22/94 Plant X, Units 3 W After a scram at Plant X Unit 4 in August 1994, where one control rod CEA Trip
OE7813 and 4 jammed 18 steps from full insertion, extensive investigations were launched.

The investigations revealed that assemblies bowed in an S-shape caused the
jamming. As the fuel in Plant X Unit 3 was identical to the fuel at Plant X
Unit 4, bowed fuel assemblies also could be expected at Plant X Unit 3.
Therefore drop tests were performed at Plant X Unit 3 as well. During drop
tests at Plant X Unit 3 in February 1995, two control rods had longer drop
times than the established surveillance criteria. The new fuel assemblies
supplied to Plant X Units 3 and 4 have been modified in order to reduce the
axial force on the assembly and increase the lateral stiffness. Note that the
subject document did not identify how much time was lost as a result of this
event.

69 4.2.2.9 INPO - LER50- 12/18/95 Plant X, Unit I W During the Plant X shutdown for refueling on May 18, 1996, more testing CEA
OE7861 498 was performed for the incomplete reactor control rod insertion issue. The Manipulations

reactor was in Mode 3 Hot Standby, full flow conditions. After dropping all
shutdown banks simultaneously, 6 shutdown bank rods did not fully insert; 5
were at 6 steps from rod bottom and I at 12 steps. No cause is known. It is
estimated that several hours may have been lost.

70 4.2.2.9 INPO - LER50- 09/09/96 Plant X, Unit 2 W During the 6th-refueling, Plant X performed control rod drop and drag CEA
OE8032 412 testing in fulfillment of commitments to NRC Bulletin 96-01. Three Manipulations

assemblies exhibited higher than expected drag forces during testing. No
cause is known. It is estimated that several hours may have been lost.
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71 4.2.2.9 INPO - 09/06/85 Plant X, Unit 3 Mitsu In one of fuel assemblies, one of two leaf spring cramps was out of place CEA Inspection
OE1750 bishi and was founded laying down on the vane which connects with spider hub of

Control Rod Cluster due to a broken spring screw. One of 16 vanes of
Control Rod Cluster was slipped out of spider hub. The broken spring screw
has an indication of intergranular corrosion, which was presumably
attributable to the fact that the spring screw had been tightened excessively
in the assembling stage to produce a residual high stress as well as
intergranular corrosion. The disconnection of the spider huh in question was
presumably caused by the restricted movement of the cluster inside its guide
tube as a result of a foreign material trapped therein. Note that this event is
also categorized as a CEA Finger Loss problem which is considered to be a
consequence of this initiating event.

72 4.2.2.10 None Identified -_._-
73 4.2.2.11 INPO - 101 05/92 Plant X W Plant X has been tracking a trend in both Axial Flux Difference (AFD) and Incore Power

OE5782 Estimated Critical Position (ECP) measurements. The trend was noted Distribution
during Cycle 5 (11/90-3/92) and was characterized by the AFD trending
more negative than predicted. A consequence of this trend was an
increasing error in Estimated Critical Position calculation..'

74 4.2.2.11 INPO - 1o0 10/20/94 Plant X, Unit I W Utility X believes that Plant X Unit I is experiencing the same axial offset Incore Power
OE6911 pheniomena that has previously been seen at Callaway, Vogtlc; Harris, and Distribution

Millstone Unit 3. Plant X Unit I is currently about 280 Effective Full Power
Days (EFPD) into Cycle 8. The cycle length is 390 EFPD. At about 150
EFPD into this cycle, the measured axial offset (AO) was observed to be
growing more negative than predicted. This difference has continued to
increase as the cycle operated and following power runbacks took some step
changes more negative. The incore measured AO at 255 EFPD was -8.5%
versus a predicted value of about -4%. In addition to the negative AO,
incore power distributions show the flux is depressed between the upper grid
spans of the high powered assemblies. The most plausible theory for this
phenomena is that a boron-lithium compound is being concentrated in the
crud layer on the top of high powered fuel rods.

75 4.2.2.11 9712090146 INFO 12/11/97 GENERIC PWR NRC INFO NOTICE 97-085 'Effects of Crud Buildup & Boron Deposition Incore Power
NOTICE on Power Distribution & Shutdown Margin.' Addresses potentially Distribution
97-085 significant problem pertaining to anomalous behavior of the core axial

power distribution and erosion of shutdown margin (SDM) attributed to crud
buildup on the nuclear fuel and subsequent boron deposition in the crud
layer. The anomaly is characterized by a gradual unexpected power shift
toward the bottom of the core and was first detected in Callaway Cycle 4 at
approximately 7000 MWD/MTU. The power shift continued until burnup
effects became dominant and cause the power to shift back to the top of the
_ core nearing EOC. In addition to the anomalous power distribution.
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deviations were observed in the Estimated Critical Position (ECP) of the
control rods. Deviations over 0.5%Ap were observed in Cycles 4 and 5.
The crud buildup that causes the anomalous power distribution is
particularly pronounced in high-power assemblies. After analyzing relevant
data, performing scoping calculations, and reviewing industry experience,
UE and Westinghouse concluded that the power distribution anomaly was
most likely caused by the formation of crud and deposition of lithium borate
initiated by subcooled nucleate boiling in the upper portion of the core. The
ECP deviations were another effect of this anomaly. Incore detector
indications of flux depressions between fuel grids in high power fuel
assemblies, as well as visual examinations showing crud deposits on fuel
pins, supported these conclusions. This resulting power shift causes a
reduction in SDM and an increase in local peaking factors. Near the end of
cycle, excess burnup in the bottom of the core and reduced boron and
lithium concentrations in the reactor coolant system cause the power
distribution to shift back toward the upper portion of the core, partially
restoring the bumup distribution. A number of Westinghouse plants have
experienced AOAs ranging from -3 percent to -15 percent. These plants
include Callaway, Catawba 1, Comanche Peak 2, Millstone 3, Seabrook,
Vogtle I and 2, and Wolf Creek. AOAs ranging from -3 to -15 percent have
been observed. Core power was reduced to 95 and then 70% in response to
a -15% AO at Callaway. Shutdown margin was decreasing at a rate of 3-4
pcm/day. Corrective actions to restore SDM include modifying rod insertion
limits and rod worth uncertainties in the SDM calculation. The notice did
not identify any anomaly associated with radial power distribution or

_ _ the ability to detect the anomaly during LPPTs.
76 4.2.2.11 INPO - 101 05/10/98 Plant X W Plant X continues to experience an axial offset anomaly (AOA) during Incorc Power

OE9417 reactor Cycle 10 although so far the severity of the anomaly is less than Distribution
OE7651 Cycle 9. SEN 170 describes the severe AOA during Cycle 9 which caused

eroding shutdown margin. Compensatory actions included operating at a
reduced reactor power (about 70%) for approximately one third of the cycle.
Root cause of the anomaly is boron precipitated in crud on the upper region
of fuel rods

77 4.2.2.11 INPO - 101 10/13/99 Plant X, Unit 2 CE On October 13, 1999, at approximately 160 EFPD (Effective Full Power Incore Power
OEI 1095 Days), Reactor Engineering concluded that Palo Verde Unit 2 Cycle 9 was Distribution

exhibiting indications of an axial shape trend that appeared to be similar to
the axial offset anomaly (AOA) experienced by other nuclear facilities. The
combination of high, multi-cycle steaming rates, i.e., subcooled boiling,
sufficiently high beginning of cycle (BOC) boron concentration, and higher
than normal mobile CRUD concentrations caused by an early cycle trip,
made U2C9 susceptible to AOA.
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78 4.2.2.12 INPO - IA 08/31/99 Plant X. Unit 2 W On August 31. 1999. with Plant X Unit 2 at 100 percent power, CEA
0E1l0274 Westinghouse informed the station that they have discovered dimensional Fabrication QA

quality problems with some chrome-plated rodlets supplied from a
499. subcontractor. Westinghouse determined that approximately IO percent of

990831-I the work-in-process rodlets had larger than anticipated diameters
(approximately 0.3855 inch versus the specification of 0.3845 inch). The
cause of this event was the subcontractor use of an oversize ring gauge.

79 4.2.2.13 None Identified
80 4.2.2.14 7810180107 LER 78- 09/18/78 Crystal River B&W LER 78-048-031-0: On 09/18/78 quadrant power tilt exceeded transient limit Incore Flux

048-03L- Nuclear Plant, but not max limit. Caused by uncoupling of Group 5 Rod L The acceptance Symmetry
0 Unit 3 criteria for the Control Rod Drop Test procedure was revised and review of

the new rod coupling procedure was planned to preclude recurrence of this
event. Based on review of this LER it is concluded that symptoms of an
uncoupled rod were present in the rod drop time test results. Similar events
in the future would likely be detected by CEA Drop Characteristics. -} _ _; -

81 4.2.2.14 8306270228 Part 21 06/22/83 Connecticut W Part 21 addressing improper latching of RCCAs identified on 03/15/83 CEA Flux
Yankee during Zero Power Physics Tests: The specific test was'not identified in the Symmetry

Part 21. Subsequent investigation confirmed that 4 RCCAs were unlatched.
'The RCCAs were latched using a revised installation procedure that:,
emphasizds proper orientation of the CRDS to the RCCA while latching.
The connect/disconnect CRDS buttons were examined for proper heights to
confirm correct installation and latching. Additional information obtained
for Connecticut Yankee indicates that the uncoupled rods were discovered
during an "ejected rod worth test" a test similar to the CEA Flux Symmetry
test. The test identified large measured reactivity differences between
symmetric rods. In addition several rods did not exhibit any reactivity
change when the rod (or in this case just the extension shaft) was moved. At
some later time the rod drop traces were reviewed and clearly identified that
the rods were uncoupled. Therefore, it is concluded that this event was

._ detectable by both CEA Drop Characteristics and CEA Flux Chance.
82 4.2.2.14 9011150125 SR 11/01/90 Yankee-Rowe W Special Rept: On 11/01/90 Control Rod 24 was found disconnected from its CEA Position

Nuclear Power drive shaft. Drive Shaft latching will be initiated. An orderly plant Indication
Station shutdown and cooldown were initiated after the determination that the drive

shaft was not coupled was made. The subject document does not state how
the uncoupled control rod was detected. -Additional information obtained
from Yankee Rowe indicated that the uncoupled control rod was first
detected during control rod exercising prior to criticality. Specifically, CEA
Position Indication was suspect. Furthermore, examination of rod drop time
for Control Rod 24 indicted that the insertion was slower than normal.
Yankee Rowe subsequently performed a CEA Flux Change Test on Control
Rod 24. a test not normally performed, and confirmed that it was not
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coupled.
83 4.2.2.14 9110080100 Insp 09/16/91 Surry Power W Insp Repts 50-280-91-20 & 50-281-91-20: On 910708 12 Violations noted. Incore Power

Repts Station, Unit I major areas inspected: startup tests thermal power analysis power Distribution
50-280- Surry Power distribution monitoring nuclear instrument calibrs & followup of unresolved
91-20 Station, Unit 2 items. Following completion of low power physics tests for Unit 2, Cycle

& I1, it was determined that control rod F-6 (Control Bank D) had been
50-281- unlatched and fully inserted throughout the tests. The Hot Rod Drop test
91-20 results were reviewed and the trace for control rod F-6 was not as smooth,

prior to deceleration into the dashpot, as that of other rods. The test engineer
concluded following the test that the trace was the result of otherwise
undetected electrical noise and was not unreasonable; the drop time for F-6
was within the span of the other results. Subsequent Zero Power Testing
yielded measurements within the acceptance criteria for all parameters
(CBC, ITC, DBW, Reference Bank Worth and Total Worth of all Banks).
The first flux map at -30% power revealed that control rod F-6 was fully
inserted (unlatched). A comparison of measurements to predictions for Zero
Power Tests with F-6 inserted was then made. This comparison
demonstrated that insertion of F-6 did not greatly change the predicted
values, and the measured values satisfied the acceptance criteria for both sets
of calculations. The report did not identify the discrepancy in Control Bank
D worth. However, it likely was within the typical acceptance criteria for a
Test Bank for rod swap of ±15%. Furthermore, the report did not identify
the impact of the uncoupled CEA on radial peaking

84 4.2.2.14 NED-DEN- 12/15/78 Fort Calhoun CE On December 15, 1978, the plant was placed into cold shutdown after CEA Flux
02-0035 completion of low power physics testing to re-couple control rod drive Symmetry

mechanism 31. The uncoupled CEA was not discovered during coupling
weight and height checks nor during rod drop testing. The result was
discovered during full length CEA symmetry checks. Steps were not
implemented into the procedure to ensure complete coupling of the CEA.
Personnel error was also a contributing factor due to inadequate training.

85 4.2.2.14 RAC-2- - 05/08/88 Arkansas CE On May 8, 1988, during startup testing, it was discovered that CEA 2-8 was CEA Flux
88130 Nuclear One not coupled. During coupling, the CEA was not completely coupled due to Symmetry

inadequate procedures. Steps were not implemented into the procedure to
ensure complete coupling of the CEA. Personnel error was also a
contributing factor due to inadequate training.

86 4.2.2.14 9307010013 LER 93- 06/24/93 St. Lucie Plant CE LER 93-005-00: On 05/29/93 discovered that one CEA of dual element- CEA Flux
005-00 Unit I control element drive mechanism potentially unlatched. Possibly caused by Symmetry

personnel error. CEA relatched & latching procedure modified. During
Low Power Physics Tests (CEA Flux Symmetry for Dual CEAs), core
neutron flux asymmetries were identified that indicated one CEA of a dual
CEA drive mechanism (CEDM) #7 was potentially uncoupled.
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Subsequently computer analysis and flux distribution modeling confirmed
an unlatched inboard CEA of CEDM #7 as the most probable cause of the
observed flux distributions. The reactor was disassembled and ensuing
inspections confirmed that the inboard CEA of CEDM #7 was unlatched.
The most likely cause of the event was due to'personnel error on the part of
contractor and plant personnel in not adequately executing CEA latching.
Contractor personnel performing the latching may not have correctly
evaluated the full engagement of both CEAs. Additionally, post-latching
verification as indicated by the extension shaft pin position may have been
adequately performed. Both of these checks could have alerted the
personnel that the CEA was not fully latch. Contributing factors included
inadequate procedural guidance on methods of ensuring proper latching,
, human factor concerns in performing the indicator pin verification, and lack
of independent verification of position indicator pin location. Results of the
initial latch verifications (pin position and weights) and subsequent core
physics tests (initial results of CEA Symmetry Checks for CEDM #7)
suggested that both CEAs of CEDM #7 were initially attached. but that one
CEA had become unlatch during Low Power Physics Tests. Corrective
Actions committed to included upgrading of the coupling procedure to
provide increased assurance of proper CEA coupling. Changes that were to
be considered include (a) elevation measurements to verify post coupling
position, (b) recording of coupling tool indicator position as an additional
confirmation of position indicator pin location and (c) ensuring sufficient
slack exists in the coupling tool cables while withdrawing gripper plungers
during coupling. Also being considered are human factors improvements to
the position pin verification including (a) additional lighting and (b)
independent verification. Note: Although the detection method for this
particular unlatched CEA was CEA Flux Symmetry, the coincidence of
Low Power Physics Tests and the release of the partially latched CEA
were fortuitous. In the event that the CEA became unlatch following
CEA symmetry checks, but before CEA Group Worth measurement, it
is unlikely that the unlatch CEA would be detected by CEA Group
Worth measurement, if measured. This is because the discrepancy in
group worth would likely be within the acceptance criteria.' Regardless,
the uncoupled CEA would have been either detected during the Incore
Flux Symmetry test at -30 % power or included as a penalty in the
radial peaking factor. W-930624 Ltr.

87 4.2.2.14. INPO - 102 06/16/97 Plant X, Unit 3 CE On June 16, 1997 with Unit 3 completing a Refueling Outage and in reactor CEA Position
OE8587 startup testing, it was determined that CEA 91 was not coupled to its Indication

extension shaft. The plant was returned to refueling mode. the reactor head
was removed, and an inspection of CEA 91 determined that one of the CEA
fingers indicated that the extension shaft had inadvertently been inserted and
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latched between the center hub and an adjacent finger instead of inside the
center hub. The CEA 91 and extension shaft were replaced. The outage was
extended 25 days. Steps were not implemented into the procedure to ensure
complete coupling of the CEA. Personnel error was also a contributing
factor due to inadequate training. Note that Plant X's Corrective Action
Program documentation relating to this event states that CEA 91 (a) does not
show the dashpot effect exhibited by all of the other full strength CEAs and
(b) bounced higher and more times than the other three four-finger CEAs.
Furthermore, unlike the other three four-finger CEAs, CEA 91 did not result
in any change in excore detector count rate during insertion. Therefore, it is
concluded that this event was detectable by both CEA Drop Characteristics
and CEA Flux Change.

88 4.2.2.15 CE NPSD- 1986 Calvert Cliffs CE CEA inspections were performed at EOC 8 using ECT on 68 CEAs in CEA
955-P Unit I Calvert Cliffs Unit 1. Axial cracking of CEA clad was observed in the Inspections

center B4C fingers of 4 CEAs at the elevation of the lowest B4C pellet. The
axial cracking was confirmed by visual inspections. The axial cracks were
tight and there was no evidence of poison loss. No circumferential cracking
was observed in any of the fingers. No strain or cracks were observed in the
outer four AglnCd fingers of any CEA.

89 4.2.2.15 CE NPSD- 1987 & Calvert Cliffs CE CEA inspections were performed at EOC 7 and EOC 8 using ECT on 68 CEA
955-P 1989 Unit 2 CEAs in Calvert Cliffs Unit 2. Axial cracking of CEA clad was observed in Inspections

the center B4C fingers of 29 CEAs at the elevation of the lowest B4C pellet.
The axial cracking was confirmed by visual inspections. The axial cracks
were tight and there was no evidence of poison loss. No circumferential
cracking was observed in any of the fingers. No strain or cracks were

_ _ observed in the outer four AglnCd fingers of any CEA.
90 4.2.2.15 CE NPSD- 1990 St. Lucie Unit I CE CEA inspections were performed at EOC 9 using ECT on 50 CEAs in St. CEA

955-P Lucie Unit 1. Axial cracking of CEA clad was observed in the center B4C Inspections
fingers of 5 CEAs at the elevation of the lowest B4C pellet. The axial
cracking was confirmed by visual inspections. The axial cracks were tight
and there was no evidence of poison loss. No circumferential cracking was
observed in any of the fingers. No strain or cracks were observed in the
outer four AgInCd fingers of any CEA.

91 4.2.2.15 IN 87-19 1987 Multiple W This notice is provided to inform recipients of a potentially significant safety CEA
problem that could result from the perforation and cracking of the rod cluster Inspections
control assemblies (RCCAs) in Westinghouse PWRs.

92 4.2.2.15 INPO- 09/30/77 Plant X, Unit I MHI During the 9th refueling and maintenance outage at Plant X Unit I of Utility CEA
OE2495 X, Inc. measurement of outside diameter of 29 control rods revealed the Inspections

thinning of cladding and swelling. Control rod thinning was caused by the
friction with control rod's guide-plate located between upper core plate and
upper core support plate. The swelling were due to absorber (Ag-ln-Cd)
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=__ _ irradiation by neutron for long time.

93 4.2.2.15 INPO- 09/03/85 Plant X W During the current refueling outage inspection of the Rod ClusterControl CEA
OE3019 Assemblies (RCCA), eddy current testing has identified numerous Inspections

anomalous indications on essentially every rodlet of each RCCA. These
anomalies consist of interior clad wall indications and increases in overall
rodlet diameter. The indications include cross-sectional clad area losses of
up to 40%, with some localized areas approaching through-wall from the
clad interior. Rodlet diameter increases approach 30 mils in some cases.

94 4.2.2.15 8605050015 LER 86- 04/23/86 Connecticut W LER 86-015-00: On 860319 during the EOC 13 refueling Eddy Current CEA
015-00 Yankee Atomic Inspection performed on Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs) Inspections

Power indicated clad cracking sliding wear & Guide Card Wear. Thirty two (32) of
the forty seven (47) RCCA's examined showed signs of rodlet cracking with
the worst case RCCA having thirteen (13) of twenty (20) rodlets cracked.
These indications have been confirmed by visual techniques. A significant
amount of clad cracking was observed just above the end plug region of the
RCCA rodlet. This phenomenon is a direct result of AgInCd swelling
whereby the effect of fluence causes the material to contact the clad.' The
'resulting stress, in conjunction with the material properties to the stainless
'steel tube, creates an IASCC condition. Cracking was'axial in nature and
little or no diameter changes to the mdlets occurred. Since the poison
material in the RCCAs appear to be limited to AgInCd, and there was no
concerns relating to the ability to insert the RCCAs or rodlet loss identified.
no impact on CEA Worth or peaking is assumed. Worst case RCCAs
replaced with Westinghouse onsite spares. W-860423 Ltr.

95 4.2.2.15 INPO- 01/19/88 Plant X, Unit I MHI During the 10th refueling and maintenance outage at Plant X Unit I of CEA
OE2343 Utility X. Inc. measurement of outside diameter of control rods revealed the Inspections

thinning of cladding and swelling. Fourteen control rods whose changes
were considered to be relatively large (10 control rods: thinning, 4 control

._____ rods: swelling) were replaced with new ones.
96 4.2.2.15 INPO- 02/28/88 Plant X, Unit 2 MHI During the 9th refueling and maintenance outage at Plant X Unit 2 of Utility CEA

OE2491 X, Inc. measurement of outside diameter of 48 control rods revealed the Inspections
thinning of cladding and swelling. The swelling were presumed to be due to
neutron absorber (Ag-In-Cd) irradiation by neutron. The thinning was
presumed to be due to its cladding interference with guide tube caused by
coolant turbulence for long time. -

97 4.2.2.15 8901260047 Part 21 01/09/89 Maanshan. U I V Part 21 Rept summarizing full length hafnium rod cluster control assemblies CEA
Wolf Greek anomaly update. Status of work listed. Hot Cell examination of Maanshan Inspections
Callaway . Unit I rodlets has verified that the swelling phenomenon is predominately

located in the upper sections of the rodlets. Hafnium hydrid has been
identified to be the cause of the swelling. Hydriding was also observed on
the bottom surface of the absorber tip. The stainless steel clad near the tip
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apparently became sensitized due to irradiation, similar to the material
changes noted with longer term operating AgInCd RCCA's. These facts
suggest that the bent and broken tips are the result of cracks formed in the
clad, which are further exacerbated by some combination of plant scram,
heatups/cooldowns, or other events leading to relative thermal expansion
stresses between the absorber, cladding, and end plug. No loss of poison
was identified. However, swelling in the range of 8 - 23 mils have been
observed and significant bulging of the clad is noted (0.404 inch).
Categorized as CEA damage since swelling and bulging may interfere with
travel.

98 4.2.2.15 INPO- . 02/02/91 Plant X, Unit I CE The core center Control Element Assembly (CEA) failed to fully insert EOC CEA
OE4413 during Unit I shutdown. Readings of the Control Element Drive Motor coil Insertion

traces indicate the control rod is binding in the buffer region of the guide
tube. This binding is believed to be due to swelling of the zircaloy slugs of
the control rod. Similar swelling has been experienced on three CEAs. The
center CEA was designed for power distribution control early in the life of
the core and now provides very little reactivity control. Only the center one
of the five fingers serves any reactivity function; the remaining four are
filled with aluminum oxide pellets with a zircaloy plug at the bottom of each
finger.

99 4.2.2.15 INPO- INPO 10/31/01 Plant X, Unit I W On October31, 2001 at Plant X Unit 1, during routine Cycle 18 start-up rod CEA
OE13420 Events operability testing one of the Rod Control Cluster Assemblies (RCCAs) Manipulation

Database would not fully insert (exhibited Incomplete Rod Insertion in the Dashpot,
348- IRID). This RCCA was located in a fresh fuel assembly and stopped in the

011031- dashpot region of the fuel assembly at approximately step 24 (about 15
I inches from bottom). RCCA drop testing revealed that 3 RCCAs were not

fully inserting into the dashpot region. Two of the RCCAs stopped at
approximately step 24. The third RCCA stopped at approximately step 18,
and fully inserted after 1 1/2 minutes. Four (4) other RCCAs exhibited slow
times (> 1.0 second) through the dashpot region when compared to the other
RCCAs. All of the slow or incompletely inserted RCCAs had been in
service for 18.8 effective full power years of reactor operation. The cause of
the incomplete and slow insertions was determined to be swelling of the
RCCA rodlet tips. This event is not significant because the incomplete and
slow insertion problem among the remaining original RCCAs was
discovered and corrected before the unit returned to power following the
refueling. This event is noteworthy because the refueling outage was
extended several days to replace the remaining RCCAs.

100 4.2.2.16 LER 2001- 12/04/01 Palo Verde CE LER 2001-003-00: On October 10, 2001 Palo Verde Unit 2 was in Mode I CEA
003-0() * Unit 3 (POWER OPERATION), operating at approximately 100 percent power Inspections

NSAL-01-5. 09/26/02 when Control Room personnel were advised of a potentially transportable
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Rev. 2 ,condition affecting the integrity of Control Element Assemblies (CEAs).
Preliminary inspection of Unit 3 CEAs during refueling revealed one CEA
with cracks. Due to the similar design and operating history of CEAs,
similar cracks were assumed to also bepresent in Unit 2.. TheCEA'
degradation LER reports APS' activities for Units 1,2, and 3. The
degradation was also discovered in Unit I and Unit 3. LCO 3.0.3 was not
applicable at the times of discovery for Units I and 3Vs CEA degradation.
The time of discovery for Units I and 3 occurred during refueling activities
(MODE 6) where the operability of the CEAs is not required.- Also, during
the Unit shutdowns prior to the Unit I and Unit 3 refueling outages, the
CEA's pierforined their design functions. Due to the conservative decision to
declare the Unit 2 CEAs inoperable, it is considered that the same condition
prohibited by Technical Specifications existed in Unit I and Unit 3.- During
initial inspections of Unit 3 CEAs. several fingers of one CEA were .
observed to emit a small stream of bubbles from the top of a crack-likc
indication.- All full length CEAs were replaced during the outage."'-.

NSAL-01-5, Rev. 2: The Palo Verde Unit 3 CEAs were found to exhibit'
'cracked cladding and one (1) ringer was missing its nose cap., -No loss of
'neutron absorber material was detected.'- Based on visual inspections and
detailed inspections performed in August 2001 and January 2002. and
evaluation of operating histories, it was judged that the Palo Verde CEA
finger damagecis the result of IASCC. As originally reported in NSAL-0 1-5.
Rev. 0, Westinghouse evaluated the available information and determined
that the CEA damage condition as it existed at Palo Verde I did not
constitute a substantial safety hazard:-: Based on the additional information
from the Palo Verde 2 and 3 CEAs, Westinghouse has determined that for
'the existent conditions the same conclusion (i.e., nbt constituting a

__________substantial safety hazard) also applies to these Units'.
101 4.2.2.16 LER 2001- - 12104/01 Palo Verde CE LER 2001-003-00: On October 10. 2001 Palo Verde Unit 2 was in Mode I CEA

003-00 *Unit 2 (POWER OPERATION). operating at approximately 100 percent power Inspections
NSAL-01-5. 09/20/02 when Control Room personnel were advised of a potentially transportable

Rev. 2 condition affecting the integrity of Control Element Assemblies (CEAs).
Preliminary inspectio'o'f Unit 3CEAs du'ring-refueling reveal'ed on-eCEA
with cracks. Due to the similar design and operating history of CEAs,
similar cracks were assumed to also be present in Unit 2. The CEA
degradation LER reports APS' activities for Units 1, 2. and 3. The

. degradation was also discovered in Unit I and Unit 3. LCO 3.0.3 was not.~
applicable at the times of discovery for Units I and 3's CEA degradation.
The time of discoveryi'for Units I and 3 oc~ctrred during r~eftieling activities
(MODE 6) where the operability of the CEAs is not required. Also, during

_____ ___ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ _ ____ _____ __ _ ____ the Unit shutdowns prior to the Unit I and Unit 3 refueling outages, the_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CEAs performed their design functions. Due to the conservative decision to
declare the Unit 2 CEAs inoperable, it is considered that the same condition
prohibited by Technical Specifications existed in Unit I and Unit 3. During
initial inspections of Unit 3 CEAs, several fingers of one CEA were
observed to emit a small stream of bubbles from the top of a crack-like
indication. All full length CEAs were replaced during the Unit 3 outage.
Preliminary inspections of the Unit 2 CEAs during replacement activities
found several CEA fingers with evidence of cracking near their lower ends.
The nose cap of one finger of one CEA was also observed to have separated
from the finger. All full length CEAs were replaced during the ensuing mid-
cycle outage.

NSAL-01-5, Rev. 2: No loss of neutron absorber material was detected
from the Palo Verde Unit 2 CEAs. Based on visual inspections and detailed
inspections performed in August 2001 and January 2002, and evaluation of
operating histories, it was judged that the Palo Verde CEA finger damage is
the result of IASCC. As originally reported in NSAL-01-5, Rev. 0,
Westinghouse evaluated the available information and determined that the
CEA damage condition as it existed at Palo Verde I did not constitute a
substantial safety hazard. Based on the additional information from the Palo
Verde 2 and 3 CEAs, Westinghouse has determined that for the existent
conditions the same conclusion (i.e., not constituting a substantial safety
hazard) also applies to these Units.

102 4.2.2.16 9007190331 INPO- 06/11/90 Maine Yankee CE A problem with insertion/withdrawal of a Control Element Assembly (CEA) CEA
OE3993 was encountered during pre-critical testing following the cycle 12 refueling Manipulation
INPO- outage at Maine Yankee. While performing CEA operability tests with the

OE4007 plant in a cold shutdown mode, it was discovered that one (of 85) Control
InfoBul- Element Assembly became stuck at approximately 80% insertion. Each
letin 90- CEA is comprised of five 0.948" OD Inconel tubes containing boron carbide

03 absorber pellets. Following withdrawal of the stuck CEA, it was discovered
MY that the central tube end cap and the absorber pellet stack were missing.

letter Thirty-three boron carbide pellets were found in the center guide tube of the
07/05/90 fuel assembly containing this CEA. The cause for the end cap failure and

the four-hich long axial crack observed on the lower end of the central CEA
tube has not currently been identified. Testing revealed that two more CEAs
were missing center finger end caps and six additional CEAs showed
cracking. It is believed that some boron carbide pellets dissolved during
operation and others are in the spent fuel pool. Based on limited number of
affected fingers, it is judged that the impact was probably less than the
uncertainty on total CEA worth.

103 4.2.2.16 LER 2001- - 12/04/01 Palo Verde CE LER 2001-003-00: On October 10.2001 Palo Verde Unit 2 was in Mode I EOC CEA
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003-00 * Unit I (POWER OPERATION), operating at approximately 100 percent power Insertion

NSAL-01-5. 09/26/02 when Control Room personnel were advised of a potentially transportable

Rev. 2 condition affecting the integrity of Control Element Assemblies (CEAs).

Preliminary inspection of Unit 3 CEAs during refueling revealed one CEA
with cracks. Due to the similar design and operating history of CEAs.
similar cracks were assumed to also be present in Unit 2. The CEA
degradation LER reports APS' activities for Units 1. 2. and 3. The
degradation was also discovered in Unit I and Unit 3. LCO 3.0.3 was not
applicable at the times of discovery for Units I and 3's CEA degradation.
The time of discovery for Units I and 3 occurred during refueling activities
(MODE 6) where the operability of the CEAs is not required. Also, during
the Unit shutdowns prior to the Unit I and Unit 3 refueling outages, the
CEAs performed their design functions. Due to the conservative decision to
declare the Unit 2 CEAs inoperable, it is considered that the same condition
prohibited by Technical Specifications existed in Unit I and Unit 3.

*NSAL-01-5, Rev. 2: Damraged CEAs were originally discovered by APS at
Palo Verde I in March 2001 and resulted in the replacement of all the Unit's
'full-strength CEAs;- Westinghouse supported an APS detailed inspection of
the discharged Palo Verde I CEAs and discovered, in addition to the original
visually observed damage (i.e., via video), that ten (10) CEA fingers had
experienced a loss of some or all of their neutron absorber material (boron
carbide, B4C). Based on visual inspections and detailed inspections
performed in August 2001 and January 2002, and evaluation of operating
histories, it was judged that the Palo Verde CEA finger damage is the result
of IASCC As originally reported in NSAL-01-5, Rev. 0, Westinghouse
evaluated the available information and determined that the CEA damage
condition as it existed at Palo Verde I did not constitute a substantial safety
hazard. '

104 4.2.2.17 8203240246 LER 82- 02/23/82 San Onofrc V LER 82-003-99x-0: On 811212 Control Rod C-7 stuck during startup & was CEA

003-99x- Nuclear Station, freed after repeated manipulation. Previous incidences of dropped rodlets Manipulation

0 Unit I were caused by failure of the weld attaching the vane supporting two rodlets

to the RCC Hub. Evidence indicates the likelihood of this mode of failure.
Caused by dropped rodlets due to failure of weld attaching Suppoirting Vane
To Rod Cluster Control (RCC) Hub. RCCA to be replaced. Note that the
existence of dropped rodlets was initially suspected by the RCCA
becoming stuck (CEA manipulations). The number of dropped rodlets
was subsequently determined to he one or two by surveillance -
techniques showing difference in temperature and flux levels (Incore
Flux Symmetry & Incore Power Distribution). The impact on CEA
worth and Power Distribution are assumed to be much less and less
than the uncertainty of CEA worth and Power Distribution

WCAP1601I-N-A, evOA-37
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=__ _____ respectively.
105 4.2.2.17 W- 1976 Salem Unit I W During the Salem Unit I Cycle I startup, the results of measurements (rod CEA Inspection

Pittsburgh (approx.) worths and power distributions) were outside or right up against the review
criteria. Since there didn't appear to be a global issue (tilt) or local issue
(manufacturing), plant operation continued. During the first refueling.
approximately 7 detached rodlets were discovered distributed throughout the
core. The results of the flux maps wcre evaluated using contour analysis and
the broken rodlets were "located" . Based on the results of the investigation,
the rodlets were determined to be detached prior to initial criticality. Failure
mechanism was determined to be SCC at the joint where the rodlet is
connected to the spider assembly.

106 4.2.2.17 INPO - 09/06/85 Plant X, Unit 3 Mitsu In one of fuel assemblies, one of two leaf spring cramps was out of place CEA Inspection
OE1750 bishi and was founded laying down on the vane which connects with spider hub of

Control Rod Cluster due to a broken spring screw. One of 16 vanes of
Control Rod Cluster was slipped out of spider hub. The broken spring screw
has an indication of intergranular corrosion, which was presumably
attributable to the fact that the spring screw had been tightened excessively
in the assembling stage to produce a residual high stress as well as
intergranular corrosion. The disconnection of the spider hub in question was
presumably caused by the restricted movement of the cluster inside its guide
tube as a result of a foreign material trapped therein. Note that this event is
also categorized as a Fuel Distortion problem, which is considered to be the
initiating event.

107 4.2.2.17 W- 1977 Cook Unit 2 W During the Cook Unit 2 Cycle I startup the methodology developed after the Incore Power
Pittsburgh (approx.) Salem Unit I Cycle I Finger Loss (above) was used to determine that Distribution

several rodlets had become detached. Note that CEA Group Worth tests did
not identify any anomaly. Results of later inspections confirmed that 2-3
rodlets had become detached due to the same problems at Salem.

108 4.2.2.18 None Identified
109 4.2.2.19 None Identified
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4.3.2.1 8506040508 - 04/21/85 Oconee Unit 2 B&W On April 21, 1985 at 0051 hours, Oconee 2 tripped during zero power LPPT

physics testing (ZPPT), when Reactor Protection System (RPS) channels A *
and B sensed a flux level in excess of the setpoint. A malfunction in the Rx Trip
power range recorder, which caused a less-than-actual indication of flux, led involved
the operators to exceed the setpoint, causing the trip. No problems were
identified with any of the equipment, but the chart for the power range
recorder showed that the power range indicator apparently had stuck at 0. I
percent full power.

2 4.3.2.1 Participant N/A 1981 Millstone Unit 2 CE During Cycle 4 CEA Flux Symmetry tests, Groups 4 (-1.87¢). 3 (-4.56¢), 1 CEA Flux
(-1.52¢) and A (-1.530) failed the acceptance criteria for individual group Symmetry
worth (±1.5¢). The results and measurement technique were reviewed and it
was concluded that the discrepancy was likely related to the use of opposing Reactivity
Upper and Lower Excore channels, e.g., Upper Control Channel X & Lower Computer
Control Channel Y, input to the reactivity computer. Subsequent azimuthal involved
tilt measurements at 50% (0.008) and 100% (0.003) power confirmed no

! .significant asymmetry was present and that the discrepancy was due to the
; _ . ; use of opposing Upper and Lower Excore channels.

3 -4.3.2.1 W- 1986 - Byron - W The OTAT channel coincident with the PR channel used for the LPPT was LPPT
Pittsburgh (approx.) placed in trip mode. Another loop RTD failed, generating a trip signal

which tripped the reactor during the LPPT. Tech Specs (new ITS) now Rx Trip
allow testing by not placing those channels in trip mode. This is not involved
universally in use by the plants.

4 4.3.2.1 8712140257 LER 87- 12/07/87 Oconee Nuclear W LER 87-010-00: On 871105 manual reactor trip occurred due to component CEA *Vorth
010-00 Station, Unit I failure during Startup Physics Testing (Zero Power Physics Tests). Control Test

Rod (CR) Groups I through 5 were withdrawn to 100% with no problems.*
CR Group 6 was pulled to 75% at which time Group 7 should have started CEAs
to withdraw. When CR Group 6 reached 75% withdrawn control power to involved
the control rods was lost. With control power lost, the rods could not be
withdrawn or inserted while operating in this mode. The reactor was
manually tripped. The rods fell immediately and no abnormal responses
were received. Following investigation and restoration of control power
clearance was provided to restart ZPPT. ZPPT was restarted and again
Group 7 did not respond. The decision was made to select "Sequence
Override" to allow testing to continue while I&C continued troubleshooting
the system. The loss of control power was caused by a loose solder joint at
Pin I of Control Rod Sequencer Card. Joint repaired. A review of the
.summary of incidents at Oconee revealed that there had been one other trip
during ZPPT. This incident was reported in LER 270/85-02 and concerned
a Reactor Trip on high flux indication. Although the LER did not identify

._ any adverse impact on ZPPT the delays and use of "Sequence Override"

WCAP1601I-N-A, ev 0A-_
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provided a less than desirable environment for testing. Therefore, this event
has been included in this summary of operating experience and classified as
a Test Equipment Problem. W-871207 Ltr.

5 4.3.2.1 9101310207 LER 12/27/90 McGuire Unit 2 W On December 27, 1990 operations (OPS) and performance (PRF) reactor CEA Worth
INPO 370- 370- 03/06/96 group personnel were performing routine rod movement testing associated Test
901227-1 901227- with Zero Power Physics Testing (ZPPT) . OPS personnel attempted to *

I insert Shutdown Bank E from the fully withdrawn position. Shutdown Bank CEAs
3 fell into the core taking the reactor subcritical. The operators then involved
manually scrammed the reactor. An independent technical review was
performed on the event and, consequently, a decision was made by station
management personnel to restart the reactor. Unit 2 was returned to mode 2
( startup ) operation about a day after the trip. Note that the subject
document did not identify how much time was lost as a result of this event.
However, it is estimated that several hours to a day may have been lost.

6 4.3.2.1 W- 1990 Callaway W A Power Range channel not used by the reactivity computer generated a rate LPPT
Pittsburgh (approx.) trip due to channel noise during the LPPT. Callaway (and others) developed *

and used a reactivity computer on the plant process computer. Tech Specs Rx Trip
(new ITS) now allow testing by not placing those channels in trip mode, involved
Callaway now uses DRWM using a PR channel.

7 4.3.2.1 Participant 1981 Millstone Unit 2 CE During Cycle 4 CEA Group Worth tests, Group 4 measured worth CEA Worth
(0.201 %Ap or 16.7%) failed the acceptance criteria for individual group Test
worth (larger of ±0.1% Ap or ± 15%). In addition, the total group measured *

worth (Groups 7-2 +11.9%) failed the acceptance criteria for total group Reactivity
worth (± 10%). The overlap data was reviewed and the safety analysis Computer
revised to reflect reduced rod worth. Subsequent evaluation determined that involved
the cause for the lower measured worth was associated with the P-eff
supplied by Westinghouse and use of two upper detectors in the non-overlap
measurement (use on overlap measurements that used one upper and one
lower detector yielded results within the acceptance criteria).

8 4.3.2.1 9706180291 05/14/97 McGuire Unit I W On May 14, 1997, at 1104, the Unit I Reactor tripped during performance of LPPT
Power Range (PR) Detector N42 Analog Channel Operational Testing *

(ACOT). Prior to the performance of the ACOT, PR Detector channel N4 1 Reactivity
had been bypassed due to being connected to the Reactivity Computer in Computer
preparation for Zero Power Physics Testing. The procedure chosen to involved
bypass the N41 channel failed to bypass Permissive P-8, which unblocks
reactor trip due to turbine trip. This event was caused by personnel utilizing
an inappropriate procedure for the existing plant conditions. This event is
considered to be of no significance with respect to the safety of the public.

9 4.3.2.1 INPO - 01/12/01 PlantX, Unit I B&W Whiletransitioningthecore(OIC20)fromZeroPowerPhysicsTesting LPPT
OE12485 (ZPPT) to Power Escalation Testing (PET) the reactor was shutdown due to *

I conflicting reactivity indications between the control room chart recorder Reactivity
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and the rcactimeter. The same Nuclear Instrumentation (NI) detectors feed Computer
both control room and reactimeter indications. Control room indications did involved
not fail. The control room indication provides wider hand of power
indication and is processed differently than the reactimeter circuit. Based on
this, it was evident that the reactimeter signal was in error and a root cause
investigation was warranted. Based on the investigation it was determined
that the High Gain Bypass Filter (HGBF) circuit offset adjustment was not
included in the calibration procedure for the NI circuits feeding the
reactimeter. This lack of calibration caused the offset for each NI circuit to
drift such that the voltage input to the rcactimeter flat-lined, which produced
a reactivity indication of zero. ! -

10 4.3.2.1 INPO- _ 02/21/02 Plant X, Unit I W Dynamic Rod Worth Measurement (DRWM) results for the cycle 5 reload CEA Worth
OE1 3753 core did not meet acceptance criteria. It was decided to measure rod worth Test

using the rod swap method. Results from this method correlated very *
closely to design predictions (0.32 % above predicted for total rod worth; all Reactivity
individual bank worths met acceptance criteria): This event impacted the Computer
completion of low power physics testing by approximately 24 hours. The involved
preliminary indication of the cause of this event is the leakage compensation
'(bucking) current was insufficient to compensate for leakage current.
Reactor engineering personnel were not aware that adjusting leakage
currents was a recommended iterative process to "fine tune" the bucking
currents. Consequently, the compensation current was set but not
readjusted. The procedure, written from the Westinghouse guideline, only
requires adjusting leakage currents if more than four hours have elapsed
since the bucking current was first set. A similar event may have been
averted during the previous two refueling outages, because the bucking
current was set and readjusted at least once due to the time criteria being (or
nearly being) met.

I l 4.3.2.1 INPO- 05/19/02 Plant X, Unit 2 W On May 19, 2002, Plant X Unit 2 reactor was manually tripped as a result of CEA Worth
OE13922 a Rod Control System Urgent Failure Alarm in the 2BD power cabinet. Test

During performance of low power physics testing, Operations personnel *
attempted to insert Shutdown Rod Bank B. when the rod control urgent CEAs
alarm actuated. After actuation of the alarm, operators identified that Group involved
2 of Shutdown Rod Bank B and Control Bank D would not move. The most
apparent cause of the condition appears to be an intermittent failure of the
MXR2 multiplexing relay in the rod control system.

12 4.3.2.1 W- 11/22/02 Indian Point 2 V During Control Rod testing in Hot shutdown conditions, invalid RPS CEA Worth
Pittsburgh actuation was due to ongoing work. OTAT channel 2 was placed in trip due Test

to nuclear flux power range channel N 42 being removed from service to *

connect to the reactivity computer for low power physics testing. The Rx Trip
reactor trip breakers were closed to support LPPT testing. While re- involved
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terminating RCS narrow range RTD's, technicians landed a lead on loop I
cold leg RTD, generating an Over Temperature Delta Temperature (OTAT)
signal. This resulted in a reactor trip due to a 2/4 channel OTAT trip logic.
Plant recovery was achieved in accordance with existing operating
procedures.

13 4.3.2.2 8311210163 LER 76- 12/20/76 Salem Nuclear W LER 76-025-03L: On 761215 the stuck rod moved from 228 to 197 steps to CEA Worth
025-03L Generating maintain reactor critical while measuring stuck rod worth during Low Power Test

Station. Unit I Testing. Caused by slight overdilution of reactor coolant boron *

concentration. The amount of the overdilution was about 2 ppm boron CEAs
which is less than the measurement uncertainty for boron titration. The involved
reactor was immediately borated to return rod B-6 to 228 steps (ARO).
Note that the test was a one time test and the overdilution was due to

_ _ personnel error. W-770114 Ltr.
14 4.3.2.2 INPO - 04/16/90 Plant X, Unit I W On April 16, 1990, Plant X Unit I was critical at 3.5 x E-8 amperes in the CEA Worth

SER 15-90 intermediate range when a control rod bank dropped into the core while Test
performing low power physics testing. The reactor was returned to *

criticality by withdrawing another control rod bank. (This returned the CEAs
overall rod bank configuration to one that had existed earlier in the test.) The involved
control system for the dropped rod group was then repaired and a post-
maintenance test was performed with the reactor critical. This event is
significant because when control rods dropped during low power physics
testing, the test was not terminated by fully shutting down the reactor.
Further, criticality was restored rather than scramming or shutting down the
reactor until the problem causing the dropped rods could be investigated and
resolved.

15 4,3.2.2 W- - 1995 Comanche Peak W During the startup testing, the reactor engineer determined the current CEA Worth
Pittsburgh (approx.) associated with nuclear heating based on pressurizer level increase instead Test

of reactivity decrease due to doppler poisoning. As a result, the testing
range was a full decade lower than previous measurement programs. The Reactivity
bank worths were in error by a significant amount due to gamma Computer
contamination and had to be remeasured with a lost time of about 12 hours. involved
Subsequently. training packages were modified to address this problem.

16 4.3.2.2 INPO- - 06103/98 Plant X CE During low power physics testing after startup from a recent refueling CEA Worth
OE9136 outage at Plant X, a control rod manipulation error was made by a Nuclear Test

Control Operator (NCO) which resulted in a single control rod insertion *

separate from the other rods in the rod group. This event is considered CEAs
significant as it represents a core reactivity management issue. Analysis has involved
shown that throughout the event, reactivity was maintained within physics
testing limits, and adequate shutdown margin existed.

17 4.3.2.2 LER-01- INPO- 03/01/01 Virgil C. W At 0017 hours on March 1, 2001, operations personnel initiated a manual CEA Worth
003 OE1226 Summer reactor trip when two control rods remained fully inserted during control rod Test
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6 withdrawal. All systems functioned as designed following the trip. The *

cause was determined to be the result of demanding control rod insertion CEAs
beyond the fully inserted position (000 steps). This, in conjunction with involved
geometric factors, placed the control rods in a position where the movable
grippers would not properly engage to lift the rod when the lift coil
energized.

18 4.3.2.2 8211170458 LER 11/08/82 St. Lucie CE On 10/18/82 during normal testing at 99% power the Pulse Counting ITC Test
function for CEA 41 was found deleted making the Pulse Counting Position *
Indication required by Tech. Spec. 3.1.3.3 inoperable. The function was CEA Pulse
immediately restored. The function is controlled by the plant computer and Counting
is one of two position indications available. The CEA Position Indication is System
believed to have been deleted while setting up for the ITC/MTC test two
days earlier. Operators were instructed to run a deletion log following
'readiustment of CEA positions. I * -

19 4.3.2.2 8201120337 LER 81- 12/31/81 St. Lucie Plant, CE LER 81-050-031-0: On 811201 During Zero Physics Testing surveillance LPPT
050-031- Unit I requirement to suspend shutdown margin was not met when rods were not *

0 tripped within previous 24-H. Caused by failure to follow procedure. CEAs
Procedure clarified. 'Subsequent surveillance confirmed that the rods were involved
trippable before and after the event.

20 4.3.2.2 8403090139 01/28/84 Arkansas Unit 2 CE On 1/28/84 at 0831 Unit 2 tripped from -3x10-3% FP during low power LPPT
physics testing. The Core Protection Calculators (CPCs) generated an *
auxiliary trip when the integrated one pin peaking factor limit as calculated CEAs
by the CPCs was exceeded due to CEA position during testing without the involved
CPCs in bypass. Initial criticality after refueling was achieved using a
physics testing procedure which required bypassing the CPC trips to allow
certain physics test to be performed. The reactor was manually tripped as
part of a physics test procedure. then the reactor was returned to criticality,
the normal operations procedure was used. This procedure did not contain
the provisions for special test exceptions (CPC bypasses) required for
physics testing.

21 4.3.2.2 8509260446 LER 85- 04/21/85 Oconee Unit 2 B&W LER 85-003-01: On 850421 during Power Escalation after Zero Power LPPT
* 003-01 * Physics Testing Control Rods were positioned beyond Tech Spec Rod *

8506060662 09/19/85 Position Index Limit Curve. The rod withdrawal limit Statalarm did not CEAs
actuate as it should when the limit was being approached. therefore, the involved
violation was not discovered until 2250 hours (15 vs 5 % power) when the
alarm did actuate. Boration of RCS was then started. Boron and control rod
position were previously set to meet Tech. Spec. requirements for control
rod position and established condition in preparation for Power Escalation
Tests as ouilined in the ZPPT procedure. Operations were told to continue
in their procedures for power escalation. Rod index and boration
requirements were not addressed as a prerequisite for power escalation. The
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cause of the incident was failure of Operations personnel to maintain the
control rod group position within the T.S. limits. An additional factor was
that the ZPPT procedure did not address the rod index or boration
requirements for power escalation subsequent to the test. Therefore, this is
considered a Test Process Error. W-850919 Ltr.

22 4.3.2.2 INPO SER- 03/23/95 Catawba Unit I W SER-13-95: On March 23, 1995, Catawba Unit I experienced a positive CEA Worth
13-95 * reactivity excursion while performing zero power reactor physics testing. Test

* * causing reactor power to increase to approximately 3.5 percent power. *

9505180052 05/05/95 During control rod reactivity worth testing, the test coordinator Reactivity
misinterpreted test instrumentation readings when the output range of the Computer
reactivity computer was exceeded and directed a reactor operator to involved
continuously withdraw a shutdown (reference) rod bank for approximately
50 seconds. Because the reactor operator and test coordinator did not
properly monitor nuclear instrumentation during rod bank withdrawal, a
startup rate of approximately three decades per minute (DPM) (a reactor
period of approximately nine seconds) was unknowingly established.

*9505180052: Notice of Violation from insp on 950305-0408. Violation
noted on 950323 during performance of control rod worth measurements
Requirements of Procedure PT-O-A-4150-I l B had not been properly
implemented. Specifically, reactivity exceeded +40 pcm during
performance of Control Rod Worth Measurements by Rod Swap, which
resulted in over-ranging the reactivity instrumentation and misleading
indication of actual reactivity. Misleading indication of reactivity
contributed to actions which caused an inadvertent reactor power increase.

23 4.3.2.3 8103200582 IR 12/19/80 Haddam Neck W Inspection Report: The calculations used to determine the MTC had MTC
Plant, misapplication of uncertainty applied. The inspector recalculated the MTC Surveillance

Connecticut and verified it to be within the technical specification limits. The error is an
Yankee Atomic example of inadequate review and approval.

Power
24 4.3.2.3 8609240136 LTR 09/16/86 Zion Nuclear W The licensee responds to concerns raised by an inspector. Specifically, the MTC

Power Station, inspector notes that test procedure steps were skipped and procedure steps Surveillance
Unit I were not signed prior to proceeding to the next step. There were also errors

Zion Nuclear noted in some calculations. The licensee will introduce more training and
Power Station, some revision to procedures.

Unit 2
25 4.3.2.3 8805030261 LTR 04/19/88 Virgil C. W Letter: NRC found incorrect application of temperature scaling factor in the MTC

8804010014 Summer calculation of MTC. The licensee recalculated the MTC and verified it to be Surveillance
Nuclear Station, within the technical specification limits. More plant computer data from the

Unit I startup was analyzed and reduced in order to assure acceptable results.
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Table A-7 Methods That Have Detected Past Industry Design Prediction Problems
(Number of Events Identified)'

PROBLEM SECTION' DETECTION METHOD

C - ' - ...L. Cu 6 w~o C C E
C )s C3 Cl 0 -C

Power Di U4
-otal by Dc M . A

0. . ~-00 U UL)
U U.0 w U U*

<<< UU U

CEA Worth Inaccuracy 4.1.2.1 3 3

CBC Iraccuracy-'' 4:1L2.2 I ___

ITC Inaccuracy.4.1.2.3

Power Distribution Inaccuracy_ 4.1.2.4 - - - ..-

Total by Detection Method All - - I - 3 -- - - - - - - -- -.- 4

1 Definitions and discussions of thcse problems are provided in the indicated report sections.
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Table A-8 Methods That Have Detected Past Industry As-Built Core Problems
(Number of Events Identified)'

PROBLEM SECTION' DETECTION METHOD

CY .1 ;
C) CD

~U

CBC Erro 4) 2) !) 2 _~ = _ _ .2 _ _ _ = _ _ _ _
M N i. 30 0 _3

CEA Worth Error 4.2.2.1
CBC Error 4.2.2.2
ITC Error 4.2.2.3
Power Distribution Error 4.2.2.4 3
MTC Noncompliance 4.2.2.5 30 30
SDM Noncompliance 4.2.2.6 I
Fuel Fabrication Error 4.2.2.7 3 8 3 14

Fuel Misloading 4.2.2.8 _ 2 2 5
Fuel Distortion 4.2.2.9 3 2 1 2 8
Fuel Poison Loss 4.2.2.10 _ -

Fuel Crudding 4.2.2.11 5_ _ 5
CEA Fabrication Error 4.2.2.121
CEA Misloading 4.2.2.13 -

CEA Uncoupling 4.2.2.14 4- 1__ 1_ 2 8-__

CEA Distortion 4.2.2.15 1 I_ 10 1 2
CEA Absorber Loss 4.2.2.16 I 1 2 4
CEA Finger Loss 4.2.2.17 1 l 2 4
RCS Anomaly 4.2.2.18
RCS B-10 Depletion 4.2.2.19

Total by Detection Method All 3 l 30 4 4 4 12 2|8 3 2 5 2 15 2 93

' Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the indicated report sections.
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Table A-9 Tests That Have Initiated Past Test Performance Problems
(Number of Events Identified)

I.-

PROBLEM SECTION' 
TEST

PROBLEM SECTION' TE ST

E
0.
0
s-

w
U

U
I.-

.a
2
a
U

¢
Q

0.!

w
C-

0

U

x

U

.0

w
U

G
U
Cl

.U
._

,)

w
U
Cl

c)

0

z
(dN

E

v)

Li
U
U

VHe
0

0
U

C

.0

I n
1z

2Q

X
c)

oU

U

I..

0 U

0. .

B .

0 C

4

9
9

.R0
C
U
U14

di

E-
D)

:Y

D1
.0

9U - E

Test Equipment Error 4.3.2.1 _ _---6 -- 1 - _ 5 - 12

Test Process Error 4.3.2.2 6 1 3 10

Test Result Error 4.3.2.3 3 3

Total by Test I - 12 1 3 I 8 25

Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the indicated report sections.
2These occurred during startup tests but an individual test was not identified.
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APPENDIX B

REVIEW OF STARTUP TESTS

B.1 INTRODUCTION

B.1.1 Background
This appendix analyzes startup test data from Participating Plants to support the elimination of select
startup test measurements. A large database that includes measurement results from multiple cycles for
Participating Plants as well as some nonparticipating CE Plants is analyzed. The data analyzed are the
deviations between measurements and best estimate (BE) predictions for CEA worth and ITC. BE
predictions are the predictions from core design methods corrected for the bias between past
measurements and predictions. The distribution, variability, and poolability of the data are used to justify
the elimination of the CEA worth and ITC measurements at HZP.

B.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this appendix is to review recent startup test results to determine if the comparisons of
measurement to prediction support the elimination of the CEA worth and ITC measurements at HZP from
the Generic Program.

B.2 METHODS

B.2.1 Analysis of Data Distribution

The distribution of the data is a measure of the relative frequency with which deviations of a particular
magnitude occur in the data. [

]`, A normal distribution is assumed when calculating a 95/95
tolerance and performing the tests used for poolability. [

* This conclusion is based on
the deviations being normally distributed with a mean near zero. A normal distribution is characteristic of
random errors in measurements and predictions. Although the individual uncertainties cannot be
determined using the data, the uncertainty derived from benchmarking provides appropriate conservatism
for either BE predictions or measurements because both the measurement and prediction uncertainty are
present in the deviations. A zero mean indicates that systematic errors are not present in the data after
correcting the prediction for any bias between prediction and measurement. A normality test is used to
check the data for consistency with a normal distribution and the mean of the distribution is compared to
the uncertainty from previous benchmarking to determine if a significant bias is present. A deviation of
the mean from zero represents a potential change in the bias from previous benchmarking, and the
significance of any change is determined by comparing the mean to the uncertainty.

Normality tests were conducted for all parameters and all data subsets. The data subsets include data for
different operating conditions and core design methods. The Shapiro-Wilk's W-test for normality is
performed for sample size n<50. *The test calculates the quantity:
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k

b -= Ea._+i (xn-i~j -xi)

i=H

In which: k = n/2 if n is even or k = (n-1)/2 if n is odd.
xi are the sorted residuals in increasing order
a,, are coefficients which can be found in Reference B-I.

Calculate also: S2 = (n-I) S2 where S2 is the unbiased estimate of the population variance.
Finally calculate the test statistic:

W = b2/S 2

In order for the test to pass, W must be greater than a critical value Wcf which can be found in Reference
B-I.

The D' test for normality is used if the population size n>50. Calculate S2 as in the previous test.
Then calculate:

n

T = {i -(n +1)/2)}xi
i=1

In which xi are the sorted residuals in increasing order.
The test statistic is:

D' =TI S

The test passes if: D'crit (0.01) < D' < D'crit (0.99)

B.2.2 Analysis of Data Variability

The variability of the data is characterized by standard deviations and 95/95 tolerances. [

ja.c Uncertainties derived from previous benchmarking were based on 95/95
tolerances. Consistency between 95/95 tolerances derived from recent startup test data and uncertainties
derived from previous benchmarking verifies the continued applicability of the uncertainties. [

Jac

B.2.3 Analysis of Data Poolability

The poolability of data subsets indicates whether the subsets all belong to the same population. [

]a'c The poolability of data subsets is demonstrated using the Bartlett test. The Bartlett test for
homogeneity of variances is designed to test for equality of variances across groups against the alternative
that variances are unequal for at least two groups. The most common conclusion of the Bartlett test is that
the test value is less than the critical Chi Squared value at the 5% significance level, indicating that the

WCAP-1601 I-NP-A, Rev 0 B-2



assumption of poolability can not be rejected. Thus all data subsets exhibit the same variability in the
data and can correctly be pooled.

Having defined the subsets, the test shows that each subset is part of the total distribution; The test consists
of evaluating the quantity:

K

vIn S2, _VuIn S,
2

XKr-1 Kj

3(K-1) i1= vi Av

in which K subsets have each v; degrees of freedom and a variance Si2, with a pooled variance:
K

EVi SI?

=2 i=1

Ve
and a total degree of freedom:

K

= EVi
1=I

B.3 RESULTS

This section analyzes the distribution, variability, and poolability of deviations in startup test data for the
following parameters:

* CEA worth
* ITC

The deviations in startup test data are the differences between the values measured for the parameters and
the corresponding BE predictions. BE predictions using the following modem PWR methods are
included in the data:

* DIT/ROCS
* PHOENIX/ANC
* CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM)

The source of the DIT/ROCS data includes dat uised in benchmarking and data used to justify the
elimination of the EOC MTC surveillance in some CE Plants. The source of the PHOENIXIANC data
includes data used in benchmarking CE Plants. In addition, recent data from multiple cycles for
Participating Plants as well as some nonparticipating CE Plants was included that involved predictions
using DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM)' 9. This data covers a
wide range of core designs that include significant variations in fuel management, fuel enrichment, poison
type, poison loading, and exposure. This data also reflects changes that have occurred as core designs
have evolved with time. e a c

19 In some instances predictions were obtained from core design methods that were not the licensed methods for the particular
plant and were not used in the startup tests to verify core design predictions.
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B.3.1 Review of CEA Bank Worth Data

Tables B-I, B-2, and B-3 provide the CEA bank worth data for DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and
CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) respectively. The CEA bank worth is the worth of an
individual CEA group.

Figure B- I provides a plot of CEA bank worth data for DIT/ROCS along with the uncertainty derived
from previous benchmarking. Figure B-2 provides a plot of recent CEA bank worth data for DIT/ROCS,
PHOENIXIANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) along with the 95/95 tolerance derived
from the combined data.

B.3.1.1 Bank Worth Data Distribution

A normality test was performed on the CEA bank worth data in Figures B-I and B-2 that confirmed the
CEA bank worth data is consistent with a normal distribution. This included the individual subsets of
data for each method in Figure B-2 as well as the combined data. The mean value of the recent
DIT/ROCS data in Figure B-I is( ]a-c which is small compared to the DIT/ROCS uncertainty of

la c derived from previous benchmarking indicating a significant bias is not present. [

ja.c

B.3.1.2 CEA Bank Worth Data Variability

The preponderance of recent DIT/ROCS data in Figure B-I is less than the uncertainty indicating
consistency with previous benchmarking. [

l In addition, the 95/95
tolerance derived from the combined DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT
or PRISM) data in Figure B-2 is [ ]r' which is similar to the DIT/ROCS uncertainty [ la c
derived from previous benchmarking. Although the DIT/ROCS uncertainty is somewhat larger, the
difference is partly a result of fewer data points20 being used to calculate the DIT/ROCS uncertainty.
Also, the magnitude of the deviations varies with the worth of the measured banks. The deviations for
low bank worths increase substantially because the measurement uncertainty causes the deviations
expressed as a percentage of the predicted value to increase. When considering these influences on the
calculated tolerances, [

Ja.c

B.3.1.3 CEA Bank Worth Data Poolability between Methods

A poolability test was performed on the following subsets of CEA bank worth data in Figure B-2 that
represent different modern core design methods:

* DIT/ROCS
* PHOENIX/ANC
* CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM)

20 Fewer data points results in a larger 95/95 tolerance for the same standard deviation.
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The data was found to be poolable between these subsets which indicates that different modem PWR
methods provide CEA bank worth predictions with similar accuracy.

B.3.2 Review of CEA Total Worth Data ' i ' - '

Tables B-4, B-5, and B-6 provide the CEA' total worth data for DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and
CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) respectively. The CEA total worth is the worth of all CEA
groups measured. '

Figure B-3 provides a plot of CEA total worth data for DIT/ROCS along with the uncertainty derived
from previous benchmarking. Figure B4 provides a plot of recent CEA total worth data for DIT/ROCS,
PHOENIX/ANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) along with the 95/95 tolerance derived
from the combined data.

B.3.2.1 CEA Total Worth Data Distribution

A normality test was performed on the data in Figures B-3 and B4 that confirmed the CEA total worth
data is consistent with a normal distribution. This included the individual subsets of data for each'method
in Figure B4 as well as the combined data. The mean value of the recent DITIROCS data in Figure B-3
is [ ' 'which is small compared to the DIT/ROCS 'uncertainty of [ I derived from
previous benchmarking indicating a significant bias is not present. The CEA total worth data distribution
indicates [

B.3.2.2 CEA Total Worth Data Variability

The preponderance of the recent DIT/ROCS data in Figure B-3 is less than the uncertainty indicating*
consistency with previous benchmarking. The variability of the recent CEA total worth data thus

Ja*c In

addition, the 95/95 tolerance derived from the combined DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and
CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) data in Figure B4 is [ J3 which is consistent with the
DIT/ROCS uncertainty of [ I " derived from previous benchmarking. Thus, the variability of the
data for different core design methods indicates that [

raec

B.3.2.3 CEA Total Worth Data Poolability between Methods

A poolability test was performed on the following subsets of CEA total worth data in Figure BA that
represent different modem core design methods: -''

* DIT/ROCS
* PHOENIX/ANC
* CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM)

[.
.. I''
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B.3.3 Review of Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ITC) Data

Tables B-7, B-8, and B-9 provide the ITC data for DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and
CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) respectively. The DIT/ROCS data includes data from
previous benchmarking along with recent data. The DIT/ROCS data also contains BOC HZP and HFP
data along with some MOC HFP and EOC HZP data.

Figure B-5 provides a plot of ITC data for DIT/ROCS along with the uncertainty derived from previous
benchmarking. Figure B-6 provides a plot of recent ITC data for DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and
CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) along with the 95/95 tolerance derived from the combined
data.

B.3.3.1 ITC Data Distribution

A normality test was performed on the data in Figures B-5 and B-6 that confirmed the ITC data is
consistent with a normal distribution. This included the individual subsets of data for each operating
condition in Figure B-5 and each method in Figure B-6 as well as the combined data. The mean value of
the recent DIT/ROCS data in Figure B-5 is [ ]ac which is small compared to the DIT/ROCS
uncertainty of [ ]a c derived from previous benchmarking indicating a significant bias is not

present. The ITC data distribution indicates [

ya.c

B.3.3.2 ITC Data Variability

The preponderance of recent DIT/ROCS data in Figure B-5 is less than the uncertainty indicating
consistency with previous benchmarking. The variability of the recent ITC data thus verifies [

]a'c In addition, the 95/95 tolerance derived from
the combined DITIROCS, PHOENIXIANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) data in
Figure B-6 is [ Jac which is consistent with the DIT/ROCS uncertainty of [ la c
derived from previous benchmarking. Thus, the variability of the data for different core design methods
indicates that [ ja.c

B.3.3.3 ITC Data Poolability between Methods

A poolability test was performed on the following subsets of ITC data in Figure B-6 that represent
different modem core design methods:

* DIT/ROCS
* PHOENIXIANC
* CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM)

I
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B.3.3.4 ITC Data Poolability between Operating Conditions

A poolability test was performed on the following subsets of DIT/ROCS ITC data in Figure B-5 that
represent different operating conditions:

J3..

J'c The STAR Program eliminates the BOC HZP ITC measurement and supports the
continued elimination of the MOC at power ITC measurement to verify EOC MTC Technical
Specification compliance for plants that have already eliminated this measurement in accordance
Reference B-2. For these plants it is acceptable to rely on the BOC MTC Surveillance test at power to
determine if the criteria for eliminating the MOC MTC Surveillance test is satisfied.

B.4 CONCLUSIONS

B.4.1 Startup Test Data Distribution

It is concluded from the review of the distribution of the startup test data that [

]L'c This conclusion supports the reliance on CEA worth and ITC predictions instead of
measurements at HZP in the STAR Program.

B.4.2 Startup Test Data Variability

It is concluded from the review of the variability of the startup test data that the deviations verify the
continued applicability of the uncertainties established for CEA worth and ITC by previous
benchmarking. It is further concluded that the deviations justify the elimination of all tests of CEA worth
and ITC to verify accuracy after benchmarking provided the Core Design Applicability Requirements in
Table 34 are satisfied. These conclusions are summarized in Table B-l and are used in justifying the
elimination of the CEA Worth test at HZP.

B.4.3 Startup Test Data Poolability

It is concluded from the review of the [

1 3.C This conclusion supports the
applicability of STAR to all PWRs using modem physics methods. It is also concluded from the review
of the poolability of the ITC startup test data between different operating conditions that [

]3a cThis conclusion
is summarized in Table B-10 and is used in justifying the elimination of the ITC measurement at HZP. In
addition, it is concluded that for plants that have eliminated the MOC MTC Surveillance test contingent
on the results of the BOC MTC Surveillance tests at HZP and power in accordance with Reference B-2,
reliance on the MTC Surveillance test at power to make this determination is acceptable.
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Table B-1 DIT/ROCS Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations axc
Deviation = I OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-1 DIT/ROCS Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations ax

Deviation= I OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-1 DITIROCS Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
Deviation = IOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)

./ ,, . ,
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Table B-2 PHOENIX/ ANC Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
Deviation = lOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-2 PHOENIX/ ANC Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
Deviation = IOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-2 PHOENIX/ ANC Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations axc

Deviation = lOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-2 PHOENIX/ ANC Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations a.c

Deviation= I OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-2 PHOENIX/ ANC Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations ac

Deviation = I OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-3 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations

(CASMO DATA IS CASMO/SIMULATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)
Deviation = I OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)

axc
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Table B-3 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
(CASMO DATA IS CASMO/SIMULATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) a.C

Deviation = lOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-3 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
(CASMO DATA IS CASMO/SIMULATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) a~c

Deviation = I OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-3 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
(CASMO DATA IS CASMO/SIMULATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) a.C

Deviation = I001x(Measured -BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-3 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
(CASMO DATA IS CASMO(SIMULATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)

Deviation = IOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)

a.c

K

\
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Table B-3 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
(CASMO DATA IS CASMO/SIMULATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) axc

Deviation = I00x(Measured -BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-3 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Bank Worth Deviations
(CASMO DATA IS CASMO/SIMULATE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)

Deviation = IOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)

I . . .. . . . .; . '. . : . .. , .I .. ., . .

a.c
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Table B-4 DIT/ROCS Startup Test Data for CEA Total Worth Deviations
Deviation = lOOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted) ac
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Table B-5 PHOENIXIANC Startup Test Data for CEA Total Worth Deviations
Deviation = I00x(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted) a.c

< _'II
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Table B-6 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Total Worth Deviations
(CASMO Data is CASMO/SIMULATE unless otherwise noted)

Deviation = I OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted) axc
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Table B-6 CASMO Startup Test Data for CEA Total Worth Deviations
(CASMO Data is CASMO/SIMULATE unless otherwise noted)

Deviation = 1OOx(Measured - BE Predicted)/(BE Predicted)
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Table B-7 DIT/ROCS Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
Deviation = Measured - BE Predicted

a.C
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Table B-7 DIT/ROCS Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations ax

Deviation = Measured - BE Predicted
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Table B-7 DITIROCS Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
aDrr Deviation = Measured - BE Predicted
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Table B-7 DITIROCS Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
Deviation = Measured - BE Predicted

. . - . - , -*

ac

\ -I
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Table B-7 DIT/ROCS Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations ac

Deviation = Measured - BE Predicted
I
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Table B-8 PHOENIX/ANC Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
Deviation = Measured - BE Prediction ac
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Table B-8 PHOENIX/ANC Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
Deviation = Measured - BE Prediction ax
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Table B-8 PHOENIXIANC Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
Deviation = Measured - BE Prediction

. .
, - * . ;.. -. .

a.c

K-
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Table B-9 CASMO Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
(CASMO Data is CASMO/SIMULATE unless otherwise noted)

Deviation = Measured - BE Predicted axc
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Table B-9 CASMO Startup Test Data for ITC Deviations
(CASMO Data is CASMO/SIMULATE unless otherwise noted)

Deviation = Measured - BE Predicted aA c

~...J .-
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Table B-10 Results from Analyses of Startup Test Data
ac

l This data includes a range of modem PWR core design methods including DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC. and CASMO/SIMULATE. Included are measurements results for CEA
worth and ITC from multiple cycles for Participating Plants as well as some nonparticipating CE Plants
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FIGURE B-1 CEA Bank Worth Deviations vs Measured CEA Worth for DIT/ROCS Data a.c
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FIGURE B-2 CEA Bank Worth Deviations vs Measured CEA Worth for Recent Data
a.C
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FIGURE B-3 CEA Total Worth Deviations vs Measured CEA Worth for DIT/ROCS Data
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FIGURE B-4 CEA Total Worth Deviations vs Measured CEA Worth for using Recent Data axc
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FIGURE B-5 ITC Deviations vs Measured CBC for DITIROCS Data a.c
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FIGURE B-6 ITC Deviations vs Measured CBC for Recent Data
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'APPENDIX C

AS-BUILT CORE PROBLEM DETECTION

C.1 INTRODUCTION

C.1.1 BACKGROUND

This appendix describes the development of matrices that provide the effectiveness of various methods of
detecting as-built core problems by startup tests, pre-operational activities, and STAR Applicability
Requirements. These matrices use a three level rating system to represent the effectiveness of the various
methods in detecting as-built core problems. Detection methods are rated as "Good," "Fair," or "Poor."
These effectiveness ratings are determined using engineering judgment. This information is used in the
as-built core problem evaluations in Section 4.2 of this report to determine changes in the ability to detect
problems between the Generic and STAR Programs. The information is also used in the evaluation of
deviations from the Generic Program by Participating Plants in Appendix F.

C.1.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of this appendix is to determine the effectiveness of startup tests, pre-operational activities,
and STAR Applicability Requirements in detecting as-built core problems.

C.2 DISCUSSION -

Table C-I presents a problem detection matrix based on information in the ANSI standard for startup
tests, Reference C-I. This matrix addresses the likelihood of a particular problem causing an unexpected
result in a given test. The likelihood of actually detecting the problem may be somewhat different from
the likelihood in Table C-I because the effect on the test result may not be sufficient to result in detection.
More detailed discussions concerning the likelihood of detecting specific problems are provided in the
evaluations of each problem in Appendix E.

Table C-2 provides an expanded problem detection matrix that includes the full set of tests2 l and
problems22 addressed in the evaluations. This matrix addresses the likelihood of a particular problem
being detected by a given test. Both tests and problems that were not within the scope of the ANSI
standard are addressed in the evaluations. Also, th& descriptions of problems have been changed from
those in the ANSI standard to provide more comprehensive categories of problems. The likelihood of
detecting an as-built problem is based on engineering judgment by individuals experienced in safety
analysis, startup testing, and plant operation. These judgments are based on credible problems with the
following considerations:

* The types of problems most likely to occur
* The typical method of performing tests
* The typical test criteria used

Table I-I provides descriptions, and Table 1-2 provides the purposes, of the tests discussed in this report.
2 Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the evaluations of each problem in Section 4.2.
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Table C-3 provides the relationship between tests in the problem detection matrix from the ANSI standard
in Table C-I, and the expanded problem detection matrix in Table C-2. The expanded problem detection
matrix in Table C-2 contains the following additional tests that are not part of the ANSI set of tests in
Table C-I:

* CEA Drop Time
* CEA Drop Characteristics
* CEA Flux Change
* MTC Surveillance
* MTC Alternate Surveillance
* SDM Surveillance

These tests are added because they can affect the detection of problems during startup testing. The CEA
Drop Time, CEA Drop Characteristics, and CEA Flux Change tests are not included in the ANSI standard
because the scope of the standard does not include mechanical tests of system components. The MTC
Surveillance and SDM Surveillance are not included in the ANSI standard because the scope of the
standard does not include surveillance of reactor physics parameters23. The MTC Alternate Surveillance
test is a new test developed as part of the STAR Program.

In addition, the Flux Symmetry test from the ANSI standard is listed as the following two separate tests,
each corresponding to one of the methods for performing the Flux Symmetry test discussed in the ANSI
standard:

* CEA Flux Symmetry
* Incore Flux Symmetry

The reason for considering the two methods from the ANSI standard as separate tests is that they differ on
their ability to detect CEA related problems. This is because one method involves measuring CEA worth,
and the other method is typically performed near ARO. Tests performed near ARO have a low likelihood
of detecting CEA related problems provided the CEAs are coupled.

Table C-4 provides the relationship between problems in the problem detection matrix from the ANSI
standard in Table C- I, and the expanded problem detection matrix in Table C-2. The expanded problem
detection matrix in Table C-2 contains the following additional problems that are not part of the ANSI set
of problems in Table C-i:

* MTC Noncompliance
* SDM Noncompliance

These problems address potential noncompliance with Technical Specification limits, which are not
included in the ANSI standard because the scope of the standard does not include surveillance of reactor
physics parameters.

The expanded problem detection matrix in Table C-2 also differs from the ANSI problem detection
matrix in Table C-I in how the ability to detect problems is presented. The ANSI problem detection
matrix uses a two level rating system representing the likelihood of a problem causing an unexpected
result for the test. Problems are rated as "will most likely" or "may" cause an unexpected result. The
expanded problem detection matrix developed for this evaluation uses a three level rating system to
represent the effectiveness of a test in detecting a problem. Tests are rated as "Good," "Fair," or "Poor"
in effectiveness in detecting the problem. A three level rating system was used because of the wide
variations in the ability to detect problems.

23 The scope of the ANSI standard is presented in Section 2 of Reference F-1.
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Table C-5 presents a problem detection matrix for startup tests that is based on the expanded problem
detection matrix in Table C-2. In order to evaluate the impact of the test changes on the Generic
Program, all the tests involved in both the Generic and STAR Programs need to be considered. This
problem detection matrix addresses all the tests in both6the Generic and STAR Programs. Charges from
the Generic to STAR Program are also identified. This problem detection matrix for startup'tests
provides information for the following subset of tests involved in both the Generic and STAR Programs
described in Section 3.0 of this report:

* CEA Drop Time while shutdown
* CEA Drop Characteristics while shutdown
* CBC at HZP
* CEA Worth at HZP
* ITC at HZP
* MTC Surveillance at HZP
* MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP
* Incore Flux Symmetry at low power
* Incore Power Distribution at intermediate power
* ITC at intermediate to HFP
* MTC Surveillance at intermediate to HFP
* Incore Power Distribution at HFP
* ACBC HZP-IFP at HFP

Table C-6 presents a problem detection matrix for pre-operational activities. The following pre-
operational activities have some ability to detect problems and are rated in Table C-6 using the same three
level rating system used in the problem detection matrix for startup tests:

* Core Design QA
* Fuel Fabrication QA
* CEA Fabrication QA
* EOC CEA insertion
* CEA manipulation
* Fuel manipulation
* Core verification
* CEA coupling verification
* CEA position indication

Table C-7 presents a problem detection matrix for the STAR Applicability Requirements. The following
STAR Applicability Requirements from Table 34 have some ability to detect problems and are rated in
Table C-7 using the same three level rating system used in the problem detection matrix for startup tests:

* Core Design
* Fabrication
* Refueling
* Startup Testing
* CEA Lifetime

It is noted that some of the of the STAR Applicability Requirements from Table 34 require activities
such as [ ]"' This is
because they are considered important elements in the STAR Program although it is recognized that they
are already performed in a typical refueling.

WCAP- 1 601 1 -NP-A, Rev 0 _... ... . C-3- � -11 1 '', ..
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Table C-1 ANSI' Problem
( I = This problem will most likely cause an unexpected result for the test

Detection Matrix
2 = This problem may cause an unexpected result for the test )

TEST2 POWER PROBLEM
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Critical Boron HZP 2 1 _ 2 2 2
Differential Boron Worth HZP 2 _ 1 2 2

Rod Worth HZP 2 I 2 1 2 I 2 2 2

ITC HZP 2 2 2 2

Flux Symmetry( Method I or 2 ) HZPor Low Power 1 2 2 _ 2 2 l _ 2

Power Distribution Intermediate and HFP - 2 l_____ I I I I I 2
HZP to HFP Reactivity Difference HFP I 1 2 2 2 2

. ,t . . -- -........ . , -. I, ...-... . . ...

' ANSI refers to the 1997 ANSI standard for reload startup physics tests, Reference 2. which is the source of the information for this matrix.
2 Table 1-1 provides descriptions, and Table 1-2 provides the purposes, of the tests discussed in this report.
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Table C-2 Expanded Problem Detection matrix
( Effectiveness of test in detecting problem: I=Good 2=Fair 3=Poor)

I Table I -I provides descriptions, and Table 1-2 provides the purposes, of the tests discussed in this report.
2 Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.

axc
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Table C-3 Relationship between Tests in the ANSI and Expanded Problem Detection Matrices

EXPANDED MATRIX POWER RODS ANSI MATRIX2

TEST' TEST

CEA Drop Time Shutdown Moved Outside scope
CEA Drop Characteristics Shutdown Moved Outside scope
CEA Flux Change HZP Moved Outside scope
CBC HZP ARO or Rodded Critical Boron
IBW HZP Rodded Differential Boron Worth
CEA Worth. HZP Rodded Rod Worth
ITC HZP ARO or Rodded ITC
MTC Surveillance HZP ARO Outside scope
MTC Alternate Surveillance HZP ARO Outside scope
SDM Surveillance - , HZP 7 ARO Outside scope

CEA Flux Symmetry . . HZP Moved Flux Symmetry (Method 2)
Incore Flux Symmetry- :. '; Low . ARO : . Flux Symmetry (Method I)
Incore Power Distribution: Intermediate and HFP - ARO Power Distribution
ITC -- . Intermediate to HFP - ARO -Not present
MTC Surveillance :-HZP ARO Outside scope
Incore Power Distribution Intermediate and HFP ARO Power Distribution
ACBC HZP-HFP - HFP ARO HZP to HFP Reactivity Difference

' Table I -I provides descriptions, and Tahle 1-2 provides the purposes. of the tests discussed in this report.
2 ANSI refers to the 1997 ANSI standard for reload startup physics tests, Reference 2, which is the source of the information for the ANSI Matrix.
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Table C-4 Relationship between Problems in the ANSI and Expanded Problem Detection Matrices

EXPANDED MATRIX' ANSI MATRIX2

PROBLEM PROBLEM

4.2.2.1 CEA Worth Error Analytical Errors
4.2.2.2 CBC Error Analytical Errors
4.2.2.3 ITC Error Analytical Errors
4.2.2.4 Power Distribution Error Analytical Errors
4.2.2.5 MTC Noncompliance Outside scope
4.2.2.6 SDM Noncompliance Outside scope
4.2.2.7 Fuel Fabrication Error Enrichment Error
4.2.2.8 Fuel Misloading Core Misloading
4.2.2.9 Fuel Distortion Fuel Assembly Bowing/Damage
4.2.2.10 Fuel Poison Loss Burnable Poison Loss
4.2.2.11 Fuel Crudding Excessive Fuel Crudding

4.2.2.12 CEA Fabrication Error Mechanical Failure/Misloading of Control Rod

4.2.2.13 CEA Misloading Core Misloading
4.2.2.14 CEA Uncoupling Mechanical Failure/Misloading of Control Rod
4.2.2.15 CEA Distortion Mechanical Failure/Misloading of Control Rod
4.2.2.16 CEA Absorber Loss Loss of Rod Worth
4.2.2.17 CEA Finger Loss Loss of Rod Worth
4.2.2.18 RCS Anomaly Flow/Temperature Anomalies
4.2.2.19 RCS B-10 Depletion Boron (BIO) Loss

' Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
2 ANSI refers to the 1997 ANSI standard for reload startup physics tests. Reference 2, which is the source of the information for the ANSI Matrix.
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Table C-5 As-Built Core Problem Detection Matrix for Startup Tests
( Effectiveness of test in detecting problem: I =Good 2=Fair 3=Poor )

axc

J
Table I -I provides descriptions. and Table 1-2 provides the purposes, of the tests discussed in this report.

2 Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
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Table C-6 As-Built Core Problem Detection Matrix for Pre-Operational Activities
( Effectiveness of pre-operational activity in detecting problem: I =Good 2=Fair 3=Poor ) , a.c

1 Discussions of pre-operational activities are provided Section 4.1.
2 Definitions and discussions of these problems arc provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
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Table C-7 As-Built Core Problem Detection Matrix for STAR Applicability Requirements
( Effectiveness of STAR Applicability Requirements in detecting problem: I=Good 2=Fair 3=Poor) a.c

K

K

l Discussions of applicability criteria are provided in Table 3-4.
2 Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
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APPENDIX.D

TEST PERFORMANCE PROBLEM INITIATION

D.1 INTRODUCTION

D.1.1 Background

This appendix describes the development of a matrix that provides the likelihood of various startup tests
initiating test performance problems. This matrix uses a three level rating system. Tests are rated as
"greatest," "intermediate" or "smallest." The ratin's are determined using engineering judgment. This
information is used in the test performance problem evaluations in Section 4.3 of this report to determine
changes in the likelihood of initiating test performance problems between 'the Generic and STAR
Programs.

D.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this appendix is to determine the likelihood of startup testing to initiate test performance
problems.

D.2 DISCUSSION

Table D-l presents a problem initiation matrix for startup tests that is based on a review of industry
problems and engineering judgment. The identification of test performance problems was based a review
of startup test performance activities to determine ass6ciated practices that have the potential for causing
errors that impact core operation. The following are the te-st performance problems that are identified for
evaluation:

* Test equipment errors
* Test process errors
* Test result errors

In order to evaluate the impact of the test changes on the Generic Program, all the tests involved in both
the Generic and STAR Programs need to be considered. This problem initiation matrix addresses all the
tests in both the Generic and STAR Programs that are conducted with the reactor critical. Changes from
the Generic to STAR Program are also identified. This problem initiation matrix for startup tests provides
information for the following subset of tests involved in both the Generic and STAR Programs described
in Section 3.0 of this report:

* CBCatHZP
* CEA Worth at HZP
* ITC at HZP
* MTC Surveillance at HZP
* MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP
* Incore Flux Symmetry at low power
WCP10 . -PA Re 0 -
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* Incore Power Distribution at intermediate power
* ITC at intermediate to HFP
* MTC Surveillance at intermediate to HFP
* Incore Power Distribution at HFP
* ACBC HZP-HFP at HFP

The problem initiation matrix identifies the tests that have a credible likelihood of initiating operation
outside the safety analysis. Tests that involve unique operating practices or reactivity maneuvers to
support the testing are judged to have a credible likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety
analysis. Unique operating practices involving equipment and processes necessary to support testing may
cause errors that impact operation. Unique operating practices include the use of a reactivity computer,
unique CEA configurations, and the frequent interaction between operations and test personnel on plant
operating maneuvers. Normal operating practices involving reactivity maneuvers as part of the test
process may also cause errors that impact operation. Normal operating practices include reactivity
maneuvers that require changes in CEA position, boron concentration, and temperature. Finally, errors in
test results24 have the potential of impacting plant operation through the substitution of measured values
for predicted values in operating instructions. Operating instructions are judged to have a minimal
likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis because the test result error would have to
involve a significant nonconservative measurement error and be within acceptance criteria for the test. In
addition, predicted values rather than measured values are typically used in operating instructions when
the test result is less conservative.

Table D-l rates the likelihood of the various tests in initiating test performance problems as "greatest,"
"intermediate," or "smallest." This rating is based on engineering judgment and is a relative scale. None
of the tests are judged to have a high likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis. Tests
involving unique operating practices are judged to have the greatest potential for initiating operation
outside the safety analysis and are rated "greatest." Tests involving normal operating practices are judged
to be less likely to initiate operation outside the safety analysis and the likelihood is rated as
"intermediate." Tests involving operating instructions are judged to have the smallest potential for
initiating operation outside the safety analysis and are rated "smallest."

24 In this evaluation, the impact of the inherent uncertainty associated with the test measurement is not considered to be an error
in the test result.
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Table D-1 Test Performance Problem Initiation Matrix for Startup Tests
\ ac

ITable I -I provides descriptions, and Table 1-2 provides the purposes, of the tests discussed in this report.
2Definitions and discussions of these problems are provided in the report sections indicated by the number before the problem title.
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APPENDIX E

PROBLEM EVALUATIONS

E.1 INTRODUCTION

E.1.1 Background
This appendix evaluates the impact of the STAR Program on operation with problems. The effect of the
changes to the Generic Program that result from the STAR Program is assessed. The changes to be
evaluated are described in Section 3.3 of this report and include both the changes to the tests and the
added STAR Applicability Requirements. This evaluation assesses the impact of the changes in the
following problem categories:

* Design Prediction
* As-Built Core
* Test Performance

The evaluation determines if the following general evaluation criterion from Section 4.0 of this report is
satisfied:

. I
3a.c

Specific evaluation criteria and processes are used for each problem category and are described in
Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 of this report for design prediction, as-built core, and test performance problems
respectively.

E.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this appendix is to evaluate the acceptability of the STAR Program by assessing the
impact on problems.

E.2 DISCUSSION

E.2.1 Design Prediction Problem Evaluation
The evaluation process used in this section for design prediction problems25 is described in Section 4.1 of
this report. -

E.2.1.1 CEA Worth Inaccuracy

CEA worth inaccuracy is the deviation between the CEA worth predicted by core design meth6ds and the'
CEA worth actually present in the core. CEA worth inaccuracy is characterized by an uncertainty that is
based on deviations between startup test measurements at HZP and core design predictions.

25 In this evaluation, the impact of the inherent uncertainty associated with the test measurement is not considered to be an error
in the test result.
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The impact of the change on CEA worth inaccuracy is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. This result justifies the use of best estimate CEA worth predictions in
lieu of measurements provided the Core Design Applicability Requirements are satisfied. A summary of
the impacts on the ability to ensure uncertainties are bounded by the safety analysis is provided in Table
4-1. A summary of all the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in
Table 5-1.

E.2.1.2 CBC Inaccuracy

CBC inaccuracy is the deviation between the CBC predicted by core design methods and the CBC
actually present in the core. CBC inaccuracy is characterized by an uncertainty that is based on
deviations between startup test measurements at HZP and core design predictions.
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A summary of the impacts on the ability to ensure uncertainties are bounded by the safety analysis is
provided in Table 4-1. A summary of all the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program
is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.1.3 ITC Inaccuracy

ITC inaccuracy is the deviation between the ITC predicted by core design methods and the ITC actually
present in the core. ITC inaccuracy is characterized by an uncertainty that is based on deviations between
startup test measurements at HZP and core design predictions.

[
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The impact of the change on ITC inaccuracy is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation
criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the ability to ensure uncertainties are bounded by
the safety analysis is provided in Table 4-1. A summary of all the impacts associated with the changes to
the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.1.4 Power Distribution Inaccuracy

Power distribution inaccuracy is the deviation between the power distribution predicted by core design
methods and the power distribution actually present in the core. Power distribution inaccuracy is
characterized by an uncertainty that is based on deviations between startup test measurements at power
and core design predictions.

[

]a,c

A summary of the impacts on the ability to ensure uncertainties are bounded by the safety analysis is
provided in Table 4-1. A summary of all the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program
is provided in Table 5-1.
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E.2.2 As-Built Core Problem Evaluation
The evaluation process used in this section for as-built core problems is described in Section 4.2 of this
report.

E.2.2.1 CEA Worth Error

CEA worth error detection is the detection of CEA worth predictions that result from errors in the
application of PWR methods. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected when CEA worth
errors are present are CEA worth, CBC, ITC and power distribution. CEA worth errors directly affect the
CEA worth and significant errors are expected to be detectable. Errors in CEA worth that result from flux
distribution errors also affect the power distribution. Related errors in the power distribution may be
detectable. Errors in CEA worth that result from neutron absorber errors do not affect the power
distribution unless CEAs are inserted. Analytical errors that affect the CEA worth may also affect CBC
and ITC although related errors are unlikely to be detectable. These observations on the ability to detect
CEA worth errors using measured startup test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess
the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition, the core design QA program is effective in detecting CEA
worth errors.

[

; .;
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The impact of the change on the detection of CEA worth errors is determined to be acceptable based on
the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in
detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with
the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.2 CBC Error

CBC error detection is the detection of CBC predictions that result from errors in the application of PWR
methods. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected when CBC errors are present are

WCAP-1601 I-NP-A, Rev 0 E-6



CEA worth, CBC, ITC and power distribution. CBC worth errors directly affect the CBC and significant
errors are expected to be detectable. Errors in CBC that result from reactivity errors also affect ITC.
However, related errors in ITC are unlikely to be detectable because changes in CBC are associated with
small changes in ITC relative to test criteria. Analytical errors that affect the CBC may also affect the
power distribution although related errors are unlikely to be detectable. These observations on the ability
to detect CBC errors using measured startup test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess
the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition, the core design QA program is effective in detecting CBC
errors.

[
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The impact of the change on the detection of CBC errors is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting
as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.3 ITC Error

ITC error detection is the detection of ITC predictions that result from errors in the application of PWR
methods. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected when ITC errors are present are CEA
worth, CBC, ITC and power distribution. ITC errors directly affect the ITC and significant errors are
expected to be detectable. Errors in ITC that result from reactivity errors also affect CBC. Related errors
in CBC may be detectable. The test criteria for the MTC that is calculated from the measured ITC may
also result in the detection of ITC errors but are less effective than the ITC test criteria. Analytical errors
that affect ITC can also affect the CEA worth and power distribution although related errors are unlikely
to be detectable. These observations on the ability to detect ITC errors using measured startup test
parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition,
the core design QA program is effective in detecting ITC errors.
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The impact of the change on the detection of ITC errors is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting
as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.4 Power Distribution Error

Power distribution error detection is the detection of power distribution predictions that result from errors
in the application of PWR methods. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected when
power distribution errors are present are CEA worth, CBC, ITC and power distribution. Power
distribution errors directly affect the power distribution and significant errors are expected to be
detectable. Errors in power distribution can also affect CEA worth. Related errors in CEA worth may be
detectable but the measurements are limited to the locations involved in the CEA worth test.
Furthermore, the measurements typically involve CEA groups with CEAs in different symmetric
locations, which reduces the ability to resolve power distribution differences. Analytical errors that affect
the power distribution can also affect CBC and ITC although they are unlikely to be detectable. These
observations on the ability to detect power distribution errors using measured startup test parameters are
used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests.
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The impact of the change on the detection of power distribution errors is determined to be acceptable
based on the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness
in detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated
with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.5 MTC Noncompliance

MTC noncompliance detection is the detection of MTC values that are outside Technical Specification
limits. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected when MTC is not in compliance are
CBC and ITC. Factors causing MTC noncompliance are likely to be associated with CBC, ITC, and
MTC prediction errors. The MTC value used in startup testing is calculated from the ITC using the
predicted fuel temperature coefficient. MTC noncompliance is likely to be associated with changes in
CBC that affect ITC. The test criteria for MTC are likely to result in the detection of MTC
noncompliance because they are established using MTC Technical Specification limits for MTC. The test
criteria for ITC may result in the detection of MTC noncompliance but are configured to detect deviations
from predictions rather than noncompliance with Technical Specifications. Reactivity changes that affect
ITC and MTC also affect CBC and may be detectable. These observations on the ability to detect MTC
noncompliance using measured startup test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the
effectiveness of startup tests. In addition, the core design QA and Core Design Applicability
Requirements are effective in detecting MTC noncompliance by detecting are CEA worth, CBC, and ITC
errors. It is noted that demonstrating Technical Specification compliance using MTC surveillance tests is
only one of several methods that are capable of detecting MTC noncompliance.
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The impact of the change on the detection of MTC noncompliance is determined to be acceptable based
on the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in
detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with
the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.6 SDM Noncompliance

SDM noncompliance detection is the detection of SDM values that are outside Technical Specification
limits. This evaluation addresses SDM when the reactor is critical, which may not always be associated
with an explicit Technical Specification requirement. The measured startup test parameters potentially
affected when SDM is not in compliance are CEA worth, CBC, and ITC. Factors causing SDM
noncompliance are likely to be associated with CEA worth, CBC, and ITC prediction errors. CEA worth
has the largest impact on SDM and is likely to be the cause SDM noncompliance while CBC and ITC
have lesser impacts that affect the power defect. A more negative MTC increases the likelihood of SDM
noncompliance by resulting in the addition of more positive reactivity during the cooldown associated
with a shutdown from power. The MTC that is calculated from the ITC and compared to Technical
Specification limits may be affected. However, a more negative MTC would not exceed the positive
MTC test criteria typically used for the MTC surveillance at HZP. The negative MTC test criteria
typically used for the MTC surveillance at power may detect SDM problems. These observations on the
ability to detect SDM noncompliance using measured startup test parameters are used in the following
evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition, the core design QA and Core Design
Applicability Requirements are effective in detecting SDM noncompliance by detecting are CEA worth
and ITC errors.
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The impact of the change on the detection of SDM Noncompliance is determined to be acceptable based
on the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in
detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with
the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.7 Fuel Fabrication Error

Fuel fabrication error detection is the detection of as-built fuel characteristics that are different from the
intended design. Potentially affected as-built fuel characteristics include enrichment, poison loading, fuel
pellet placement and size, fuel rod placement, and poison rod placement. The measured startup test
parameters potentially affected by fuel fabrication errors are CEA worth, CBC, ITC and power
distribution. Fuel fabrication errors affect the neutronic characteristics of the fresh fuel assemblies and
therefore the power distribution. Significant fuel fabrication errors are expected to be detectable in the
power distribution. Changes in the power distribution can also affect CEA worth. Related changes in
CEA worth may be detectable but the measurements are limited to the locations involved in the CEA
worth test. Furthermore, the measurements typically involve CEA groups with CEAs in different
symmetric locations, which reduces the ability to resolve power distribution differences. Fuel fabrication
errors can also affect core reactivity and related changes on CBC may be detectable. CBC related affects
on ITC are not detectable because the predicted ITC is typically corrected for the measured CBC when
calculating the deviation between measured and predicted ITC. The MTC that is calculated from the ITC
and compared to Technical Specification limits would be affected but the effect is unlikely to be
detectable. Fuel fabrication errors may be symmetric and thus may not affect core symmetry. These
observations on the ability to detect fuel fabrication errors using measured startup test parameters are used
in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition, the fuel fabrication QA
is effective in detecting fuel fabrication errors.
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The impact of the change on the detection of fuel fabrication errors is determined to be acceptable based
on the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in
detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with
the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.8 Fuel Misloading

Fuel misleading detection is the detection of errors in the placement of fuel in the core during core
loading. This could involve the placement of fuel in an incorrect location or orientation. The measured
startup test parameters potentially affected by fuel misloadings are CEA worth, CBC and power
distribution. Fuel misloadings affect the power distribution in the vicinity of the misleading. The effect
on the power distribution is more local than global and is likely to be asymmetric. Significant fuel
misloadings are expected to be detectable in the power distribution. Changes in the power distribution
can also affect CEA worth. Related changes in CEA worth are unlikely to be detectable because the
effect is local. CEA worth measurements involve the measurement of multiple locations simultaneously
and are limited to the locations involved in the CEA Worth test. Fuel misloadings can also affect core
reactivity although related CBC changes are unlikely to be detectable. Any CBC related affects on ITC
are judged not to be detectable. These observations on the ability to detect fuel misloadings using
measured startup test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup
tests. In addition, core verification is effective in detecting fuel misloadings.
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The impact of the change on the detection of fuel misloading is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting
as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.9 Fuel Distortion

Fuel assembly distortion detection is the detection of changes in fuel assembly geometry that affect core
operating characteristics. Fuel assembly distortions can be the result of operation in the reactor such as
bowing, or the result of damage incurred during fuel handling. The measured startup test parameters
potentially affected by fuel distortion are CEA drop time and power distribution. Distortions of fuel
assembly guide tubes can increase CEA drop time due to mechanical interference or result in the failure
to fully insert due to mechanical binding. This is expected to be detectable should it occur, but may not
always be a result of fuel distortion. Fuel distortion can also affect the power distribution if fuel rods are
displaced or fuel pellets are lost from fuel rods. However, these affects are generally not easily detected
because the effects are small and localized. Fuel distortion may be observed during the process of
manipulating fuel or may be caused by fuel manipulation. In most instances, the events causing fuel
damage or visual observations of apparent anomalies during fuel manipulations result in inspections that
detect the actual degradation. The visual inspection of fuel is an effective means of detecting fuel damage
but is not part of startup testing. Periodic fuel assembly inspections may be performed but are not a
standard pre-operational activity. These observations on the ability to detect fuel distortion using
measured startup test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup
tests. In addition, if the fuel distortion results in fuel failure, fuel failure is detectable by RCS chemistry
monitoring and is accounted for in the safety analysis.
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The impact of the change on the detection of fuel distortion is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting
as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.
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E.2.2.10 Fuel Poison Loss

Fuel poison loss detection is the detection of burnable poison degradation that results in the loss of
neutron absorber material. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected by fuel poison loss
are CEA worth, CBC, ITC and power distribution. Fuel poison loss affects the power distribution.
Significant fuel poison loss is expected to be detectable in the power distribution. Changes in the power
distribution can also affect CEA worth. Related changes in CEA worth may be detectable but the
measurements are limited to the locations involved in the CEA worth test. Furthermore, the
measurements typically involve CEA groups with CEAs in different symmetric locations, which reduces
the ability to resolve power distribution differences. Fuel poison loss can also affect core reactivity and
related changes on CBC may be detectable. CBC related affects on ITC are not detectable because the
predicted ITC is typically corrected for the measured CBC when calculating the deviation between
measured and predicted ITC. The MTC that is calculated from the ITC and compared to Technical
Specification limits would be affected but the effect is unlikely to be detectable. The fuel poison may be
asymmetric because the associated degradation may be somewhat random and core symmetry would also
be affected. These observations on the ability to detect fuel poison loss using measured startup test
parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests.
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The impact of the change on the detection of power distribution errors is determined to be acceptable
based on the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness
in detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated
with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.11 Fuel Crudding

l

Fuel crudding detection is the detection of deposits of material from the coolant on the outside of fuel
rods. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected by fuel crudding are CBC, CEA worth,
and power distribution. One potential effect of fuel crudding is on reactivity is through temperature
changes. Fuel crudding reduces heat transfer from the fuel and raises fuel temperature. The increase in
fuel temperature reduces local reactivity and flux through fuel temperature coefficient feedback. This
reactivity change affects CBC only during power operation and thus affects the change in CBC between
HZP and HFP by causing an increase in fuel temperature at HFP.
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A second potential effect of fuel crudding is on reactivity through neutron absorption in the crud. This is
typically a result of depositing boron on the fuel during nucleate boiling. The increase in neutron
absorption reduces local reactivity and can affect CBC at all power levels. The associated flux changes
with both types of reactivity changes can affect CEA worth and the power distribution. However, these
affects are generally small and not easily detected. In some instances reactivity changes associated with
neutron absorption in the crud can be detected in axial flux distributions but is not likely to be detected
using startup test criteria. This effect is referred to as the axial offset anomaly (AOA).

These observations on the ability to detect fuel crudding using measured startup test parameters are used
in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. All of the startup tests are
ineffective in detecting this fuel crudding. Furthermore, fuel crudding usually develops slowly during
operation and is thus not likely to be significant during startup. The effective methods for detecting this
problem are the (a) monitoring of RCS pressure drop, flow, temperatures and chemistry during operation,
(b) monitoring of the axial distribution for AOA and (c) physical inspection of fuel. In addition, if the
fuel crudding results in fuel failure, fuel failure is detectable by RCS chemistry monitoring and is
accounted for in the safety analysis.
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The impact of the change on the detection of fuel crudding is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting
as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.12 CEA Fabrication Error

CEA fabrication error detection is the detection of as-built CEA characteristics that are different from the
intended design. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected by CEA fabrication errors are
CEA drop time, CEA drop characteristics (such as trends of drop time by location, slowing in the
dashpot, and normal rebound) and CEA worth. Errors in CEA fabrication are unlikely to affect CEA drop
time or drop characteristics because of the similar characteristics of CEA materials for different designs.
It is unlikely that CEA fabrication errors would affect CEA worth at detectable levels because credible
errors in absorber material would result in a small change in CEA worth. Most CEAs are of the similar
design, which reduces the potential for interchanges of absorber material that could significantly affect
CEA worth. These observations on the ability to detect CEA fabrication errors using measured startup
test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. In
addition, the CEA fabrication QA is effective in detecting fuel fabrication errors.
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The impact of the change on the detection of CEA fabrication errors is determined to be acceptable based
on the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in
detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with
the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.13 CEA Misloading

CEA misleading detection is the detection of errors in the placement of CEAs in the core during core
loading. This could involve the placement of a CEA in an incorrect location or orientation. The
measured startup test parameter potentially affected by CEA misleading is CEA worth. Tests that involve
measurements of other parameters are conducted at ARO in both the Generic and STAR Programs. Most
CEAs are of the similar design, which reduces the potential for interchanges of CEAs that could affect
CEA worth. An interchange that involves two CEAs of different types is unlikely to be detectable, and
interchanges involving more than two CEAs are unlikely. CEA misloadings also affect the power
distribution in the vicinity of the misleading but this would not be detected by power distribution tests
that are performed near ARO. These observations on the ability to detect CEA misloadings using
measured startup test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup
tests. In addition, core verification is effective in detecting CEA misloadings assuming a verification of
CEA type for each CEA location is included.
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The impact of the change on the detection of CEA misloadings determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criteria being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting as-
built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the changes
to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.14 CEA Uncoupling

CEA uncoupling detection is the detection of the failure to couple a CEA properly, which results in the
CEA being inserted in a fuel assembly. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected by CEA
uncoupling are CEA drop characteristics, CEA worth, CBC and power distribution. The analysis of CEA
drop characteristics such as the drop time for a given location, slowing in the dashpot, and normal
rebound is an effective method of detecting CEA uncoupling. CEA uncoupling has a significant effect on
the power distribution and is likely to be asymmetric. The increases in power are likely to affect a broad
area of the core and thus are likely to be detected using incore detectors. Thus, CEA uncoupling is likely
to be detectable in the power distribution. Changes in the power distribution can also affect CEA worth.
Related changes in CEA worth are also likely to be detectable because of the significant effect on the
power distribution. CEA uncoupling also affects core reactivity and related changes in CBC may be
detectable. CBC related affects on ITC are not detectable because the predicted ITC is typically corrected
for the measured CBC when calculating the deviation between measured and predicted ITC. The related
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affects on the MTC that is calculated from the ITC are minor and unlikely to be detectable. These
observations on the ability to detect CEA uncoupling using measured startup test parameters are used in
the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition, CEA coupling
verification using acceptance criteria on heights and weights following CEA coupling are effective in
detecting CEA uncoupling.
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The impact of the change on the detection of CEA uncoupling is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting
as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.15 CEA Distortion

CEA distortion detection is the detection of changes in CEA geometry that affect the ability of CEAs to
move as designed. Of particular concern is the ability of CEAs to trip as designed. The measured startup
test parameter potentially affected by CEA distortion is CEA drop time. Distortions of CEAs can
increase CEA drop time due to mechanical interference or result in the failure to fully insert due to
mechanical binding. Mechanical interference and significant impacts on CEA drop time are detectable.
The inspection of CEAs using non-destructive examination techniques is an effective means of preventing
and detecting CEA distortion but is not part of startup testing. Periodic CEA inspections may be
performed but are not a standard pre-operational activity. The most effective method of detecting CEA
mechanical interference is by the withdrawal and subsequent tripping of a CEA. These observations on
the ability to detect CEA distortion using measured startup test parameters are used in the following
evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests.
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The impact of the change on CEA distortion detection is determined to be acceptable based on there being
no changes to the detection methods in the Generic Program. A summary of the impacts on the overall
effectiveness in detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts
associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.16 CEA Absorber Loss

CEA absorber loss detection is the detection of CEA degradation that results in the loss of neutron
absorber material. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected by CEA absorber loss are
CEA drop time, CEA worth and power distribution. Distortions of CEAs associated with CEA absorber
loss can increase CEA drop time due to mechanical interference or result in the failure to fully insert due
to mechanical binding. Significant impacts on CEA drop time are detectable. The most effective method
of detecting CEA mechanical interference is the withdrawal and subsequent tripping of a CEA. CEA
absorber loss reduces CEA worth and significant losses are expected to be detectable. However, the loss
of absorber from a single finger in a CEA is unlikely to be detectable. The loss of absorber from multiple
fingers in a CEA may be detectable. CEA absorber loss can affect the power distribution if the loss is in
CEAs that are inserted during operation, but would not be detectable with typical CEA insertions during
startup testing. These observations on the ability to detect CEA absorber loss using measured startup test
parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition,
nondestructive examinations are effective in detecting degradation associated with both CEA absorber
loss and precursors to CEA absorber loss such as cracking or strain.
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The impact of the change on the detection of CEA absorber loss is determined to be acceptable based on
the evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in
detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with
the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.17CEA Finger Loss

CEA finger loss detection is the detection of the physical separation of CEA fingers from CEAs. The
separated finger subsequently remains in the fuel while the CEA is withdrawn. The simultaneous loss of
a large number of fingers is unlikely. Further, the loss of a CEA finger, should it occur, would likely
occur during the operating cycle. The measured startup test parameters potentially affected by CEA
finger loss are CEA drop characteristics (such as trends of drop time by location, slowing in the dashpot,
and normal rebound), CEA worth, CBC and power distribution. The analysis of CEA drop characteristics
is unlikely to detect the loss of a small number of fingers. A small number of lost fingers have a minor
effect on the power distribution that is likely to be asymmetric but unlikely to be detectable. Changes in
the power distribution can also affect CEA worth. Related changes in CEA worth are also unlikely to be
detectable. CEA finger loss also affects core reactivity but related changes in CBC are unlikely to be
detectable. CBC related affects on ITC are not detectable because the predicted ITC is typically corrected
for the measured CBC when calculating the deviation between measured and predicted ITC. The related
affects on the MTC that is calculated from the ITC are likely to be minor and thus unlikely to be
detectable. These observations on the ability to detect CEA finger loss using measured startup test
parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. In addition,
CEA manipulation during refueling may detect CEA finger loss by either visual observation or
mechanical interference.
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The impact of the change on the detection of CEA finger loss is determined to be acceptable based on the
evaluation criterion being satisfied. A summary of the impacts on the overall effectiveness in detecting
as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.
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E.2.2.18 RCS Anomaly

RCS anomaly detection is the detection of anomalous changes in local RCS parameters such as
temperature or flow. The measured startup test parameter potentially affected by RCS anomalies is the
power distribution. RCS anomalies are likely to cause core asymmetries. These observations on the
ability to detect RCS anomalies using measured startup test parameters are used in the following
evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests. Operational surveillances of RCS parameters such
as flow, temperature, and pressure drop are more effective than startup tests in detecting RCS anomalies.

The impact of the change on the detection of RCS anomalies is determined to be acceptable based on
there being no changes to the detection methods in the Generic Program. A summary of the impacts on
the overall effectiveness in detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all
the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.2.19 RCS B-10 Depletion

RCS B- I depletion detection is the detection of the proportion of the isotope B- I in the RCS boron.
The measured startup test parameter potentially affected by RCS B-10 depletion is the CBC. The
depletion of B-10 in the RCS requires a higher CBC for a particular set of core conditions and significant
depletions are detectable. This observation on the ability to detect RCS B-10 depletion using measured
startup test parameters are used in the following evaluation to assess the effectiveness of startup tests.
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The impact of the change on the detection of RCS B-1I depletion is determined to be acceptable based on
there being no changes to the detection methods in the Generic Program. A summary of the impacts on
the overall effectiveness in detecting as-built core problems is provided in Table 4-2. A summary of all
the impacts associated with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.

E.2.3 Test Performance Problem Evaluation

The evaluation process used in this section for test performance problems is described in Section 4.3 of
this report.

E.2.3.1 Test equipment errors

Test equipment errors are errors associated with unique equipment required to support startup testing.
The use of unique test equipment constitutes a unique operating practice that may have a credible
likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis. Unique operating practices include the use
of a reactivity computer.
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The impact of the change on test equipment errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation
criterion being satisfied. Furthermore, the criterion is satisfied if any of the tests evaluated as being
eliminated are performed as part of startup test program. A summary of the impacts on the likelihood of
operation outside the safety analysis is provided in Table 4-3. A summary of all the impacts associated
with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5- 1.

E.2.3.2 Test process errors

Test process errors are errors associated with performing the maneuvers that are required to support
startup testing. These maneuvers may involve unique operating practices that are not otherwise used
during operation as well as normal operating practices and may have a credible likelihood of initiating
operation outside the safety analysis. Unique operating practices include unique CEA configurations and
the frequent interaction between operations and test personnel on plant operating maneuvers. Normal
operating practices include reactivity maneuvers that require changes in CEA position, boron
concentration, and temperature.
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The impact of the change on test process errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation
criterion being satisfied. Furthermore, the criterion is satisfied if any of the tests evaluated as being
eliminated are performed as part of startup test program. A summary of the impacts on the likelihood of
operation outside the safety analysis is provided in Table 4-3. A summary of all the impacts associated
with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.
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E.2.3.3 Test result errors

Test result errors are errors associated with the measured results for parameters from startup testing.
These errors can be caused by hardware malfunctions, as well as improper calibration, connection,
operation, and reading of equipment used in the test. Although all measurements are subject to error,
measurements that involve complex equipment such as the reactivity computer have a greater potential
for error. Test result errors have the potential of impacting plant operation through the substitution of
measured values for predicted values in operating instructions. Operating instructions are judged to have
a minimal likelihood of initiating operation outside the safety analysis because the test result error would
have to involve a significant nonconservative measurement error and be within acceptance criteria for the
test. In addition, predicted values rather than measured values are typically used in operating instructions
when the test result is less conservative.
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The impact of the change on test result errors is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation
criterion being satisfied. Furthermore, the criterion is satisfied if any of the tests evaluated as being
eliminated are performed as part of startup test program. A summary of the impacts on the likelihood of
operation outside the safety analysis is provided in Table 4-3. A summary of all the impacts associated
with the changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5- 1.
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E.3 CONCLUSIONS
The impact of the STAR Program was determined to be acceptable based on the general evaluation
criterion in Section 4.0 of this report being satisfied. A summary of all the impacts associated with the
changes to the Generic Program is provided in Table 5-1.
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APPENDIX F

DEVIATIONS FROM GENERIC PROGRAM
BY PARTICIPATING PLANTS

F.1 INTRODUCTION

F.1.1 Background

This appendix evaluates the impact of changes to deviations from the Generic Program by Participating
Plants. Deviations are startup tests performed by individual plants that are different from the Generic
Program.' The changes consist of eliminating additional 'tests or using alternative tests. The evaluation
determines if there are any relevant differences between the given plant and the plants for which the
Generic Program has been found to be acceptable. The change is considered acceptable if no relevant
differences are found: Otherwise,' an evaluation of the differences is performed to assess the acceptability
of the changes.

F.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this appendix is to determine if the use of the STAR Program by the Participating Plants
can be justified without any requirement to perform startup tests that are not part 'of the STAR Program.

F.2 DISCUSSION

F.2.1 Generic Program Deviations
Individual plant deviations from the Generic Program are identified for the Participating Plants using
Table 3-1 and documented in Table F-I. The following list summarizes the Generic Program deviations:

TEST POWER RODS DEVIATION

CEA Drop Characteristics Shutdown Moved Not performed by 2 plants
CEA Flux Change HZP Moved Performed by 4 plants
CBC HZP '- Rodded - Performed by 4 plants
IBW HZP Rodded Performed by 2 plants
SDM Surveillance HZP ARO Performed by 7. plants
CEA Flux Symmetry HZP Moved . Performed by 3 plants

F.2.2 Changes to Generic Program Deviations
The changes to the Generic Program deviations are identified in Table F-2 so the impact on the potential
problems can be evaluated. The following list summarizes the changes to the Generic Program
deviations:

2 6 T e SDM Surveillance deviations are related to the different practices for using measured data in the calculation of shutdown
margin. The use of measured data in this calculation was not based on consistent requircments, and the various practices for using
measured data are thus listed as deviations.
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TEST POWER RODS CHANGE

CEA Flux Change HZP Moved Eliminated/ Modified"
CBC HZP Rodded Eliminated
IBW HZP Rodded Eliminated
SDM Surveillance HZP ARO Eliminated
CEA Flux Symmetry HZP Moved Eliminated

F.3 EVALUATION

F.3.1 Generic Program Deviation Evaluation Process

This section describes the process used to evaluate changes to Generic Program deviations identified
above in Section F.2.2. The evaluation process consists of determining if there are any relevant
differences between the given plant and the plants for which the Generic Program has been found to be
acceptable. The changes are considered acceptable if no relevant differences are found. Otherwise, an
evaluation of the differences is performed to assess the acceptability of the changes. The following
criterion is used to evaluate the impact of eliminating a deviation:

. 1
Ja.c

The expanded problem detection matrix in Table C-2 is used to determine the problems that the
eliminated test is capable of detecting. Only problems for which the test is rated as "good" or "fair" are
considered. Any changes in tests that are rated as "poor" in the ability to detect the problem are not
significant. [

F.3.2 Generic Program Deviation Evaluation

This section evaluates the impact of eliminating the Generic Program deviations in Participating Plants
using the process described in Section F.3. 1.

F.3.2.1 Impact of Eliminating or Modifying the CEA Flux Change Test at HZP

Table F-I identifies the performance of a CEA Flux Change test at HZP as a deviation from the Generic
Program for ANO 2, Waterford 3, and SONGS 2 & 3. The CEA Flux Change test is not part of the
Generic or STAR Programs. Using the expanded problem matrix in Table C-2, the CEA Flux Change
test at HZP has some ability to detect the following problems:

27 The modified CEA Flux Change test measures a change in startup rate instead of a change in reactivity using the reactivity
computer.
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The following reasons were identified for performing this test at these plants:

* At ANO 2 and SONGS 2 & 3 the CEA Flux Change test at HZP is performed to determine if
selected CEAs are coupled. This test is performed in addition to the CEA Drop Characteristics test
prior to criticality.

* At Waterford 3 the CEA Flux Change test at HZP is performed to determine if all CEAs are coupled.
This test is performed instead of the CEA Drop Characteristics test prior to criticality.

The CEA Flux Change test at HZP is an effective means of detecting CEA uncoupling problems.
Consequently, the following practices for the use of the CEA Flux Change test at HZP at these plants
were found acceptable:

* As a supplement to the CEA Drop Characteristics test prior to criticality to determine if selected
CEAs are coupled

* As an alternative to the CEA Drop Characteristics test prior to criticality to determine if all CEAs are
coupled

These plants currently use the reactivity'computer to performnthe CEA Flux Change test. The CEA Flux
Change test could be performed using other plant instrumentation by modifying the test to measure
changes in startup rate instead of changes in reactivity. 'This modification of the CEA Flux Change test is
acceptable provided the'changes in startup rate associated with CEA insertion can' be reliably resolved
using the instrumentation. Changes in startup rate can be measured using a trend of flux vs. time.

Eliminating the CEA Flux Change test at HZP is acceptable provided the CEA Drop Characteristics test
prior to criticality is performed. [

; Therefore the impact of eliminating the
CEA Flux Change test at HZP is determined to be acceptable based on the criterion in Section F.3.1 being
satisfied. The results of this evaluation of the impact of eliminating or modifying the CEA Flux Change
test at HZP are listed in Table 5-2. In addition, the CEA Flux Change test at HZP is determined to be an
acceptable alternative to the CEA Drop Characteristics test. It is further determined that modifying the
test to measure startup rate instead of reactivity using the reactivity computer is acceptable provided the
changes associated with CEA insertion can be reliably resolved on the instrumentation used.
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F.3.2.2 Impact of Eliminating the Rodded CBC Test at HZP

Table F-I identifies the performance of a rodded CBC test at HZP as a deviation from the Generic
Program for ANO 2, Calvert Cliffs I & 2, and Millstone 2. The rodded CBC test at HZP is not part of the
Generic or STAR Programs. Using the expanded problem matrix in Table C-2, the rodded CBC test at
HZP has some ability to detect the following problems:

Ja.c In addition, the unrodded
CBC test at HZP has a similar ability to detect problems and is part of both the Generic and STAR
Programs. Furthermore, the added ACBC HZP-HFP test at HFP has some ability to detect many of the
problems in Table C-2 that can be detected by the rodded CBC test at HZP. The impact of eliminating
the rodded CBC test at HZP is determined to be acceptable based on the criterion in Section F.3.I being
satisfied. The results of this evaluation of the impact of eliminating the rodded CBC test at HZP are listed
in Table 5-2.

F.3.2.3 Impact of Eliminating the IBW Test at HZP

Table F-l identifies the performance of an IBW test at HZP as a deviation from the Generic Program for
St. Lucie I &2. The IBW test at HZP is not part of the Generic or STAR Programs. Using the expanded
problem matrix in Table C-2, the 1BW test at HZP has some ability to detect the following problems:

[

Enac Therefore the impact of eliminating the IBW test at HZP is
determined to be acceptable based on the criterion in Section F.3.1 being satisfied. The results of this
evaluation of the impact of eliminating the IBW test at HZP are listed in Table 5-2.

_CP10 _-PA e -
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F.3.2.4 Impact of Eliminating the SDM Surveillance Test at HZP

Table F-I identifies the performance of a SDM Surveillance test at HZP as a deviation from the Generic
Program for ANO 2, Waterford 3, Millstone 2, SONGS 2&3, St. Lucie I, St. Lucie 2 and Ft Calhoun. A
SDM Surveillance test is the determination of the SDM using parameters measured as part of startup
testing at HZP. The SDM Surveillance test at HZP is not part of the Generic Program because there was
no generic practice or general requirement for SDM surveillances at HZP. Section 3.1.2 of this report
provides the basis for not including the SDM Surveillance test in the Generic Program. The licensees
employed differen't practices for performing a SDM surveillance at HZP asillustrated in the following ;.'
summary: -. -

* Two plants did not use startup test measurements
* One plant used measured CBC
* Three plants required an acceptable CEA worth measurement as a prerequisite but used predicted

values.
* Two plants adjusted the predicted CEA worth if the measured value is low by 10% or more.
* Two plants adjusted the predicted CEA worth using the measured CEA worth.

The instances in which measured CBC or CEA worth is used in the SDM surveillances were identified as
test deviations from the Generic Program. Using the expanded problem matrix in Table C-2, the SDM
Surveillance test at HZP has some ability to detect the following problem:

-. ,C Although some parameters related to SDM are
measured as part of startup testing, SDM itself is not measured. In addition, verification of SDM using
best estimate predictions is as effective in detecting SDM noncompliance as verifications using
measurements when using the STAR Program' [

la Furthermore, Tables C-5, C-6, and C-7 identify the core design QA and
the Core Design Applicability Requirements as the most effective means of detecting SDM
noncompliance. The Core Design Applicability Requirements added as part of the STAR Program
enhance the detection of significant errors in CEA worth and MTC predictions by requiring reconciliation
with a previously measured core. In addition,"the added ACBC HZP-HFP test at HFP is effective' in
detecting power defect problems that can impact SDM.

At one time the CE StandardTechnical Specifications contained a requirement to perform a SDM
surveillance prior to exceeding 5% power after fuel loading. This requirement has subsequently been
removed from the CE Standard Technical Specifications, and the current version, Reference F-1, contains
a requirement to perform a reactivity balance surveillance prior to exceeding 5% power after1fuel loading.
This requirement is satisfied using the measured CBC and does not require any measurements eliminated
by the STAR Program. The SDM surveillances'requiied in the current version of the CE Standard
Technical Specifications apply only to shutdown conditions and only require CBC measurements.
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la.C Therefore the impact of eliminating the SDM Surveillance test28 at
HZP is determined to be acceptable based on the criterion in Section F.3.I being satisfied. The results of
this evaluation of the impact of eliminating the SDM Surveillance test at HZP are listed in Table 5-2.

F.3.2.5 Impact of Eliminating the CEA Flux Symmetry Test at HZP

Table F-I identifies the performance of a CEA Flux Symmetry test at HZP as a deviation from the
Generic Program for Calvert Cliffs I & 2. The CEA Flux Symmetry test at HZP is not part of the
Generic or STAR Programs. This test is performed only with CEA group C, and thus involves only one
of eight CEA groups. Using the expanded problem matrix in Table C-2, the CEA Flux Symmetry test at
HZP has some ability to detect the following problems:

[3,c

Three of the eight CEA groups at Calvert Cliffs I & 2 contain dual CEAs. There is a greater potential for
not detecting CEA uncoupling in dual CEAs because the CEA Drop Characteristics test is less effective in
detecting a condition in which one of the two CEAs in a dual CEA is uncoupled. This is because the rod
drop trace characteristics such as trends of drop time by location, slowing down in the dashpot, and
normal rebound would be less affected. However, it is unlikely that the CEA group C Symmetry test
would detect most of these situations and this test is not conducted at other plants with dual CEAs. Using
Tables C-5, C-6, and C-7 the CEA coupling verification using heights and weights remains as an effective
method of detecting CEA uncoupling. In addition, the Incore Flux Symmetry and Power Distribution
tests at power also remain and would likely detect any CEA uncoupling.

The CEA Flux Symmetry test is performed at Calvert Cliffs I & 2 to detect fuel misloadings and was
based on a previous fuel misloading analysis that credited the use of CEA group C to detect specific
misloadings. The current fuel misloading analysis for Calvert Cliffs I & 2 does not credit any CEA Flux
Symmetry tests at HZP when there are no incore detector problems but does credit the Incore Flux
Symmetry and Incore Power Distribution tests at power. The CEA Flux Symmetry test is credited as a
contingency in the event of incore detector problems. The current analysis uses the results of a CEOG
study that demonstrated the acceptability of eliminating CEA Flux Symmetry tests for CE Plants and
evaluated the impact on fuel misloadings. [

l Therefore the impact of
eliminating the CEA Flux Symmetry test at HZP is determined to be acceptable based on the criterion in

28 SDM surveillances that do not use startup test measurements are not considered startup tests.
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Section F.3.1 being satisfied. The results of this evaluation of the impact of eliminating the CEA Flux
Symmetry test at HZP are listed in Table 5-2.

F.4 CONCLUSIONS
1. It is acceptable to eliminate the following startup tests at the Participating Plants:

* CEA Flux Change test at HZP provided the CEA Drop Characteristics test is performed

* Rodded CBC test at HZP

* IBW Test at HZP

* SDM Surveillance test at HZP

* CEA Flux Symmetry test at HZP

2. It is acceptable to use either the CEA Drop Characteristics test or CEA Flux Change test at HZP to
verify CEA coupling.

3. It is acceptable to modify the CEA Flux Change test at HZP to measure startup rate instead of
reactivity using the reactivity computer.

F.5 REFERENCES

F-1 NUREG-1432, Rev.2, "Standard Technical Specifications Combustion Engineering Plants," June
2001.

. . . I

s
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Table F-1 Deviations from the Generic Program by Participating Plants
(P = Performed N = Not performed)

TEST' POWER RODS PLANT

CC.*

U _ _

l D a >D z D I

CEA Drop Characteristics Shutdown Moved N2 N

CEA Flux Change HZP Moved P P P

CBC HZP Rodded P P P

IBW HZP Rodded P P

SDM Surveillance HZP ARO P P P P P P P

CEA Flux Symmetry HZP Moved P3

1 Table I -I provides descriptions, and Table 1-2 provides the purposes, of the tests discussed in this report.
2 Instead of performing the CEA Drop Characteristics test, CEA uncoupling is detected by the performing the CEA Flux Change test for all CEAs.
3The CEA Flux Symmetry test is performed with only CEA Group C for the purpose of detecting core misloadings.
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Table F-2 Changes to Deviations from the Generic Program by Participating Plants

TESTI POWER RODS CHANGES DESCRIPTION

CEA Flux Change HZ! Moved Eliminated/ Verification of CEA coupling from measurements of reactivity or startup rate changes
__FuChg__ Moe Modified2  during CEA movement

CBC HZP Rodded Eliminated Determination of CBC from chemical analysis of RCS samples

IBW HZP Rodded Eliminated Determination of IBW from measurements of changes in reactivity and CBC

SDM Surveillance HZP ARO Eliminated Determination of the SDM using parameters measured as part of startup testing at HZP

FlxSymmetry HZ Moved Eliminated Determination of the degree of azimuthal asymmetry in the neutron flux from
CEA Flux Smeasurements of the variation in CEA Worth from symmetric CEAs

'Table I -I provides descriptions of the tests discussed in this report.
2 Modify CEA Flux Change test to measure a change in startup rate instead of a change in reactivity using the reactivity computer.
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APPENDIX G

RESPONSES TO THE NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

G.1 INTRODUCTION

G.1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this appendix is to provide Westinghouse's responses to the NRC Requests for Additional
Information (RAls).

G.2 DISCUSSION
Westinghouse's responses to the NRC RAls are provided in Attachments A, B and C of this Appendix.
Included are the following Attachments:

Attachment of Subject
Appendix G

A Westinghouse Response Dated June 30, 2004 to Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Round #I Requests for Additional Information Dated September 29, 2003 and
April 21, 2004

B Westinghouse Response Dated July 7, 2004 to Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Round #2 Request for Additional Information on July 1, 2004 Relating to Purpose
and Significance of Appendix C

C Westinghouse Response Dated July 21, 2004 to Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Round #3 Request for Additional Information Dated July 9, 2004 Relating to
Elimination of the HZP CEA Worth and ITC Measurements
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Attachment A of Appendix G

Westinghouse Response Dated June 30, 2004 to

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Round #1 Requests for Additional Information

Dated September 29, 2003 and April 21, 2004

(WOG-04-338)
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Request for Additional Information
WCAP-16011-NP - STAR Program

General Concerns (GC)

RAI GC.I: It is not clear ivhether the STAR progran, which is now applied only to low poter testing,
may be extended to physics testing through-out the powver escalation to fill powter. Clarilcation to RAI
GCC: Concern is that approval of the topical report constitutes approval of a process to make further
changes to startup testing.

Response GC.1: The STAR program eliminates three low power physics tests from the Generic Program
and adds one low power physics test and two power escalation tests to the Generic Program. The request
associated with the topical report is for approval of the specific set of tests and applicability requirements
that constitute the STAR Program. The approval of the topical report does not constitute the approval of a
process for making further changes to startup testing'.

RAI GC2: It is stated that the STAR program may be applicable to all (or typical) PWVRs, not just to CE
NSSS plants, but no justification is provided.

Response GC.2: Section 3.1.2 provides the following justification for the Generic Program being
generally applicable to all PWRs:

"Although the Generic Program is based on a review of Participating Plants, it is generally
applicable to all PWRs. This is because the startup testing requirements and practices at
Westinghouse and B&W Plants are similar to CE Plants'. Furthermore, the similarity of all PWR
designs suggests that a startup program appropriate for any subset would be appropriate for other
PWRs. This is supported by a single ANSI standard for startup testing that is applicable to all
PWRs. Exceptions would be PWRs with unique design features that could cause significant
increases in problems that could be detected by additional startup testing."

The subsequent evaluation of the STAR Program in Section 4 as a suitable replacement for the Generic
Program is intended to apply to all plants for which the Generic Program is applicable.

The tests currently performed at all PWRs are similar, and the deviations from the Generic and ANSI
Programs are typically minor. These variations in testing result from history and preference, rather than
from NSSS differences. For the parameters of interest in physics tests, differences between core designs
are more significant than NSSS differences between PWR vendors. These observations support the
conclusion that PWR designs are similar enough to have a single set of startup tests that is applicable to all
PWRs. However, implementation of the STAR Program requires that the elimination of tests not explicitly
evaluated as part of the STAR Program2 be evaluated to assure they are not associated with unique design
features. -

.1;

'The STAR Program requires an evaluation to eliminate tests that deviate from the Generic Program and provides a
corresponding evaluation process. This process cannot be used to change the tests that constitute the STAR
Program.
2 This applies only to tests that deviate from the Generic Program. Tests in the STAR Program can not be eliminated
because they are credited in the evaluation of the STAR Program.
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Appendix A, Review of Industry Problems, considered problems in all PWRs. This review did not
identify any problems in non-CE NSSS that were uniquely influenced by the modifications to testing
implemented by STAR.

Summary: The applicability of the STAR Program to all PWRs is based on the similarity of PWR designs
and the history of not differentiating between PWR vendors when establishing physics test requirements.
For the parameters of interest in physics tests, differences between core designs are more significant than
NSSS differences between PWR vendors.

RAI GC.3: A recurrent theme throughout the report is that the uncertainties in the parameters which will
not be measured in the STAR program are "bounded by the safety analysis; however, there is not a clear
explanation of how this is ensured."

Response GC.3: This is addressed in the response to RAI E. 1.

RAI Background: Throughout the topical report, there are numerous references to decision making
perfornned during the development and imnplementtation of the Generic Program and STAR programn. But
no explanation is made regarding who, how, or when these decisions are being made, and on what basis
they are being made.

RA. GC.4: Please provide clarification as to hov these decisions are made and carried out. Clarification
to RAI GC.4: Describe the decision making process used in the development of the topical report and the
backgrounds of the individuals involved. Decisions related to determining the Generic Program,
detennining the STAR Program and justification of the STAR Prograin should be addressed.

Response GC.4: The following decision making process was used in the development of the topical
report:

1. Decisions affecting the topical report were made collectively by the co-authors. An iterative process
was followed in which a decision proposed by one co-author was reviewed by the other co-author.
Any issues identified during this review were discussed and resolved between the co-authors.

2. An independent qualified reviewer subsequently verified the topical report in accordance with
Westinghouse quality assurance procedures. Any issues identified during this review were discussed
and resolved between the authors and reviewer.

3. The topical report also received a formal engineering review in accordance with Westinghouse quality
assurance procedures. This review process involved assembling an independent group of experts to
critically review and offer guidance on technical aspects of the topical report. Members of the
engineering review team included individuals from Westinghouse with both CE and Westinghouse
NSSS experience as well as individuals representing utilities. Any issues identified during this
review were discussed and resolved between the authors, reviewer and engineering review team.

4. Representatives of the Participating Plants performed an additional review of the topical report. Any
issues identified during this review were discussed and resolved between the authors, reviewer and
plant reviewers.
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5. Westinghouse management performed a final review of the topical report. Any issues identified
during this review were discussed and resolved between the authors, reviewer and management
reviewer.

The following provides the backgrounds of the individuals involved in the development of the topical
report: ,

1. Co-authors (designated Designers in Westinghouse QA procedures):'Collectively'the co-authors
involved in the development of the topical report have participated in startup tests more than 25 times.
One of the co-authors had 27 years of plant experience including management responsibility for both

the reactor engineering and corporate nuclear engineering groups. The other co-author had 18 years
of plant experience including corporate nuclear engineering and management responsibility for
reactor engineering in addition to 12 years of vendor analysis experience supporting plant operation.

2. 'QA Reviewer (designated Verifier in Westinghouse QA procedures): The QA` reviewer of the
topical report was the Consulting Engineer for CE-NSSS Engineering Services at Westinghouse and
had over 30 years vendor analysis experience supporting plant operation. This experience included
the development and verification of core design methods'and the management of groups that
performed core design and safety analysis.

3. Engineering Review Team: The team consisted 6f members with responsibilities'in reactor
engineering at Participating Plants, core analysis 'safety analysis, fluid systems'analysis, startup
testing, and licensing. The membership included both management and'senior'level engineers. Two
of the members were also members of the ANSI subcommittee on reload startup physics tests with
backgrounds that encompass'startup testing at both CE and Westinghouse NSSS designs.

4. Participating Plant Representatives: Representatives from all of the participating plants reviewed
the topical report. The representatives included both management and senior level engineers in
reactor engineering and core analysis.

5. Management Reviewer: The management reviewer of the topical report was a'core analysis manager
with over 25 years of experience in core design:'

The following provides some background on the reasoning involved in specific decisions:

1. Generic Program Determination: Section 3.1.2 of the topical report describes how the Generic
Program was determined.' The'Generic Program was'configured by selecting'' subsei of tests that are
typically performed by the'Participating Plants. Table 3'I provides the startup test programs at
Participating Plants. From Table 3-1 the following tesits were included in the Generic Program
because they were performed by all the Pariicipatirig Plants: -'

* CEA Drop Time at HZP
* CBC at HZP
* CEANWorth at HZP , i ,

* ITC at HZP - . . .

* MTC Surveillance at HZP '
* Incore Flux Symmetry at low power ,

* Incore Power Distribution at intermediate power
* Incore Power Distribution at HFP .,

In addition the following tests were included for the reasons provided below:
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* The CEA Drop Characteristics while shutdown was included because it, or the CEA Flux Change
Test, was performed at all but one Participating Plant. The CEA Drop Characteristics was selected
because it performs an equivalent function as the CEA Flux Change Test and is employed by the
majority of the Participating Plants.

* The MTC Surveillance at intermediate to HFP was included because it was performed at all but
one Participating Plant.

Although most Participating Plants performed a SDM Surveillance test at HZP, it was not included
because there was no generic practice or general requirement for SDM surveillances at HZP. Based on
the above, the Generic Program tests in Table 3-1 are considered to be representative of the tests
typically performed by the Participating Plants.

2. STAR Program Determination: Section 3.2 of the topical report describes how the STAR Program
was determined. The STAR Program consists of both tests and applicability requirements. Section
3.2.1 addresses the selection of tests while Section 3.2.2 addresses the selection of applicability
requirements. The STAR Program was configured by selecting tests and applicability requirements
that accomplish the following objectives:

1. To ensure the core can be operated as designed,
2. To perform startup testing using normal plant operating practices, and
3. To reduce startup testing time.

Adding tests and applicability requirements to the Generic Program can contribute to the first
objective. Eliminating tests from the Generic Program can contribute to the second and third
objectives.

Tests were eliminated if their elimination would substantially contribute to the objectives of
performing startup testing using normal plant operating practices and reducing startup testing time.
The co-authors concluded these objectives would most effectively be accomplished by eliminating
tests requiring the reactivity computer. All of the tests that involve other than normal operating
practices would be eliminated, and critical path savings estimated to be in the range of 8 to 24 EFPHs
could be realized. The response to RAI 1.1 provides a more detailed discussion of the deviations and
exceptions associated with the tests that use the reactivity computer.

Tests were added that contribute to the objective of ensuring the core can be operated as designed
while not substantially impacting the objectives of performing startup testing using normal plant
operating practices and reducing startup testing time. The co-authors concluded these objectives
would most effectively be accomplished by selecting tests that compensate for eliminated tests and
were based on existing measurements. An ITC test at power based on existing power level, CEA
position, CBC, and temperature measurements was added to compensate for the elimination of the ITC
test at HZP. An Alternate MTC Surveillance test at HZP based on the existing CBC measurements
was added to compensate for the elimination of the MTC Surveillance test at HZP. A ACBC HZP-
I-IFP test at HFP based on existing CBC measurements was also added because it provided additional
verification of core design methods and problem detection capability.

Applicability requirements were added that contribute to achieving the objective of ensuring the core
can be operated as designed. The co-authors concluded this objective would most effectively be
accomplished by selecting applicability requirements that compensate for the eliminated tests. The
STAR Applicability Requirements are provided in Table 3-4 of the topical report. The following
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applicability requirements were added to compensate for the elimination of the CEA Worth test at
HZP: I

r
\a.c

I :-

K
The following applicability requirements were added to compensate for the elimination of the ITC and
MTC Surveillance tests at HZP:

a,c

3. STAR Program Justification: Section 4 of the topical report provides the justification for the STAR
Program. A structured evaluation process was developed that included evaluation criteria. A
structured process was selected to provide a mechanism for clarifying the role of the various factors
involved in making relevant engineering judgments.
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The following basis for determining the acceptability of the STAR program is provided in Section 4.0:

"The impact of changes to the Generic Program is considered acceptable if there is no
significant adverse impact on safety analysis conformance. In this evaluation core
configurations that are not explicitly accounted for in the safety analysis are referred to as
'problems.' The word 'problem' was selected to be consistent with the terminology used in
the 1997 ANSI standard for reload physics testing, Reference I. Startup tests can both
detect and initiate problems. The evaluation consists of determining if the change in the
ability to prevent problems is acceptable."

This basis for determining the acceptability of the STAR program resulted in the following general
evaluation criterion used to demonstrate there is no significant adverse impact on safety analysis
conformance:

[
la,c

It was also determined that the problems should be divided into the following three general categories:

* Design Prediction problems related to the accuracy of core design methods
* As-Built Core problems related to core anomalies or errors in core design, fabrication, or

reassembly
• Test Performance problems related to errors using test equipment, processes, or results

These three problem categories had unique characteristics that suggested a different evaluation process
for each. Consequently the following three criteria were developed that ensure the general criterion
above is satisfied:

Design Prediction Problem Evaluation Criterion:

Ja.c

As-Built Core Problem Evaluation Criterion: [
]ac

Test Performance Problem Evaluation Criterion: [
.jac

Evaluation processes were then developed for each problem category to determine if the STAR
Program satisfied these criteria. Flowcharts of the resulting evaluation processes are presented in
Figures 4.1 through 4.3 of the topical report. Section 2 of the topical report provides an overview of
the evaluation. Section 4 of the topical report summarizes the results of the evaluation that determined
the STAR Program is acceptable based on the above criteria.

It is noted that the results of the review of industry problems and startup tests in Appendices A and B
are not central to the evaluation process. Rather, the information assembled in Appendices A and B is
used to determine if past plant experience with problems and tests is consistent with the evaluation in
Section 4 of the Topical Report. The consistency with actual experience is not essential to the
evaluation process used to determine the acceptability of the STAR Program, but does provide
confidence in the evaluation results. Appendices A and B also address suggestions by the NRC staff in
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the letter summarizing the November 28, 2001 CEOG meeting with the NRC on STAR that industry
experience with problems and tests be addressed in the topical report.

Summary: The STAR Program is determined to be acceptable based on the evaluation in Section 4 that
demonstrates that the following criterion is satisfied:

, I * I . -..
3..C

Reviews in Appendices A and B indicate that industry experience with problems and tests is consistent
with the evaluation in Section 4.

RA! Background: Throutghott the topical report, use of the reactivity compueter is depicted as requiring
unique operating practices, unique plant configziiations, and special test exceptions.

RAI GC5: Howt does one conduct and resolve physics testing without resorting to a physics calcilation of
some sort, which in turn involves a computation? Clarification to RAI GC5: Describe the role of the
reactivity computer in physics testing and why it is not requiredfor the STAR Program.

Response GC.5: The physics calculations that provide the predictions necessary for physics testing are
performed using approved core design methods not the reactivity computer. The reactivity computer is a,
piece of test equipment that converts changes in measured neutron flux signals to a measured reactivity.
This measured reactivity is required for some, but not all, physics tests. The STAR Program eliminates the
tests that require the measurement of reactivity using a reactivity computer. The STAR Program does not
affect the methods used to perform the other computations necessary to conduct physics testing.

RAI GC.6: lVly does the reactivity computer not provide this fiunctionz?

Response GC.6: The reactivity computer is a specialized piece of test equipment that provides a very
limited function. The reactivity computer is not designed to perform most of the physics calculations
required for testing. The other methods of providing the physics calculations necessary for testing remain
in place when using the STAR Program.

RAI GC.7: Is it due to inadequate design, obsolete. hardware/software, etc?

Response GC.7: The reactivity computers used in testing are adequate to perform the function of
converting neutron flux signals to a reactivity signal. The elimination of the requirement for a reactivity
computer during physics testing in the STAR Program was done to achieve the objectives of performing
startup testing using normal plant operating practices and reducing startup testing time. The elimination of
the requirement for a reactivity computer was not rela'ted to ay deficiency associated with the ability of the
reactivity computer to perform its intended function.

RAI GC8: The staff needs to Understand what it is about the reactivity computer, for 'a whole class of
plants, that precludes its use uender normal plant operating practices, or requires "special test exceptions
to operate outside safety analysis assumptions."; '

! ! -,; ; ' .'a ,*. . .I

Response GC.8: A discussion of the unique operating practices associated with the reactivity computer is
provided in the response to the RAI 1.1.
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Additional Concerns (AC)

RAIAC.1: What is the relationship between the STAR Prograin and the ANSI standard for
reload startup physics testing?

Response AC.1: The STAR Program is an alternative to the ANSI startup tests that can only be used when
specific applicability requirements are satisfied. The STAR Program is only applicable to plants with core
designs that are well characterized by experience. The STAR Program does not conflict with the set of
ANSI startup tests, but instead provides an alternative approach involving an integrated set of both tests
and applicability requirements that assures the core can be operated as designed.

The fundamental difference between the STAR and ANSI Programs is that the ANSI Program is
configured to apply to all PWRs, while the STAR Program is configured to apply to the subset of PWRs
that satisfy the applicability requirements. The STAR Program includes applicability requirements for core
design, fabrication, refueling, startup testing, and CEA lifetime. These requirements compensate for the
tests performed in the ANSI Program but not the STAR Program. For example, the STAR Program is
applicable only if [

.r.c

The Generic Program contains all but two of the tests in the ANSI Program. One of these tests (ACBC
HZP-HFP at HZP) is added to the STAR Program and the other (IBW at HZP) is evaluated as a deviation
from the Generic Program. Thus, the evaluation for acceptability of the STAR Program as an alternative to
the Generic Program is also valid for the STAR Program as an alternative to the ANSI Program.

Summary: The STAR Program is an alternative startup program that can only be used when the core
design is well characterized by experience. It differs from ANSI Program in that it relies on a combination
of tests and applicability requirements instead of just tests.

RAI AC.2: Provide a concise explanation of the basis for determining that the STAR Prograin is
acceptable.

Response AC.2: The basis for determining that the STAR Program is acceptable is the evaluation in
Section 4.0 of the topical report that demonstrated the following general criterion was satisfied:

[
Ja.c

This criterion was demonstrated to be satisfied as follows:

* An evaluation of four design prediction problems in Section 4.1 demonstrated that uncertainties in
parameters that are measured in the Generic Program, but not measured in the STAR Program, are
bounded by the safety analysis when using the STAR Program.

* An evaluation of nineteen as-built core problems Section 4.2 demonstrated that the ability of the
STAR Program to prevent operation with as-built core problems is essentially the same as, or better
than, the Generic Program.

* An evaluation of three test performance problems Section 4.3 demonstrated that there is a decrease in
the likelihood of operation outside the safety analysis as a result of eliminating unique operating
practices associated with tests that require the reactivity computer.
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The reviews of industry experience in Appendices A and B support the evaluation in Section 4. Appendix
A is used to judge consistency with the evaluation by determining if the STAR Program would reliably
detect problems previously detected with other startup programs in place (important for as-built core
problems). The information in Appendix B is use to judge consistency with the evaluation by determining
if test results are sufficiently well behaved to provide reliable uncertainties (important for design prediction
problems). The results in Appendices A and B are not essential to the evaluation process used to
determine the acceptability of the STAR Program, but do provide confidence in the evaluation results.

Summary: The basis for determining that the STAR Program is acceptable is the evaluation in Section 4
demonstrating that the ability of the STAR Program to prevent operation with problems is essentially the
same as, or better than, the Generic Program. The results of the review of industry problems and tests in
Appendices A and B are consistent with the evaluation.

RAI A C.3: Provide a "roadinap" to assist the understanding of the relationships between sections of the
topical report.

Response AC.3: The following provides a "roadma'p" of the STAR report relationships. The key elements
of the STAR report are listed below. Flowchart of the STAR evaluations and of the Industry Experience
Assessments is shown on Figures I a and I b, respectively.

Kev Elements of WCAP-16011

* Primary Element
Appendix E - Problem Evaluations
o Provides the basis for using STAR Program
o Results in conclusion that the STAR Program is acceptable ,

* Supporting Elements
* Appendix A - Review of Industry Problems

o Provides information related to consistency between evaluations and industry problems
o Results in observations that support evaluations

* Appendix B - Review of Startup Tests ;
o Provides information related to consistency between evaluations and startup tests
o Results in observations that support evaluations

* Key Element Summary '
Section 4 - Evaluation of Inipact of Changes to Generic Program
o Summarize results of Appendix E problem evaluations
o Assesses significance of industry experience reviews

WCAP-1601 I-NP-A, Rev 0 G- 13
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Concerns and RAIs associated with the body of the Topical Report

Section 1 - Introduction

RAI Background: This section presents a background discussion on the purpose of reload startup physics
testing, and gives the objectives of the STAR program.

Beginning in this section and throughout the topical report, the use of the reactivity computer is
depicted as requiring deviations from "normal plant operating practices" or requiring "unique
operating practices and configurations" some requiring "special test exceptions to operate
outside safety analysis assumptions".

RAll 1.1: Please provide a clear description of the reactivity computer hardware and software components
at a typical plant (with an indication of the range of differences at the other Participating Plants), and
state the requirements for the uise of the computer and discuss why the deviations and "exceptions" are
required, and where the restrictions originate.

Response 1.1: A reactivity computer is an analog or digital computer that calculates reactivity from the
changes in the signal from excore neutron detectors. The computer typically solves the inverse Inhour
equation that relates reactivity to flux changes using delayed neutron fractions and decay constants that are
appropriate for the measured core. These parameters are typically input to the reactivity computer using
dials for analog computers and numeric keyboards or software for digital computers. Although the specific
hardware and software may vary between reactivity computers used at different plants, none of the
variations affect the required deviations and exceptions.

A reactivity computer is used for HZP tests that require the measurement of reactivity changes.
Specifically, the reactivity computer is used for the measurement of CEA worth and ITC and MTC
Surveillance at HZP. Deviations and exceptions typically result from either (a) use of the reactivity
computer or (b) test requirements for tests that use the reactivity computer. The following lists the
deviations and exceptions that result from these two situations:

Deviations and Exceptions Required To Use the Reactivity Computer

No. DEVIATION OR EXCEPTION COMMENT HZP TEST

CEA ITC/
_ Worth ITC

1. Connecting signals from excore This may involve disabling the normal X X
detectors to the reactivity function of the signal. In some cases this
computer involves disabling the signal to safety

channels and associated reactor trip
functions.

2. Connecting signals from reactor This may involve disabling the normal X X
coolant temperature detectors to function of the signal.
the reactivity computer
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Deviations and Exceptions Required Bv Tests That Use the Reactivity Computer

No. DEVIATION OR EXCEPTION COMMENT IIZP TEST

CEA ITCt
,_ .Worth MTC

1. Use of CEA configurationis that To allow the CEA configurations required X
are outside of safety analysis for testing, some of the following Limiting
assumptions Conditions for Operation in Technical

Specifications must be suspended using
special test exceptions

* CEA insertion limitations

* CEA alignment limitations

* Shutdown margin limitations

2. Plant maneuvers involving RCS To allow the RCS temperature changes X
temperatures that are outside of required for testing, the Limiting
safety analysis assumptions Conditions for Operation in Technical

Specifications related to the minimum
temperature and pressure conditions for
criticality may be suspended using special
test exceptions -

3. Frequent interaction between Information necessary to determine X
operations and test personnel to changes in CEA position is communicated
determine plant operating to operating personnel by test personnel
maneuvers monitoring the reactivity computer.

Frequent changes in CEA position are
required to measure CEA worth.

4. Bypassing of control and These interlocks may be associated with X
protection interlocks associated CEA insertion limits or CEA alignment
with CEA positions may be limits
necessary to achieve the required
CEA configurations.

5. Plant maneuvers involving RCS During normal operation, the minimum X
temperatures that result in steam margin to steam generator safety valve
generator pressure closer to safety settings likely occurs at HZP. Operation
valve settings than would be closer to the steam generator pressure to
typical of normal operation. safety valve settings at HZP increases

potential for inadvertent opening of the
safety valves.

6. Pressurizer and volume control This increases the potential for operating at X
tank levels may be outside the pressurizer or volume control tank levels
normal ranges used during outside desired or required limits.
operation to accommodate reactor
coolant temperature changes and
reduce the variation of boron
concentration in the RCS ..

7. Charging system may be realigned This may involve special practices to X
to provide a more direct path to ensure' that pipes associated with the
the reactor vessel to facilitate a charging and letdown system contain water
faster response to boration and with appropriate boron concentrations and
dilution could subject the reactor coolant pump

seals to thermal shock.
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RAI 1.2: For the "safety analysis" assminptioni deviation, please discuss why the safety analysis could not
be performed prior to the testing.

Response 1.2: CEA configurations required by the CEA worth test at HZP typically violate the initial
conditions assumed for events in the safety analysis. In addition, temperatures that violate the initial
conditions assumed in the safety analysis are sometimes required for the ITC test at HZP. Performing the
safety analysis to cover all possible initial conditions potentially encountered during testing would greatly
expand the safety analysis effort required and could lead to the conclusion that the test can not be
performed without violating the acceptance criteria of some design basis accidents or transients.
Accordingly, the plant safety analysis is not performed assuming these initial conditions. Instead, special
test exceptions have historically been included in the Technical Specifications that permit the conditions
necessary to perform the startup tests.

Section 2 - Summary

RAI Background: This section summarizes the identification of an acceptable Generic Program of
startup tests at the Participating Plants, and identifies the target changes to arrive at the STAR program.

A footnote on page 2-1 lists seven Participating Plants (comprising 10 individual units) that are a
subset of the CE plants participating in the CEOG Task 1173, Startup Test Tine Reduction

It is not clear to the staff how the STAR programi would be implemented at the Participating
Plants.

RAI 2.1: A road map (orflowv chart), is needed to map out the process and procedures utsedfor
implementation.

Response 2.1: The STAR program implementation process is discussed in Attachment A.

RAI 2.2: It is also not clear how the STAR prograin is to be implemented on a plant specific basis and/or
generically across the board to all PIVRs.

Response 2.2: The STAR program implementation process is discussed in Attachment A.

RAI Background: In this topical report, the tern "problems" is used to refer to "core configurations that
are not explicitly accountedfor in the safety analysis, " which is stated to be consistent with the 1997 ANSI
standard. 7he Users Guide, contained in the Appendix to the ANSI standard, states:

" When a test resultfalls outside of the test criteria, it means that there may be a problem with the as-
built core, the measurement itself the test equipment, or the design calclulations, or that the conditions
during the measurement were significantly different from the conditions assumed for the prediction. "

The ANSI standard Users Guide, Table A.2, Problem Identification, provides a list of past problems and
their symptoms. Table A.3 provides a list of some supplementary tests used in the past to identify the
source of the problem.
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In Section 2, and throughout the topical report, the following sub-grouping of problems is utsed:

* Design prediction problems
* As-built core problems
* Test performance problems

RAI 2.3: Is the test perfornnance category above intended to capture problems vith "the measurement
itself; the test eq'ipinent - or that conditions during the ineasuremnent were signflcantly different from Mhe
conditions assulmedfor the prediction'? Or, is the latter condition considered to be a design prediction
problem?

Response 2.3: All of the above problems are classified as test performance problems in the topical report.
The topical report breaks down' test performance problems into the following categories for evaluation:

* Test equipment errors
* Test process errors
* Test result errors

Problems in which "conditions during the measurement were significantly different from the conditions
assumed for the prediction' would be classified as a test result error because either the prediction or the'
measurement should be adjusted to reflect the same conditions prior to comparing the two as part of the
test. The consequence of failing to perform this adjustment is an error in the test result.,

RAI Background: Four design prediction problems were ei'ealuated to demonstrate that uncertainties in;
un-measured parameters are bounded by the safety analysis. Nineteen as-built core problems were
evaluated to demonstrate the ability to prevent operation with problems is equivalent to the Generic
Program. Three test performance problems wvere evWludted to demonstrate a decrease in likelihood of
operation outside the safety analysis. -

, . : , l z :. ; .

RAI 2.4: Howt wvere the ninber of cases to be i'aluated detennined tobe adequate to demonstrate the
acceptability of the STAR program?

Response 2.4: The number of cases to be evaluated corresponds to the number of problems. The number
of problems includes all credible problems that could affect the ability to meet acceptance criteria during
safety analysis events. The design prediction problems were categorized such that each parameter that is
measured for comparison to predictions in the Generic Program constitutes a separate problem. The
number of problems was determined to be adequate since all of the problems identified in (a) the review of
industry events in Appendix A and (b) the ANSI standard, are included in the set. In addition, the number
of problems was determined to be adequate during the review of the topical report using the process
described in the response to RAI GC.4.

RAI Background: Another evaluation demonstrated that the Participating Plants have no unique design
features that require (testing deviations) from the STAR program.

RAI 2.5: Please provide a more detailed description of how the STAR program will be implemented on a
plant specific basis, for Participating and non-participating plants.

Response 2.5: The STAR program implementation process is discussed in Attachment A.
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RAI 2.6: Please provide a typical example (utsing a real plant, or your proposed set of CE plants), of
imnplemeniting the STAR program from beginning to end. Clanification to RAI 2.6: A hypothetical plant
can be used as an examnple.

Response 2.6: All plants implementing the STAR Program must institute administrative controls that
permit performance of the STAR Program tests and assure the STAR Applicability Requirements are
satisfied. In addition, non-participating PWRs must evaluate any changes to deviations from Generic
Program. The details involved in implementing the STAR Program for a hypothetical plant are provided
in Attachment A.

RA!l Background: It is stated that implementation at non-participating PWVRs is acceptable provided there
are no uinique design features that require additional startup testing. A footnote on page 5-4 states that
non-participating PIVR plants include CE plants, Westinghouse plants, and B&W plants.

RAI 2.7: How are the non-participating PWYRs to be classified and evaluated for applicability to the STAR
prograin?

Response 2.7: All the non-participating PWRs are classified together from the perspective of the
applicability of the STAR Program. Each plant must evaluate any changes relative to the Generic Program
as part of the implementation process. Additional information on the implementation process for the
STAR Program for both participating and non-participating PWRs is provided in Attachment A.

RAI 2.8: What analysis in Appendix B will be required to support the elimination of the selected startup
test measurements?

Response 2.8: There is no additional requirement for analysis similar to that performed in Appendix B for
non-participating PWRs. The determination that the STAR Program is applicable to all PWRs is provided
in the response to RAI GC.2 and does not rely on the analysis in Appendix B. The STAR Program
analysis requirements for all PWRs are contained in the applicability requirements in Table 3-4.
Additional analysis may be necessary for some plants to satisfy the Core Design Applicability Requirement
for benchmarking in Table 3-4.

RAI 2.9: If normality and poolability cannot be demonstrated, how will the statistics be performed?

Response 2.9: No statistical evaluation (and associated demonstration of poolability) is required for plants
and core design methods that meet the Applicability Requirements of Table 3-4. Appendix B

demonstrates that [

.lac Appendix B demonstrated this using statistical tests of normality and poolability

between different operating conditions and core design methods. However, this consistency is also
demonstrated by observation of the data. For example, it is obvious from inspection of Figure B-I that
CEA Bank worths for recent core designs are consistent with established uncertainties. The same
conclusion can be reached with respect to ITC at different operating conditions by inspection of Figure B-
5. The conclusions based on this poolability analysis are not plant dependent and do not need to be
demonstrated for individual plants.
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Section 3 - Review of Startup Test Programs

RAI Background: This section provides a review of startup test programs at the Participating Plants to
define a Generic Program. Startup tests involve measured parameters and have specific test criteria to
verify the reload core can be operated as designed.

On pa'ge 3-1, the last paragraph makes iefer'ence to the "Participating Plants. Table 3.1
contains a listingfor eight plants (10 units).

It appears from here and Section 2, that the procedure used to develop the program wvas:

1) Review of CEOG Participating Plants for specific startup test programs

b) Generate a "generic" acceptable stirtiip test program representative of current plants

c) Develop the STAR programfrom the 'generic" program, with the changes alluded to in
the three bullets presented in the first paragraph on page 2-1.

* eliminate HZP testing for CEA Worth, TC and MTC Surveillance

* add an HZP testfor MTC AIternate Surveillance, plus a test at powerfor the HZP to
HFP ITC and delta-CBC

* add Applicability Requirementsfor core design, fiuelfabrication, refiueling, and
startup testing andfor CEA lifetime measurements

On page 3-3 of the submittal, section 3.2. 1, the last paragraph makes reference to the new MTC
Alternate Surveillance test at HZP. But no clear description of this test is provided in the
submittal

RA1 3.): Please provide a technical description of this test aird ho itit differsfrom tihe current MTC
surveillance test. Please provide a sample calculation illustrating the use of the two methods.

Response 3.1: The following is a technical description of both the MTC Surveillance test and the MTC
Alternate Surveillance test at HZP:

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF AMTC SURVEILLANCE TEST AT IIZP

1. Measure the Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ITC): The measurement of the ITC requires
that a change in reactivity and a change in reactor temperature be measured during a change in reactor
temperature at HZP. The reactor temperature change is typically accomplished by manipulating
either the turbine inlet valves or the atmospheric decay heat release valves. The change in reactivity
is measured using a reactivity computer that calculates reactivity from the changes in the signal from
excore neutron detectors. The changeini reactormo6derator temperature is measured using installed
temperature sensors in the reactor coolant system.- This temperature measurement is used to represent
the change in both fuel and moderator temperature. The isothermal temperature coefficient is then
calculated as the ratio of the measured reactivity change to the measured temperature change as
follows.

ITChfeasured = APP6easuredt/ATMeasured

2. Calculate AITC using the predicted relationship between MTC and ITC: The MTC is related to
the ITC as follows by the Fuel Temperature Coefficient (FTC):
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MTC iensuared = ITCNIeasured - FTCl redicied

The MTC is calculated from the measured ITC and the predicted FTC using the above relationship.

3. Extrapolate calculated value for various operating conditions using the predicted MTC: The
predicted MTC is adjusted to match the measured MTC at HZP and extrapolated for various
operating conditions.

4. Compare extrapolated values to Technical Specification Limits: The extrapolated MTC is
compared to the Technical Specification Limits at various operating conditions.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION NITC ALTERNATE SURVEILLANCE TEST AT HZP

1. Measure the Critical Boron Concentration (CBC): Measure the reactor coolant system critical
boron concentration at HZP by chemical analysis of a reactor coolant system sample.

2. Calculate MNITC using the predicted relationship between MITC and CBC: The MTC is related to
the measured CBC by the predicted MTC, CBC, and sensitivity of MTC to CBC (a MTC/D CBC) as
follows:

MTC Me.sured = MTCpredjited + (a MTC/a CBC) Predicted (CBCN1easured - CBCPredicted)

3. Extrapolate calculated value for various operating conditions using the predicted NITC: The
predicted MTC is adjusted to match the measured MTC at HZP and extrapolated for various
operating conditions.

4. Compare extrapolated value to Technical Specification Limits: The extrapolated MTC is
compared to the Technical Specification Limits at various operating conditions.

The following is a sample calculation of MTC using both the MTC Surveillance test and the MTC
Alternate Surveillance test at HZP:

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF MITC FOR MITC SURVEILLANCE TEST AT IIZP

1. Measure the Isothermal Temperature Coefficient (ITC):

MEASURED PARAMETERS
Parameter Value Units
Ap - change in reactivity -5.8 pcm

AT - change in temperature 2.4 OF

ITC Measured = Aphieasured/ATmeasured

ITC Nleasured = (-5.8 pcm) / (2.4 0F)

ITC Measured = -2.42 pcm/0F
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2. Calculate MTC using the predicted relationship between 1M1TC and ITC:

PREDICTED PARAMETERS

Parameter I Value Units

FTC - Fuel Temperature Coefficient I~` -1.7 I pcm/0 F

MTC Me.asured = ITC Measured - FTCpredicted

MTC measured = (-2.42 pcm/ 0F) - (-I1.7pcm/OF)
MTC Measured = -0.72 pcm/f 0F

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF MTC FOR MTC ALTERNATE SURVEILLANCE TEST AT IIZP

1. Measure the Critical Boron Concentration (CBC):

x I , MEASURED PARAMETERS _

Parameter Value I Units

CBC - Critical Boron Concentration I 2026 | ppm

2. Cal e M C u g t e ,t rp b M T a C
2. Calculate MTC rising the predicted relationship bets een AiTC and CBC:

PREDICTED PARAMETERS
Parameter-- : Value Units
MTC - Moderator Temperature Coefficient -0.88 pcm/IF

CBC - Critical Boron Concentration 1998 ppm

(a MTC/a CBC) - MTC Sensitivity 0.0092 pcm/ 0F/ppm

MTC 1~casured MTCP1edji1,d+ (a MTC/D CBC)Prdicted (CBC11nasured- CBCPredicted)

MTC Measured (-0.88 pcm/ OF) + (0.0092 pcm/l 0F/ppm) (2026 ppm - 1998 ppm)
MTC Measured -0.62 pcm/ 0F

OBSERVATIONS ON MTC SURVEILLANCES

Both surveillances have the same uncertainty from benchmarking and thus a similar ability to prevent
operation outside the MTC Technical Specification limits for core designs that are similar to those used to
benchmark the predictions. This is because the uncertainties from benchmarking are based on the
deviation between the two methods and incorporate the uncertainties associated with both surveillances.
Therefore, this uncertainty is conservative for either surveillance. The data in Appendix B are thus the
difference in the results for the two surveillances. The data from past startup tests in Appendix B
indicates the difference between the two surveillances follow a random symmetric distribution centered at
approximately zero and thus one surveillance is as good as the other. No MTC problems (MTC
inaccuracies or errors) were detected by the review of tests in Appendix B indicating these problems
occur with a low frequency.

Westinghouse discovered a number of inconsistencies in the test data reported in Appendix B while
preparing the response to RAI 3.1. These inconsistencies were reviewed and found to have no impact on
the conclusions of Appendix B or on other sections of WCAP-16011. Revisions to Appendix B are
illustrated in the attachment; margin bars identify areas with changes. This revised Appendix B, less the
margin bars, will be incorporated into the approved version of WCAP-1601 1.
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RAI Background: Section 3.3

Page 3-4, second paragraph,

It is stated that the changes to the Generic program, vill eliminate the requirements for "unique
operating practices".

RAI 3.2: Please provide fitrther examples of these "unique operating practices" and provide additional
technical justification to support your suggestion.

Response 3.2: Examples of "unique operating practices" are provided in the response to RAI 1. 1.

RAI Background: page 3-4, third paragraph,

RAI 3.3: The first sentence, is confusing, it alludes to eliminating measurements only when they are no
longer required for benchmarking.

Response 3.3: Yes it is confusing. The sentence was intended to clarify that the measurements of CEA
worth and ITC at HZP can eliminated only if the core design method used to calculate these parameters has
been benchmarked so that uncertainties associated with the core design methods are known and bounded
by the safety analysis. Startup test data are typically used to provide the information from which the
uncertainties for calculated CEA worth and ITC are determined by benchmarking. The STAR Program
requires that CEA worth and ITC have established uncertainties derived from benchmarking before
measurements of these parameters are eliminated.

RAI 3.4: How does this decision making process work? Who makes these decisions? On what basis are
these measurements eliminated?

Response 3.4: The decision making process involves determining if the following two Core Design
Applicability Requirements from Table 3-4 relating to the core design methods uncertainty are satisfied:

-,,a~c

It is the responsibility of the implementing utility to assure that all of the applicability requirements in
Table 3-4 are satisfied before the measurements of CEA worth and ITC at HZP are eliminated. Typically
the organization responsible for the core design calculations ensures benchmarking is performed, and the
organization responsible for the safety analysis ensures uncertainties are bounded. These organizations
may be within the utility or a vendor supporting the utility.
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RAI Background: The same paragraph makes reference to variations in core design methods. It is not
clear what point the paragraph is trying to make. There vill always be changes in core design methods as
higher enriched cores, various bzin'able poisons, MOX cories, Tritium produtction cores, etc. are
introduced

RAI 3.5: Please provide additional explanations of what is to be conveyed by this paragraph and perhaps
an example(s) to demonstrate to the staff the significance.

Response 3.5: Although a core design method may have been benchmarked, subsequent changes in core
designs such as those listed in the RAI may occur for which the benchmarking is no longer applicable. For
such core design changes, it is necessary to acquire measured data to either verify the applicability of the
previous benchmarking, or to revise the results of the previous benchmarking to reflect the new data. If
appropriate data'is not available, then the'STAR'Program can not be used until sufficient data is'obtained
to benchmark the parameter.

The requirement that core designs be similar to those used to benchmark the core design methods is
contained in the Core Design Applicability Requirement from Table 34, and includes:

RAI Background: -Table 3-4 page 3-9,

The last sentence of the first paragraph alludes ,to using data froin one plant to analyze another
plant. This saine idea is again put forth in the seconid sentence of the third paragrapht

RAJ13.6: Please provide furt her clarification and a quantitative techniical justifi cation for doing so. Does
the basis for using other plant data depend on poolability being demonstrated?

Resons 3.6 Th inetotiat

Respnse3.6 Th inentof his profthe Applicability Requirem ents is to insure that analytical methods
are adequately benchmark~ed'for changes in core~design.,Typically, benclrnarking the capability of a
method to adequately benchmark such a change can be accomplished on a plant or class of plants, and does
not have to be performed on all plants. For example, if CEA'des'ign or materials were modified or if
enrichment and bumup were increased beyond current experience, the capability of a core design method
to adequately model the change could be demonstrated on a typical plant. This sentence is not intended to
imply that data from one plant can be used benchmark different designs in other plants. For example data
used to benchmark U0 2 fuel cores could not be used to benchmark- core designs employing Thorium in

.1 1,.

ante ln. -

Appndxe didt snoteanalyze the pooibistyo daagata buestwee dsiffrnt pltafonts [ln oaalznte
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Section 4 - Evaluation of Impact of Changes to Generic Program

RA I Background: This section provides an evaluation of the STAR program's acceptability to replace the
Generic Program.

The fifth paragraph on page 4-1, nakes reference to "no significant adverse-- "and to not
significaiitly degraded. "

RAI 4.1: What does sign ificant inean, how is the magnitude defined?

Response 4.1: The judgments made in the STAR Report are of necessity based on qualitative rather than
quantitative methods. "No significant adverse" and "not significantly degraded" are use to indicate that
there is no discernable difference in the ability of STAR to prevent and/or detect problems.

RAI Background: h77e first paragraph on page 4-2, cones to a conclusion in the last sentence. But
insufficient infonnation is provided to judge the validity of this conclusion.

RAI 4.2: Please provide the technical basis that is used to arrive at these conclusions.

Response 4.2: Two different tests are use by the participating plants to determine if CEAs are coupled.
These are the CEA Drop Characteristics and CEA Flux Change tests. Descriptions and purposes for these
tests are provided in Tables l-I and 1-2 respectively. Most participating plants use the CEA Drop
Characteristics test. Therefore, the CEA Drop Characteristics test rather than the CEA Flux Change test
was included in the Generic Program. The CEA Flux Change test is therefore a test deviation evaluated in
the Appendix F evaluation of deviations from the Generic Program.

The evaluation of the impact of eliminating or modifying the CEA Flux Change test at HZP is documented
in Section F.3.2. 1. The CEA Flux Change test, based on either measured reactivity changes or startup
rates, is an acceptable alternative to the CEA Drop Characteristics test for detecting CEA uncoupling for
the following reasons:

I. It is a reliable test because insertion and withdrawal of a CEA in the core has a direct impact on the
neutron flux.

2. The flux change can be measured by either by flux trends or reactivity trends calculated from the flux.
3. The flux changes are measurable because there is sufficient worth in single CEAs to cause flux

changes that can be resolved from the noise in the flux signal.
4. The test has been found acceptable and is currently being used by some plants.

RAI 4.3: Also, please provide fiirther clarification of the last bullet owl page 4-2, regarding bounding
uncertainties.

Response 4.3: The second Core Design Applicability Requirement in Table 3-4 provides the following
clarification of what is meant by "the bounding of uncertainties by the safety analysis":
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The Core Design Applicability Requirements in Table 34[

lrck The uncertainties are typically the 95/95 tolerance
values that are calculated from the deviations between startup test measurements and predictions.

RAI 4.4: The first paragraph on page 4-4 arrives at a conclusion on acceptability of modern design
methods. This conclusion needs firther elaboration with respect to the evaluations in Appendix B.
Clarification to RAI 4.4: This refers to the conclusion that different modern PWVR methods provide ITC
predictions ivith similar accuracy.

Response 4.4: Section B.4.3 of Appendix B concludes that different modem PWR methods provide ITC
predictions with similar accuracy. This conclusion is based on the analysis of DIT/ROCS,
PHOENIX/ANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) data. Specifically, the data subsets were
poolable based on the results of the Bartlett Test for homogeneity of variances indicating that the different
core design methods provide predictions with similar accuracy. It is not necessary that different core
design methods provide predictions with similar accuracyi toimplement the STAR Program; only that.
appropriate conservatism is applied to the safetyihnalysis to bound uncertainties. However, the similarity
of results for different core design methods in Appendix B provides additional confidence that the STAR
Program is applicable to all PWRs using modem physics methods.

RAI Background: The first paragraph on page 4-5 the second to the last sentemice, makes reference to
"appropriate bias" for the core being designed.

RAI 4.5: What constitutes "appropriate bias?"

Response 4.5: A bias is a systematic deviation between measurements and predictions. Biases are
typically calculated in the benchmarking process by averaging these deviations or fitting these deviations
as a function of related parameters. Best estimate predictions can then be calculated in which the predicted
result from the core design method is adjusted for the bias. An "appropriate bias" is a bias from
benchmarking that is applicable to the core design method and core being designed.

Section 5 - Conclusions

RAI Background: The last two bullets on page 5-2 allude to the STAR program's ability to detect
problems and/or enhance the detection system. But the topical report does not explain how this
enhancement is achieved.

RAI 5.1: Please provide examples of how the STAR program "detects" a problem or enhances the
detection system, where the present startup physics program could not.

Response 5.1: The STAR Program affects the ability to detect problems by eliminating tests, adding tests,
and adding applicability requirements from the Generic Program. The addition of tests and Applicability
Requirements enhance the ability of the STAR Program todetect problems relative to the Generic
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Program. The following general evaluation criterion must be satisfied to demonstrate that the impact of the
changes to the Generic Program is acceptable:

[
J.yc

This does not require an overall enhancement to the ability to detect individual as-built core problems.
However, the ability to detect seven of the as-built core problems is judged to be enhanced by the STAR
Program. These problems are listed in the table below along with the reason for the enhanced ability to
detect the problem:

PROBLEM 3  REASON FOR DETECTION ENHANCEMENT

4.2.2.2 CBC Error The added ACBC HZP-HFP test at HFP is judged to be more effective than the
eliminated tests in detecting CBC errors.

4.2.2.3 ITC Error The added Core Design Applicability Requirements enhance the detection of
significant errors in ITC predictions by requiring [

.Sac (Table 3-4, Core Design Requirement 4)

4.2.2.7 Fuel Fabrication The Fabrication Applicability Requirements enhance the detection of errors in
Error fuel fabrication by requiring [

Ja.c (Table 3-4,
Fabrication Requirement I)

4.2.2.12 CEA Fabrication The Fabrication Applicability Requirements enhance the detection of errors in
Error CEA fabrication by requiring [

J.` (Table 3-4, Fabrication
Requirement 2)

4.2.2.15 CEA Distortion The addition of the CEA Lifetime Applicability Requirements enhance the
prevention and detection of CEA distortion by requiring [

J.C (Table 3-4, CEA Lifetime Requirements)

4.2.2.16 CEA Absorber The addition of the CEA Lifetime Applicability Requirements enhance the
Loss prevention and detection of CEA distortion by requiring

.]ac (Table 3-4, CEA Lifetime Requirements)

4.2.2.19 RCS B-10 The ACBC HZP-HFP test at HFP is added and no tests with the ability to detect
Depletion B- 10 depletion are eliminated.

The remaining as-built core problems satisfy the general evaluation criterion, but the changes in the ability
to detect problems are too small to judge whether there is an overall enhancement.

RAI Backgroundd: The second bullet on page 5-3 states that the present CEA worth test at HZP has not
been effective in the past at detecting as-built core problems.

RAI 5.2: What is the basis for this conclusion?

3The number before the problem title indicates the sections of the topical report containing the problem evaluations.
4The topical report states "fuel assembly designs" instead of "CEA designs". This is an error that will be corrected
in a revision to the topical report.
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Response 5.2: This conclusion is derived fromrthe review of operating experience discussed in Appendix
A and documented in Section A.3. Table A-8 provides a summary of the methods that have detected past
industry as-built core problems. As can be seen by inspection of Table A-8 (and the supporting table,
Table A-5), none of the ninety-three as-built core problems in the sample search were detected by the CEA
worth test.

Staff Concerns and RAIs Associated with the Appendices

Appendix A --Review of Industry Problems

RAI Background: T7his appendix reviews past industry problens, causes, and corrective actions, and lists
the iethods that detected the problems.

A description of the collection process embarked upon tofornn the data base for the "Startup Test
Activity Reduction" Program is provided.

RAI A.J: It would be helpful to the staff if this data base was summarized by the respective vendors, thlls
providing sub-sets for each of the respective plant types. Clarification to RAI A.J: This involves
separating the information in Tables A-7 through A-9 by vendor and detennining if the data for each
vendor is similar.

Response A.1 Tables A-7 through A-9 were separated by plant type and the results summarized by
problem category, problem area, detection method, and initiating test to determine if the data for each
vendor is similar.

The following summarizes the information in Tables A-7 through A-9 by problem category and plant type:

PROBLEM CATEGORY ' NUOMBER OF PROBLEMS'

CE - Westinghouse B&W7 | Total

Design Prediction I 3 0 4
As-Built Core 16 73 4 93
Test Performance 6 16 3 25

Total 23 92 7 122

The following summarizes the information in Tables A-7 through A-9 by problem area and plant type:

PROBLEM AREA NUMBER OF PROBLEMS

CE . . Westinghouse B & W ' Total
Design Prediction: - -

CEA Worth Inaccuracy I - 2 3
C1C Inaccuracy -_-_--_-_--_- II
ITC Inaccuracy -- _-_-__-_--_

Power Distribution Inaccuracy - - l

As-Built Core: _ -- _-

CEA Worth Error
CBC Error _
ITC Error - D X

WCAP 161 -.- A Re 0 . 2
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PROBLEM AREA NUMBER OF PROBLEMS

CE Westinghouse B & W | Total
Power Distribution Error I I
MTC Noncompliance I 28 1 30
SDM Noncompliance I
Fuel Fabrication Error 1 13 14
Fuel Misloading 5 5
Fuel Distortion 6 2 8
Fuel Poison Loss .
Fuel Crudding 1 4 5
CEA Fabrication Error I I
CEA Misloading
CEA Uncoupling 4 3 1 8
CEA Distortion 4 8 12
CEA Absorber loss 4 4
CEA Finger Loss 4 4
RCS Anomaly
RCS B-10O Depletion

Test Performance:
Test Equipment Error 2 8 2 12
Test Process Error 4 5 1 10
Test Result Error 3 3

Total 23 92 7 122

The following summarizes the information in Tables A-7 and A-8 by detection method and plant type:

DETECTION METHOD NUMBER OF PROBLEMS

CE Westinghouse B & W Total
CEA Drop Time 1 2 3
CEA Drop Characteristics
CEA Flux Change
CBC I I
IBW .
CEA Worth 1 2 3
ITC
MTC Surveillance 1 28 1 30
SDM Surveillance
CEA Flux Symmetry 3 1 4
Incore Flux Symmetry 3 1 4
Incore Power Distribution I 1 12
Low Power Physics Tests
Core Design QA 1 1 2
Fuel Fabrication QA 1 7 8
CEA Fabrication QA I I
Receipt Inspection 3 3
EOC CEA Insertion 2 2
CEA Manipulation 1 4 5
CEA Position Indication I t 2
CEA Inspection 5 10 15
CEA Trip 2 2

Total 1 7 76 4 97
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The following summarizes the information in Table A-9 by the test that initiated the problem and plant type:

INITIATING TEST NUMBER OF PROBLEMS

CE Westinghouse B & WV Total
CEA Drop Time'
CEA Drop Characteristics - ,_-
CEA Flux Change - . _

CBC;. . -,
IBW - .
CEA Worth 2 10 12
ITC I I
MTC Surveillance 3 3
SDM Surveillance
CEA Flux Symmetry I I

Incore Flux Symmetry '_ '
Incore Power Distribution
Low Power Physics Tests 2 3 3 8
Power Ascension Tests - ,

Total 6 16 3 25

The following observations are made concerning the iriformation in Tables"A-7 through A-9 summarized
by plant type in the previous tables:

* The distribution of problems by plant type (CE, Westinghouse, and B & W) appears to reflect the
number of plants of that type.

* The distribution of problems by problem category (design prediction, as-built core, and test
performance) is similar for each plant type and do& not suggest significant differences related to'
plant type.

* The distribution of problems by problem 'area is similar for each plant type and suggests 'that the same
problems tend to occur in different plant types. -The relatively large quantity of MTC noncompliance
problems identified in Westinghouse plants appears to be related to core design and different
reporting requirements rather than plant type. These instances of MTC noncompliance problems are
discussed in Section 4.2.2.5 of the topical report.

. The distribution of problems by detection method is similar for each plant type and suggests that the
same detection methods are effective in different plant types.

* The distribution of problems by initiating test suggests the most frequent initiators of test performance
problems in all plant types are the low physics tests5. The CEA Worth test is the most frequent
initiator of test performance problems and there were multiple instances in both CE and
Westinghouse plants.

The observations from the information in Tables A-7 through A-9 summarized above by plant type suggest
that problems and detection methods are similar in different plant types and thus can be effectively

5 The low power physics tests consist of the following tests at HZP: CBC, IBWV, CEA Worth, ITC, MTC
Surveillance, and SDM Surveillance. The CEA Worth, ITC, and MTC Surveillance tests require the use of the
reactivity computer and are judged to be the most likely toinitiate test performance problems.
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prevented using a single program in different plant types. This conclusion also is consistent with the ANSI
startup test program, which recommends a single set of tests for all PWRs.

RAJ A.2: (a) For the CE-data base, provide an example of howv the STAR programi would be applied.
That is, provide a detailed examnple, starting with the current startup physics tests of each of the CE plants,
transforming their current tests program to the Generic program, and then transforming the Generic
program to the STAR program, where applicable. Clarification to RAI A.2: Discuss the relationship
between the CE data in Response A. 1 and the implementation of startup test programs in CE Plants.
Discuss applicability to non-CE plants.

Response A.2: The problems identified in the CE database were detected by a variety of methods
including startup physics tests. Both the Generic and STAR Programs involve a specific set of tests that
can not be changed. The Generic Program is representative of current startup physics tests in participating
CE plants. While, as discussed in Appendix F, some plants currently perform slightly different tests, these
differences result from history and preference, rather than from plant design, and consequently, these
plants could employ the Generic Program. Since the Generic and the STAR Programs are judged to be
equivalent, these other PWRs could alternately employ the STAR Program. An assessment of the Generic
and STAR Program using the CE database follows.

Assessment of Design Prediction and As-Built Core Problems using the CE Database

Both the Generic and STAR Programs contain methods capable of preventing operation with design
prediction and as-built core problems. An assessment was made of the ability of both the Generic and
STAR Programs to prevent operation with the design prediction and as-built core problems identified in
the CE database developed in response to RAI A. I. In most cases the detection method is present when
using the either the Generic or STAR Program. The following table from the assessment demonstrates that
alternate prevention methods are present for cases when the method that detected the problem in the CE
database is not present:

PROBLEM DETECTION ALTERNATE PREVENTION METHOD
METHOD Generic Program STAR Program

. CEA Worth * CEA Worth . Present in program . Core Design Applicability Requirements that
Inaccuracy test at HZP [

la.c
* Core Design Applicability Requirement that

I a

. MTC . MTC * Present in program a Core Design QA
Noncompliance Surveillance at Core Design Applicability Requirement for

HZP

la,c

* MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZp6

* MTC Surveillance at power

6 Although the MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP has an effectiveness rating of "fair" in the STAR topical report it
is expected to be as reliable as the eliminated MTC Surveillance at HZP in detecting the MTC noncompliance
problem identified in the CE database. Furthermore, the MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP is expected to be as
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PROBLEM DETECTION ALTERNATE PREVENTION METHOD
METHODGeneric Program - STAR Program.,

* CEA CEA Flux * CEA coupling ' All Generic Program tests present.
Uncoupling Symmetry at verification

HZP * CEA Drop Time ;

Characteristics test while
shutdown

* Incore Flux Symmetry
test at power

* Incore Power
Distribution tests at
Power .

* CEA Distortion * CEA * EOC CEA Insertion * All Generic Program tests present
Inspection * CEA Manipulation

* 'CEA Drop Time!

* CEA Absorber * CEA * EOC CEA Insertion * All Generic Program tests present
Loss Inspectin * CEA Manipulation * CEA Lifetime Applicability Requirement for

* CEA Drop Time [

* CEA Lifetime Applicability Requirement for

. _ac

This assessment supports the conclusion that the STAR Program would detect the same problems as would
the Generic Program. Although the data was obtained from CE Plants, this supports a similar conclusion
for all PWRs because of the similarity of all PWR designs. As observed in the response to RAI A. 1,
different plant types are subject to similar problems. Thus, problems identified in one PWR plant type
would be expected to be applicable to other PWR plant types.

Assessment of Test Performance Problems using the CE Database

Both the Generic and STAR Programs can initiate test performance problems. An assessment was made of
the likelihood that the Generic and STAR Programs would initiate the performance problems identified in
the CE database developed in response to RAI A.l . The STAR Program eliminates the CEA worth and
ITC measurements at HZP and does not add any measurements. Consequently, fewer test performance
problems would be expected.

Conclusions from the Assessment of Problems using the CE Database

The above assessments use the CE database to demonstrate that the Generic and STAR Programs have a
similar ability to detect or prevent problems. However, it is conservative to include all of the data when
making this assessment as was done in the STAR report. This assures that all of the problems are
addressed for all PWRs. It is prudent to address all of the problems identified in Tables A-7 through A-9
because all PWRs are potentially subject to the same problems.

reliable as the eliminated MTC Surveillance at HZP in detecting all 28 MTC noncompliance problems identified in
the Westinghouse database. -- -- i
7 CEA inspections may be performed when using the Generic Program. The CEA inspections may be the result of
potential problems identified as a result of EOC CEA Insertion, CEA Manipulation or CEA Drop Time.
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Summary: The problems identified in the CE database were detected by a variety of methods including
startup physics tests. Both the Generic and STAR Programs are expected to be effective in preventing the
design prediction and as-built core problems in the CE database. The STAR Program is expected to be
more effective in preventing the test performance problems in the CE database. Although based on
problems from CE Plants, these conclusions are applicable to all PWRs because of the similarity of all
PWR designs. Furthermore, it is conservative to include all of the data on problems when assessing the
ability of programs to prevent operation with problems because all PWRs are potentially subject to the
same problems.

RAI A.3 (W For the same data sub-set discussed in question a), please provide the supporting statistical
bases in accordance with theformulation prescribed in Appendix B of WCAP-16011-P.
Clarification to RAI A.3: Discuss the relationship between the CE data in Response A. I and the statistical
data in Appendix Bfor CE Plants. Discuss applicability to non-CE plants.

Response A.3: There is no direct relationship. The CE data in Response A. I lists the subset of industry
problems that have been reported in CE plants and the method (test) that detected these problems.
Appendix B demonstrates (a) the uncertainty in CEA worth for recent cores is consistent that previous
established, and (b) the uncertainty in ITC at HZP is consistent with that during power escalation.

RAI Background: Table A-5 page A-12 thrt A-38

The extensive list of design prediction and as-built core problems provided here could also be
interpreted to indicate that the tests that would (be) eliminated by the proposed STAR program,
instead provide a basis for retaining the current programs. That is, if not for the current test
programs, these problems may have gone unnoticed.

RAI A.4: Please provide clarification of your interpretation of the Table A-5 conclusions.

Response A.A: The concern implicit in the question that a problem might go unnoticed if the test were
eliminated is the reason for the evaluation presented in the STAR report. Specifically, each problem is
evaluated to insure that that the problem would be detected or prevented by the tests and applicability
requirements that remain (or are added). In addition, a review of the design prediction and as-built
problems in Appendix A concluded that they would not have gone unnoticed when using the STAR
Program.

Appendix B - Review of Startup Tests

RAI Background: This appendix analyzes data from (CE) Participating Plants and non-participating CE
plants to characterize deviations between measurements and best estimate (BE) predictions (corrected for
CEA worth and ITC at HZP. Tie distribution, variability and poolability of data are considered. The
assumption of a normal distribution wvith a mean near zero is used to determine poolability and to
calculate 95/95 tolerances.

Background Response: This background response summarizes the purpose of Appendix B to provide
perspective to the responses to specific questions below. The tests eliminated or changed by STAR
involve CEA worth and MTC (ITC) measurements. The Safety Analysis employs calculated CEA worths
and ITC (MTC) (or more precisely, bounding values that are confirmed to be conservative each cycle by
calculation) and associated allowances for uncertainties in these calculated values. Considerations
applicable to CEA worth and ITC are summarized below:
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CEA Worth

As noted above, the Safety Analysis employs calculated rod worths. In the Generic Program a subset of
the CEAs are measured and compared to calculated result to confirm that the calculated and measured
worths agree within specified test criteria. The STAR program eliminates the measurement of this subset
of CEA worths and hence the ability to perform this confirmation. However, review of industry
experience in Appendix A found no instances were this confirmation had failed for designs that had been
benchmarked (three instances were found when current methods were extended to new designs). This led
to the conclusion that the confirmation was not necessary for cores that had been adequately benchmarked
(this in turn is one of the purposes of the STAR Core Design Applicability Requirements).

Based on the above, one might conclude that Appendix B was unnecessary. However, it was observed that
most benchmarking was done for fuel management designs that are somewhat different from recent
designs (the latter generally having increased burnup). While it is clear that established uncertainties are
applicable to these recent designs (based on the lack of reported problems in the review of industry
experience), a concern was raised that these recent cycles, while falling within established uncertainties,
might be near the limits of the acceptance band. The analysis of Appendix B confirms that this is not the
case: recent cycles are fully consistent with cycles used in benchmarking. Statistical test show this
mathematically, but the same conclusion is reached by inspection.

ITC

ITC considerations are similar but in this case the ITC measurement is performed during power ascension
rather that at HZP. Since the uncertainties incorporated in the Safety Analysis are established by
benchmarking that may use both HZP and at power measurements, the question becomes: are these
uncertainties still applicable when confirmation is performed during power ascension? Appendix B
demonstrates that the uncertainties at HZP and during power ascension are consistent, and hence that either
ITC measurement can be used to confirm the ITC. '

Please note that Appendix B does not establish uncertainties for CEA worth or ITC. Rather it
demonstrates the continued applicability of uncertainties (which are the subject of methodology specific
Topical Reports) when the STAR Program is employed.

RAI Backgroundd: Section B.).)

The database is used to "characterize ihe deviations. between measurements and best estimates
(BE) prediction for CEA worth and ITC."

RAI B.1: Please explain why you analyzed the iercent change rather than the actual deviations.

Response B.1: The percent change is used f6r'the' CEA worth, while the absolute difference is used for the
ITC evaluation. As noted above, STAR does nbtestablish uncertainties (deviations), but rather shows that
the uncertainties for recent cycles are consistent with benchmarkin'g and that, for ITC, the uncertainty for
power ascension measurements are consistent with those at HZP. This consistence can be demonstrated
with either percent change or absolute difference. The use of percent change for CEA Worth is consistent
with the methodology used for benchmarking and ANSI standard.

RAI B.2: The problem with percent (orfraction), is that deviations are "emphasized " (due to a smaller
denominator) in the lower, and "de-emphasized" in the higher, range of the CEA worth. T7his concern is
reflected in Figure B-2, ivhere the outliers are more prevalent in the louver end of the CEA worth scale.
Do you feel that this gives a true picture of the model accuracy?
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Response B.2: The effect of emphasizing deviations for smaller absolute values is to increase the
calculated standard deviations and resulting uncertainties above a value that would be representative of the
true model accuracy. However, as noted above, the purpose of Appendix B is not to establish
uncertainties.

RAI Background: Table B-I (and other tables)

RAI B.3: Please explain why the BE, rather than the measured CEA bank worth, was used as a
denominator in the deternination of deviations. A footnote for Table A. I of the ANSI standard appears to
support this approach for safety related purposes, recognizing that the PWVR reload licensing is performed
with calculated data. Do yol feel that this gives a true picture of the model accuracy?

Response B.3: The use of BE is consistent with the Topical reports that established the values of
uncertainties employed in the safety analysis. Note, however, the purpose of Appendix B is not to
establish uncertainties.

RAI Background: Section B.2. 1.

The details of the IV test are given in Reference B-L.

RAI B.4: Please confinn if the D' statistic explanation in this reference is the appropriate source.

Response B.4: The ANSI Standard referenced in Reference B- I is an appropriate reference for both the W
and the D' tests.

RAI B.5: Please state the level of significance (also called alpha) that is used in the IV test.

Response B.5: The W Test does not use the level of significance (a) as a measure of non-normality.
Rather the W Test uses percentage points of the distribution of the W test statistic (P) as a measure of non-
normality. The percentage points of the distribution (P) are provided at the first (P =0.01), second (P
=0.02), fifth (P =0.05), tenth (P =0.10) and fiftieth (P =0.50) percentage point of W as a function of
sample size (n).

The results of the W Tests reported Appendix B used the first percentage point of W (P=0.01) which is
consistent with past practice. Examination of the test statistic, W, for the W Tests reported in Appendix B
indicates that the W Test passed, i.e., non-normality was not proven, at the tenth (P=0. 0) percentage point
of W. The passing of the W Tests at a higher percentage point of W adds additional confidence that the
populations subject of the W Test are normal.

RA lBackground: Yolr criterion for passing the D' test is Dcri,(O.OI) <D' <D'cri,(O. 99). This gives a
level of significance of 2%.

RAI B.6: Is this the intent? If so, please explain why.

Response B.6: The D' Test uses percentage points of the distribution of the D' test statistic (P) as a
measure of nonnormality. The percentage points of the distribution (P) are provided for P = 0.005, 0.01,
0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.90, 0.95, 0.975, 0.99 and 0.995 as a function of sample size (n) and correspond to
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levels of significance (a) of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20% respectively. The percentage points of the distribution (P)
for the D Test are "two-sided", i.e., two critical values (a/2 and I - a/2) must be determined to define the
critical region for a given sample size (n) and a given level of significance (a).

The results of the D Tests reported in Appendix B used a level of significance of 2% (P=0.01), i.e., D' i

(0.01) < D' <D'crii(0.99), which is consistent with praicctice. A level of significance of 2% is considred to
be adequate foridetermining normality of the subject testiresilts. This conclusion is supported by visual
inspection of the distributions of the subject test data that'exhibit approximate Ishapes of a normal
distribution.

Examination of the test statistic, D', for the D' Tests reported in Appendix B indicates that the D' Test
passed, i.e., nonnormality was not proven, at a level of significance of 20% (P=O.10), i.e., D 1,i, (0.10) < D
< D',~,i (0.90) except for CASMOISIMULATE Bank Worths < 666 pcm. The D' Test for
CASMO/SIMULATE Bank Worths < 666 pcm passed the D' Test at a level of significance of 5%
(P=0.025), i.e., D'Cri, (0.025) < D' < D'crag (0-975)- '

RAI Background: Section B.3.1.2.

You suggest that tihe 9s59s tolerance denivedfrom the combined DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and
CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) data in Figure B-2 is sinilar to the DIT/ROCS
uncertainty.

RAI B.7: Is this considered a good similarity?

Response B.7: This is considered a reasonable similarity taking into account the characteristics of the bank
worth data. The larger uncertainty of [ J from pervious benchmarking is partly a result of fewer.
data points being used in the benchmarking process. Fewer data points results in a larger 95/95 tolerance
(due to a larger K Factor) for the same standard deviation. The standard deviations from (a) the combined
DIT/ROCS, PHOENIX/ANC, and CASMO/(SIMULATE or XGT or PRISM) data and (b) the DIT/ROCS
data'used in the previous benchmarking, are 1 JaC and [ ' respectively. In addition, the
deviations for low bank worths increase substantially because the measurement uncertainty causes the'
deviations expressed as a percentage of the predicted value to increase. Inspection of the data indicates a
higher proportion of the CEA banks in the measurements used for the pervious benchmarking had low
CEA bank worths and correspondingly higher deviations. This is likely the result of not measuring
combined CEA banks (supergroups) as frequently in this earlier data. Combined CEA banks
(supergroups) are used in the CEA exchange technique for measuring CEA worth which is less prevalent
in earlier startup test programs.

The DITIROCS data used in the topical report consist of data acquired since the benchmarking was
performed. A comparison of CEA bank worth data'irithe topical report for the various core design
methods is provided below:

., . , a3c
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The recent DIT/ROCS data is included in the above table, which demonstrates good similarity in the
standard deviations and 95/95 tolerances for different core design methods. It is noted that the use of the
higher DIT/ROCS uncertainty derived from the previous benchmarking is conservative relative to the
95/95 tolerance in the table above. It is further noted that, although the previous table indicates different
modem PWR methods provide CEA bank worth predictions with similar accuracy, this conclusion is not
essential for STAR to be applicable. STAR is applicable to situations in which uncertainties from
benchmarking have been characterized for the particular core design method even if they differ from other
core design methods.

Appendix C - As-Built Core Problem Detection

RAI Background: This appendix determines effectiveness ratings (good, fair, poor), using engineering
judgment by experienced individuals, of detecting as-built core problems by startup tests, pre-operational
activities, and the STAR Applicability Requirements.

RAI C.l: Since engineering judgments are largely qualitative, what is the criteria used to minimize
errors; and who reviews these judgmnents.

Response C.1: The most important criterion in minimizing effectiveness ratings errors is ensuring the
individuals involved have appropriate experience. Experience in safety analysis, startup testing, and plant
operation is particularly important to the process. Individuals with relevant experience were used in
establishing the effectiveness ratings. The backgrounds of the individuals involved in the development of
the topical report are provided in the response to RAI CG.4.

Another criterion important to minimizing errors in establishing effectiveness ratings is the participation of
multiple individuals. The development of the effectiveness ratings involves many considerations, some of
which might be overlooked by a single individual. Reliance on more than one individual using an iterative
process was thus employed in the initial development process. In addition, subsequent reviews by many
individuals with diverse backgrounds were employed. An engineering review by an independent group of
experts and a review by representatives from participating plants were performed in addition to the
Westinghouse QA and management reviews. The decision making process used in the development of the
topical report is provided in the response to RAI CG.4.

The final criterion important to minimizing errors in establishing effectiveness ratings is ensuring
consistency with plant experience in detecting problems. The ANSI problem detection matrix, Table C-I,
and the methods that have detected past industry problems, Tables A-7, A-8, and A-9, were reviewed for
consistency with the effectiveness ratings. In general, the results of the review of industry problems and
startup tests in Appendices A and B are used to determine if past plant experience with problems and tests
is consistent with the evaluation in Section 4 of the Topical Report. The consistency with actual
experience provides confidence in the evaluation results

RAI Background: For startup tests, the approach is based on an expansion of Table A.2fromn the ANSI
standard Users Guide, listing three considerations based on "credible problems. "

RAI C.2: How wvas the list selected, and can it be related to the industry problem listfrom Appendix A?
Clarification to RAI C.2: Th7e list is the list of as-built core problems.

Response C.2: The list of as-built core problems was selected by supplementing the problems identified in
the ANSI standard Users Guide with other problems postulated by the STAR team experts. No additional
problems were identified during the review of industry problems in Appendix A. The industry problem
list in Table A-5 of Appendix A is related to the list of as-built core problems in Table C-2 described
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above by the second column of Table A-5 that has the heading "Problem Area Report Section". The
entries in this column are the topical report section 'numbers that provide the appropriate problem
evaluation for each problem identified in Table A-5.

RAI Background: For pre-operational activities, me'list of activities having "some ability" to detect
problems is presented.

RAI C.3: How wtas this list selected, and can it be rekated to the industy problem listfrom Appendix A?

Response C.3: The pre-operational activities identified in Table C-6 are activities other than startup tests
that are performed prior to operating a core. The list of pre-operational activities having some ability to
detect problems was developed as follows:

* A determination was made of pre-operational activities that are designed to detect problems that can
affect the core (core design QA, fuel fabrication QA, CEA fabrication QA, core verification, CEA
coupling verification).

* A determination was made of other pre-operational activities that have detected core problems in the
past (EOC CEA insertion, CEA manipulation, fuel manipulation, CEA position indication). It is
noted that some methods of past detection were not included because they may not always occur
(CEA inspection, CEA trip) or may not be performed in a consistent manner (receipt inspection).

These pre-operational activities having are listed in Table C-6 and are related to the industry problem list
from Appendix A (Table A-5) in the last column with the heading "Detection Method."

RAI Background: For the STAR Applicability Requirements, a subset of the requirements from Section 3,
Table 3-4 are presented that have "some ability" to detect problems.

RAI C.4: How wvas this list selected, and can it be related to"the 'intdustry problem list from Appendix A?
Clarification to RAI C.4: The list is the list of STAR Applicability Requirements on Page C-3 of
Appendix C.

Response C.4: The list of applicability requirements in Appendix C that was used to develop Table C-7 is
not a subset of the STAR Applicability Requirements in Table 34, but instead a list of all the applicability
requirements. The individual STAR Applicability Requirenients in Table 34 are divided into the
following broad areas in order to consider related requirements together:

* Core Design
* Fabrication
* Refueling
* Startup Testing
* CEA Lifetime

In developing the effectiveness ratings for the applicability requirements in Table C-7, all of the individual
requirements in the STAR Applicability Requirements were considered.

The list of STAR Applicability Requirements having "some ability" to detect problems is not directly
related to the industry problem list from Appendix A documented in Table A-5. However, observations on
the potential impact of the STAR Applicability Requirements on these problems are provided in the
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evaluations of design prediction and as-built core problems in the topical report Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2
respectively.

Appendix D - Test Performance Problem Initiation

RAI Background: This appendix determines problem initiation ratings (greatest, intennediate, smallest),
using engineering judgment, of startup tests causing test perfonnance problens, based on a review of
industry problems. This is used to identify tests with a "credible likelihood" of initiating operating
outside of the safety analysis

RAI D.1: How was this list selected, and can it be related to the industry problem listfrom AppendixA?
Clarification to RAI D.l: The list is the list of tests in Table D-l

Response D.1: The list of tests in Table D-l is the list of all the tests involved in the evaluations in Section
4 of the topical report. The list is thus comprised of all the tests in both the Generic and Star Programs
from Tables 3-2 and 3-3.

The last column of Table A-6 ("Initiating Test") relates industry problems to the list of tests in table D-l.

Appendix E - Problem Evaluations

RAI Background: This appendix evaluates, using the process fromn Section 4, the impact of the STAR
prograin on operation with the three problem categories, assessing the effect of changes to the Generic
Programnfromn Section 3.3.

RAI E.J: How are the uncertainties fromn the benchmarks shown to be bounded by the safety analysis?

Response EJ1: Appendix B is not intended to show that uncertainties from benchmarks are bounded by
the safety analysis. Rather, this is an Applicability Requirement that must be met for the application of
STAR.

Appendix F - Deviations from Generic Program by Participating Plants

RAI Background: This appendix evaluates the impact of deviations from the identified Generic Program
for the individual Participating Plants, and identifies specific startup tests which may be eliminated.

RAI F.1: Concening the evaluation criterion specified in Section F.3. 1: What evaluations are done and
who deternines the significance of the design differences?

Response F.1: The process evaluated if there were [
.1a'c This evaluation process is also part of the STAR

implementation process for non-participating PWRs described in Attachment A and would be performed
by the implementing utility. The evaluation process contains the following elements used in Section F.3.2:

1. Determine the problems that the test is capable of detecting with at least a fair effectiveness rating.
Table C-2 can be used to assist in this determination.
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In general, PWRs have similar designs and it is not expected that a plant would require additional testing
beyond that specified in either the Generic or STAR Programs. This is supported by the fact a single
ANSI standard is used for all PWRs.

RAI r.2: More explanation is needed to understand the basis for the mnodified CEA Flux Change test to
replace the current reactivity computer based procedure.

Response F.2: The following description of the CEA Flux Change test is provided in Table 1-1:

"Verification of CEA coupling from measurements of reactivity or startup rate changes during CEA
movement"

The test confirms that a CEA is coupled by observing that the neutron flux changes (i.e. startup rates) with
movement of the CEA. Currently plants that perform this test use the reactivity computer to measure
startup rate changes. The reactivity computer calculates reactivity from measured startup rates using an
input signal proportional to the neutron flux. Thus, a change in calculated reactivity represents a change in
startup rate. Alternatively, a change in startup rate can be determined directly from the measured neutron
flux. If a CEA is inserted to a depth that is sufficient to cause a noticeable decrease in the startup rate then
the corresponding trend of neutron flux also provides a reliable indication that a CEA is coupled.
Determining changes in flux resulting from CEA motion from startup rate changes rather than reactivity..
changes constitutes the modified CEA Flux Change test. Both methods are reliable and thus acceptable,
but the modified approach avoids the complications associated with the use of reactivity computers.
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ATTACHMENT A
Implementation of the Star Program

A.1 INTRODUCTION

A.1.1 Background

The NRC requested information relating to implementation of the STAR Program in Reference A. I.
Included was information relating to implementation for:

* Participating (CE) Plants8
* Generically to PWRs

This attachment describes the implementation process for the STAR Program. Deviations from the process
described in this attachment are acceptable since the process for implementing changes varies from plant to
plant.

A.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this attachment is to describe the implementation process for the STAR Program for
Participating Plants, and generically to PWRs.

A.2 DISCUSSION

The implementation of the STAR Program at Participating Plants and generically to PWRs (non-
participating PWR plants) is similar. However, implementation at non-participating PWR plants requires
additional steps. Section A.2.I describes the implementation process at all PWR Plants (Participating
Plants and non-participating PWR plants). Section A.2.2 describes the additional steps necessary to
implement the STAR Program at non-participating PWR plants.

A.2.1 Implementation Process at All PWRs

Implementation of the STAR Program at all PWRs may involve

* elimination of the CEA Worth measurement at HZP,
* elimination of the ITC measurement at HZP,
* or both

depending on the plant and objectives. Implementation may also involve elimination of tests that are
deviations from the Generic Program.

The specific steps required to implement the STAR Program also depend on whether Technical
Specification changes are required. For example if the ITC measurement at HZP is eliminated, and the
MTC Surveillance test at HZP is replaced by the MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP, a change to the MTC

8 The Participating plants are the subset of CE Plants that are participants in CEOG Task 1173, Startup Test Time
Reduction. These plants are ANO 2, Waterford 3, Millstone 2, SONGS 2 &3, Calvert Cliffs I & 2, St. Lucie I & 2
and Ft. Calhoun.
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Surveillance Technical Specification may be required depending on the Technical Specification of the
plant.

A.2.1.I Review STAR Topical Report

The plant should review the final approved version of the subjectiopical report (WCAP-1 601 1 -P-A). The
objective of the review is to (a) verify that the approved topical report, including the NRC SER, is
applicable to the plant and (b) identify requirements of the approved topical report, including the'NRC SER,
that must be met to implement the STAR Program.

a. Verify Applicability of STAR Topical Report

The plant should review the approved topical report, including the NRC SER, and confirm that the report is
applicable to the plant.

Participating Plants should also confirm that their current Startup Test Program is consistent with the plant's
Startup Test Program described in the in the approved topical report by reviewing the following:

* Tables I-I and 1-2 providing the Startup Test descriptions and purposes.
* Startup Test Program for the Participating Plant and comparison to the Generic Program'documented

in Section 3.1 and Tables 3-1 and 3-2.
* Deviations from the Generic Program for the Participating Plant in Appendix F including Table F-1.
* Conclusions relating to the STAR Program in Section 5.

The impact of any discrepancies between the approved topical report and Participating Plant should be
evaluated.

b. Identify Requirements of the Topical Report

The plant should review the approved topical report to identify the requirements that must be met to
implement the STAR Program. The specific requirements will depend on whether the objective is to
eliminate the CEA Worth measurement, the ITC measurement at HZP, or both. The requirements are also
dependent on whether any deviations from the Generic Program for the Participating Plants in Table F-I are
being eliminated. The following should be included in the review:

* Table 3-3 of the topical report and the attached Table A-I to determine the required tests. Table 3-3
provides the STAR Program tests and Table A-I pr6vides a summary of the tests that can be
eliminated by adding tests to the STAR Program.

* Table 34 of the topical report and the attached Table;A-4 to determine the required applicability
requirements. Table 3-4 provides the STAR Program Applicability Requirements and Table A-I
provides a summary of applicability requirements that can be eliminated by adding tests to the STAR
Program.

.! .. } ., ... .

* Table F-2 of the topical report to'determine any additional changes in testing. Table F-2 provides the
changes to deviations from the Generic Program which are optional (Participating Plants only).

In addition, non-participating PWR plants should determine any additional changes in testing by performing
the steps in Section A.2.2.
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A.2.1.2 Revision of Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications should be reviewed to determine if changes to Technical Specifications and/or
Bases are necessary to implement the STAR Program. The review should include the following Technical
Specifications and Bases MTC Surveillance:

* Shutdown Margin
* (SDM) Surveillance
* Physics Tests and Reporting Requirements

The sections below described the additional steps typically performed if NRC approval of changes to the
Technical Specification is required.

a. Prepare Proposed Technical Specification Change

The changes to Technical Specification and/or Bases identified in Section A.2. 1.2 above are used to prepare
a Proposed Change (PC). The proposed change typically would include the following:

* Proposed Change Letter to the NRC
* Description of the change
* Changes to the Technical Specifications and Bases
* No Significant Hazards Evaluation

b. Review and Approval of Proposed Technical Specification Change

The proposed change to the Technical Specifications and Bases is reviewed, approved and issued to the
NRC in accordance with Plant Administrative Controls. Typically this would include review and approval
by the Plant Operating Review Committee (PORC) and Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee (NSAC) or
equivalent committees.

c. Implement Technical Specification Changes

The license amendment for the changes to the Technical Specifications and Bases are processed by the
Licensee in accordance with Plant Administrative Controls.

A.2. 1.3 Revision of Plant Administrative Controls

Plant Administrative Controls (Technical Specifications, Technical Reference Manual, UFSAR,
Procedures, Programs, etc.) are reviewed to identify changes necessary to implement the STAR Program.
Included are any changes necessary to eliminate deviations from the Generic Program for Participating
Plants identified in Appendix F as necessary.

Changes to Plant Administrative Controls, including the Startup Test Procedures, are then made according
to plant processes and procedures. Note that the Plant Administrative Controls must address the STAR
Program Applicability Requirements in Table 3-4.
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A.2.1.4 IOCFR50.59 Evaluations

The STAR Topical Report is intended to be reviewed and approved by the NRC for application to PWRs
under IOCFR50.59 provided no Technical Specification changes are necessary. This step involves the
performance of IOCFR50.59 Evaluations according to Plant processes and procedures for the changes to the
Plant Administrative Controls identified following the guidance in Section A.2.1.3.

A.2.1.5 Approval of Changes to Plant Administrative Controls

The changes to Plant Administrative Controls and supporting IOCFR50.59 Evaluations, prepared following
the guidance in Sections A.2. 1.3 and A.2. 1.4 respectively, are processed and approved according to plant
processes and procedures. Included are review and approval by the Plant Operation Review Committee
(PORC) or equivalent committee. The approved Plant Administrative Controls are then distributed for
implementation on a cycle specific bases.

A.2.1.6 Document Achievement of STAR Applicabilitv Requirements

Conformance with the STAR Applicability Requirements is documented in accordance with plant processes
and procedures. Select applicability requirements may be demonstrated well in advance of cycles in which
STAR is applied. The remaining applicability requirements would be demonstrated on a cycle specific
bases. The changes to Plant Administrative Controls should incorporate the necessary controls to assure
that all of the requirements imposed by the approved topical report will be met before use of the STAR
Program for a specific cycle.

A.2.1.7 Application of STAR Program to a Cycle

The documents that demonstrate achievement of the STAR Applicability Requirements are used to confirm
that the STAR Applicability Requirements are met for a specific cycle. This would involve completion of a
checklist in the applicable procedure.

A.2.2 Additional Steps for Non-Participating PWR Plants

Section A.2.1 describes steps necessary to implement the STAR Program at all PWRs. This section
describes the additional steps necessary to implement the STAR Program at non-participating PWR plants.

The STAR Program is considered an acceptable Startup Test Program for both Participating Plants and non-
participating PWR plants. However; additional steps are'required to implement the STAR program for non-
participating PWR plants. These steps are intended to identify any unique design features that would
require retention of tests that deviate from'the'Genenric Program. These steps'are required since the
following were not performed for the non-participating PWR plants:

* Review of Startup Test Programs documented in Section 3.1 and summarized in Table 3-1.
* Identification of deviations from the Generic Program using Table 3-2.

ja.c

* Evaluation of deviations from the Generic Program using the evaluation process in Section F.3. 1 of
Appendix F.

The following are the additional steps necessary to implement the STAR Program at non-participating PWR
plants:
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A.2.2.I Review Plant Startup Test Program

The plant Startup Test Program should be reviewed and compared to the Generic Program in Table 3-2.
Included should be the following:

* Review of Startup Test Description and Purposes in Tables 1-I and 1-2.
* Identification of Startup Tests performed by the plant and comparison to the Generic Program in Table

3-2.

A.2.2.2 Identify Test Deviations from the Generic Program

Deviations from the Generic Program should be identified using Table 3-2. Note that deviations should
only include additional tests performed by the plant that are not included in the Generic Program. Note that
all tests in the STAR Program must be performed to eliminate the CEA Worth measurement and the ITC
Surveillance measurement at HZP.

A.2.2.3 Identify Unique Design Features

a,c

A.2.2.4 Evaluate Deviations from the Generic Program

Each deviation from the Generic Program considered for elimination must be evaluated to determine if there
is a [

la. The evaluation process described in Section F.3. 1 of Appendix F should be used to perform these

evaluations9. If there is a [
la-c then the test must be added to the STAR Program tests to obtain an

acceptable program. Note that all tests in the STAR Program must be performed to eliminate the CEA
Worth measurement and the ITC Surveillance measurement at HZP.

9 This process may not be used to eliminate required tests identified in Section A.2. 1.1 using Table 3-3 of the topical
report and the attached Table A- I
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Table A-l

STAR Program Tests and Applicability Requirements that May be Eliminated by Adding Tests

Added Test Eliminated Test Eliminated Applicability Requirement
from Table 3-3 from Table 3-4

CEA Worth at IIZP C None . Core Design Applicability Requirement 4
relating to CEA Worth reconciliation

, CEA Lifetime Applicability Requirement*

ITC at HZP . ITC at Intermediate to . None
HFP

AITC Surveillance at . MTC Alternate . Core Design Applicability Requirement 4
HZP Surveillance at HZP relating to MTC reconciliation

* Although there are no specific requirements associated with the STAR Program for CEA Lifetime if the CEA Worth Tests
is performed at IlZP, a CEA management program should be implemented.
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Response to Additional Issues

Impact of STAR on Detecting Core Anomalies or Estimated Critical Position (ECP) errors

Issue 1: The concern is whether eliminating a reactivity computer would prevent identification of the error in
critical rod position and estimated critical boron concentration that occurred during a March 2004 startup
at Davis-Besse.

Response 1: Deviations from ECP calculations or the CBC test at HZP are typically used to detect core
anomalies or ECP errors during startups. Neither of these detection methods uses the reactivity computer or is
impacted by the STAR Program. Thus the STAR Program would have no impact on the identification of the
error in critical rod position and estimated critical boron concentration that occurred during a March 2004
startup at Davis-Besse.

Impact of STAR on NITC Compliance in Cores with Zirconium Diboride Burnable Absorber

Issue 2: Topical Report IVCAP-16072P states that the Zirconium Diboride Burnable Absorber Coatings
cause peak MTC and soluble Boron concentration to occur latter than BOC. Please address this
phenomenon in your WcCAP-16011 RAI response.

Response 2: The use Zirconium Diboride Burnable Absorber does not impact the conclusions of the STAR
report and was specifically addressed in the STAR Core Design Applicability Requirements 3 and 4
documented in Table 3-4 of the report. A change in the occurrence of the peak MTC and soluble Boron
concentration could be a consideration in establishing the timing or frequency of MTC Surveillances at
power. The timing or frequency of performing MTC Surveillances at power, including any special
requirements for cores with Zirconium Diboride Burnable Absorber, is not changed by the STAR Program.
The only impact of the STAR Program on MTC surveillances is to perform a MTC Alternate Surveillance test
at HZP instead of the MTC Surveillance test based on reactivity computer measurements.
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IMPACT OF STAR ON THE ANSI STARTUP TEST PROGRAM
Response to NRC 4/21/04 Telecom Issues

1.0 PURPOSE

To demonstrate that the differences between the Proposed ANSI Program'0 and the STAR Program (described
in Section 3.2 of the STAR Report, WCAP-16011) are acceptable.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The attached Table I compares the tests in the Proposed ANSI Program to the 1997 ANSI Program", the
Generic Program and the STAR Program. The STAR program, an alternative to the Proposed ANSI
Program, eliminates the CEA Worth and ITC tests at HZP for core designs that are well characterized by
experience (Report Section 1.1). The MTC Surveillance test at HZP, although not a test in the Proposed
ANSI Program, is also eliminated. Tests (Report Table 3-3 and the attached Table I) and STAR
Applicability Requirements (Report Table 3-4) are added to assure the core can be operated as designed
(Report Section 1.1). The added tests include a MTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP and an ITC test at
power to replace the corresponding eliminated tests at HZP. If the STAR Applicability Requirements are not
satisfied, tests cannot be eliminated (Report Section 3.2.2). In addition, if the CBC test at HZP detects a
potential core anomaly the STAR Program requires that all the tests in the Proposed ANSI Program be
performed (Report Table 3-4, Startup Testing Applicability Requirement).

3.0 APPLICABILITY OF STAR EVALUATION TO THE PROPOSED ANSI PROGRAM

The evaluation of the impact of the STAR Program on design prediction, as-built core, and test performance
problems in Appendix E demonstrates that the ability of the STAR Program to prevent operation with
problems is essentially the same as, or better than, the Generic Program (Report Sections 4.0, 5. 1, E. I and
E.3). A review of industry experience with problems in Appendix A and startup tests in Appendix B support
the results of these evaluations. The Generic Program is similar to the Proposed ANSI Program and includes
all the tests in the Proposed ANSI Program with the exception of the ACBC HZP-HFP test (attached Table 1).
This test, along with additional tests and applicability requirements, are present in the STAR Program. Thus,

the evaluation in the STAR Report also demonstrates that the ability of the STAR Program to prevent
operation with problems is essentially the same as, or better than, the Proposed ANSI Program.

4.0 ACCEPTABILITY OF ELIMINATING TESTS FROM TIHE PROPOSED ANSI PROGRAM

Summaries of the Appendix E problem evaluations and assessments of the significance of industry experience
in Appendices A and B are provided in Section 4 of the STAR Report. The following summarizes the impact
of eliminating the CEA Worth and ITC tests at HZP from the Proposed ANSI Program:

'° The Proposed ANSI Program refers to the draft version of the ANSI 19.6.1 standard for reload physics tests available
in 2004 that is a proposed replacement for the 1997 ANSI 19.6.1 standard for reload physics tests.
"The 1997 ANSI Program refers to the 1997 ANSI 19.6.1 standard for reload physics tests
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* A review of problems related to core design and Technical Specification compliance (summarized in
Report Sections 4.1.2.1 through 4.1.2.4 and 4.2.2.1 through 4.2.2.6) concluded that the eliminated tests
are the primary means of detecting CEA worth and ITC inaccuracy, CEA worth and ITC error, and
MTC noncompliance problems.

* A review of as-built core problems related to core fabrication, reassembly, or degradation (summarized
in Report Sections 4.2.2.7 through 4.2.2.19) concluded that the eliminated tests are not the primary
means of detecting these problems. This conclusion is supported by the review of industry experience
in Appendix A in which none of these problems were detected by the eliminated tests in the sample
database (Report Table A-8).

* A review of problems related to test performance (summarized in Report Sections 4.3.2.1 through
4.3.2.3) concluded that the eliminated tests are more likely to cause operational problems than the
STAR Program tests. This conclusion is supported by the review of industry experience in Appendix A
in which most test performance problems in the sample database involved the eliminated tests (Report
Section A.3, Item 3).

The following subsections summarize the impact of eliminating the CEA Worth and ITC tests at HZP on the
problems for which these tests are the primary means of detection:

4.1 Elimination of CEA Worth Test at HZP

The CEA Worth test at HZP is the primary means of detecting CEA worth inaccuracy and CEA worth error
problems'2 .

CEA Worth Inaccuracy Problem: A CEA worth inaccuracy problem is a CEA worth prediction that is not
bounded by the safety analysis due to PWR core design method inaccuracy. The evaluation of CEA worth
inaccuracy problems (summarized in Report Section 4.1.2.1) demonstrates that the following STAR Core

Design Applicability Requirements assure that [
la ,c

CEA Worth Error Problem: A CEA worth error problem is a CEA worth prediction that results from errors
in the application of PWR core design methods. The evaluation of CEA worth error problems (summarized
in Report Section 4.2.2.1) demonstrates that the following STAR Core Design Applicability Requirement is
effective in detecting CEA worth errors prior to operation:

ya~c

Based on the above considerations, the Appendix E evaluations conclude that the ability to prevent operation
with CEA worth inaccuracy and CEA worth error problems is equal to, or better than, the Generic Program

12 Although the CEA Worth test is a primary means of detecting shutdown margin noncompliance, it is not listed here as
a separate problem because it is addressed by the CEA worth error and inaccuracy problems.
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(Report Sections E.land E.3). These evaluations are also applicable to the impact on the Proposed ANSI
Program (Section 3.0 above).

4.2 Elimination of ITC Test at IHZP

The ITC test at HZP is the primary means of detecting ITC inaccuracy, ITC error and MTC noncompliance
13problems .

ITC Inaccuracy Problem: An ITC inaccuracy problemis an ITC prediction that is not bounded by the
safety analysis due to PWR core design method inaccuracy. The evaluation of ITC inaccuracy problems

(summarized in Report Section 4.1.2.3) demonstrates that [
JC In addition, the

evaluation demonstrates that the following STAR Core Design Applicability Requirements assure that
I~C

]ac

ITC Error Problem: An ITC error problem is an ITC prediction that results from errors in the application of
PWR core design methods. The evaluation of ITC error problems (summarized in Report Section 4.2.2.3)

demonstrates that [
*33 In addition, the evaluation demonstrates that the following STAR Core Design

Applicability Requirement is effective in detecting ITC errors prior to operation:

Jax

MITC Noncompliance Problem: A MTC noncompliance problem is a MTC that is outside Technical
Specification limits. The evaluation of MTC noncompliance problems (summarized in Report Section

4.2.2.5) demonstrates that [ , !

: . .J The added MTC Alternate Surveillance test at HZP provides
additional detection capability prior to power operation. In addition, the evaluation demonstrates that the
following STAR Core Design Applicability Requirement is effective in detecting MTC noncompliance prior
to operation:

JC

1' Although the MTC Surveillance at HZP is not a test in the Proposed ANSI Program, and the MTC Surveillance at
power remains as a primary means of detecting MTC noncompliance, the MTC Surveillance at HZP is listed here
because it is the primary means of detecting MTC noncompliance prior to performing the MTC Surveillance at power.
14Because of the close relationship of ITC and MTC in core design methods, a reconciliation of either of these
parameters is sufficient to detect errors in ITC.
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Analysis of startup data in Appendix B (summarized in Report Section 4.2.2.5 and discussed in the

observations on MTC surveillances in RAI Response 3.1) concludes that [

.rc

Based on the above considerations, the Appendix E evaluations conclude that the ability to prevent operation
with ITC inaccuracy, ITC error and MTC noncompliance problems is equal to, or better than, the Generic
Program (Report Sections E. I and E.3). These evaluations are also applicable to the impact on the Proposed
ANSI Program (Section 3.0 above).

[

5.0 SUMMARY

The STAR program is an alternative to the Proposed ANSI Program for core designs that are well
characterized by experience. The STAR Program eliminates the CEA Worth, ITC, and MTC Surveillance
tests at HZP. Tests and STAR Applicability Requirements are added to assure the core can be operated as
designed. The eliminated tests are the primary means of detecting CEA worth and ITC inaccuracy, CEA
worth and ITC error, and MTC noncompliance problems. The impact of the differences between the STAR
and Proposed ANSI Programs on these problems is demonstrated to be acceptable based on the following
additions by the STAR Program:

* A MTC Alternate Surveillance at HZP,
* An ITC test at power,

In conclusion, the addition of the tests and the applicability requirements assure the ability of the STAR
Program to prevent operation with problems is essentially the same as, or better than, the Proposed ANSI
Program.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF STARTUP TEST PROGRAMS

TEST POWER PROPOSED 1997 ANSI GENERIC STAR
ANSI

CEA Drop Time Shutdown X X

CEA Drop Sudw
Characteristics

CEA Flux Change HZP X xI6

CBC HZP X X X X

IBW HZP X

CEA Worth HZP X X X

ac

15The CEA Flux Change is an alternative to the CEA Drop Characteristics test in the Generic and STAR Programs.
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TEST POWER PROPOSED 1997 ANSI GENERIC STAR
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _A N S I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ITC HZP X X X

MTC Surveillance HZP X

MTC Alternate HZP
Surveillance

CEA Flux Symmetry' 6  HZP x16

Incore Flux Symmetry Low X X X X

Incore Power Intermediate X X X X
Distribution

ITC Intermediate to HFP X

MTC Surveillance Intermediate to HFP X X

Incore Power HIP X X X X
Distribution

ACBC HZP-HFP HFP X X X

16 The CEA Elux Symmetry test is an alternative to the Incore Flux Symmetry test in the 1997 ANSI Program.
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Attachment B of Appendix G

Westinghouse Response Dated July 7, 2004 to

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Round #2

Request for Additional Information on July 1, 2004 Relating to

Purpose and Significance of Appendix C
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Purpose and Significance or Appendix B

Tolerance bands have been established for-such parameters as control rod worths and
ITIMTC by comparison of calculation and experimental data obtained from past startup
testing, have been submitted to the NRC, and normally are changed only when new
designs or methods are introduced. Startup testing also has been used to confirm that
calculation and measurement agree to within established test criteria.

STAR eliminates the measurement of control' rod worths and modifies the testing
performed to (a) confirm that ITC is within established test criteria and (b) establish
compliance with the MTC Technical Specification. The STAR report concludes that
these changes in startup testing have no safety significance based on past operating
experience; Appendix B is intended to provide additional confirmation of this conclusion.

Control Rod Worths

The conclusion that the measurement of control rod worths can be eliminated is based, in
part, on the observation in Appendix Bthat"'calculation/measurement deviations have
been consistent with previously established tolerance bands. The results show that the
tolerance bands remained conservative for the more recent calculation/measurement
deviations.

The analysis reported in Appendix B compared recent cycles with the benchmark
evaluations performed on past cycles to establish tolerance bands. Figure B-3, for
example, summarizes the results for Total CEA Worth. The points shown are the
deviation between DIT/ROCS calculation and measurement for recent cycles, while the
solid lines give the tolerance band established for past (historic) cycles. As the figure
shows, the data from recent cycles has deviations (scatter) consistent with, but somewhat
smaller than, the historic data. Similar results are shown in Figure B-1 for CEA Bank
Worth. These results show that the deviations between prediction (by benchmarked
methods) and measurement (for designs similar with the benchmarking) for future cycles
would be conservatively bounded by the established tolerance bands, and so there would
be no safety significance to eliminating this test. Figures B-2 and B-4 add additional data
from CASMO and PHOENIX/ANC to that of DIT/ROCS to show that the accuracies of
any of these modem codes are similar. Therefore, similar conclusions relating to
eliminating the test should apply to other modem codes.

ITC/MTC

Considerations for ITC/MTC testing are slightly different since the ITC/MTC test is not
being eliminated, rather the ITC test is performed at power (instead of HZP) and an
alternate MTC surveillance, based on measured boron concentration, is introduced at
HZP. Appendix B answers the question of whether the ITC test at power is capable of
confirming the ability of benchmarked tools to calculate ITC/MTC within the established
tolerance band; this is currently confirmed at HZP.
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Figure B-5 compares the deviation between measured and predicted HZP and HFP ITCs
to the established tolerance band. The analysis performed in Appendix B shows that the
HZP and HFP data can be pooled, i.e., is part of the same population; it is also evident by
inspection of Figure B-5 that either the HZP or HFP data sets are capable of confirming
that the ITC (and MTC) are within the tolerance band. Figure B-6 adds additional data
from CASMO and PHOENIX/ANC to that of DIT/ROCS to show that the accuracies of
any of these modem codes are similar. Therefore, similar conclusions relating to
eliminating the test should apply to other modem codes.

Summary

In summary, Appendix B provides additional confirmation that the ability of
benchmarked codes to predict control rod worths and ITC/MTC for current operating
cycles is consistent with the established tolerance bands, and that confirmation of ITC
(and MTC) can be performed equally as well at power as at HZP. Appendix B
supplements the information provided in the body of the report and provides additional
confirmation that the testing performed in STAR is sufficient.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING
WCAP-1 6011 "STARUP TEST ACTIVITY' REDUCTION PROGRAM."

RAls DATED 7/9/04

REFERENCES

1. Enclosure 2 (of Enclosure 1) of WOG-04-338, "Response to Request for Additional
Information Concerning WCAP-16011-P (Proprietary) 'Startup Test Activity Reduction
Program,' " dated June 30, 2004.

2. Enclosure I (of Enclosure 1) of WOG-04-338, "Response to Request for Additional
Information Concerning WCAP-1601 1-P (Proprietary) 'Startup Test Activity Reduction
Program,' " dated June 30, 2004.

BACKGROUND

The STAR Report, WCAP-16011, evaluates the impact of the STAR Program on both design prediction
and as-built core problems. Design prediction problems address the accuracy of core design methods'
and are evaluated in Section 4.1 of the STAR Report (the design prediction evaluation process is
described in Section 4.1.13). Appendix B supports the design prediction evaluations by demonstrating
the evaluations are consistent with industry experience. As-built core problems address deviations from
the intended core design and are evaluated in'Section 4.2 of the STAR Report (the as-built core
evaluation process is described in Section 4.2.1.3). Appendix A supports the as-built core evaluations
by demonstrating the evaluations are consistent with industry experience. The design prediction and as-
built core design evaluations include problems related to core design, Technical Specification
compliance, core fabrication, core reassembly,.and core degradation.

In summary, the evaluations in Section 4.1 and'4.2 of the STARreport evaluate the ability to prevent
problems of all types, not just problems that have been identified in the past. Appendices A and B
support the evaluations by demonstrating they are consistent with past industry experience.

QUESTIONS

Question 1: Assume a plant startup using the STAR testing evolution where CEA, ITC and MTC at
HZP are not performed. Describe the justification for eliminating the CEA Worth Test at HZP.

Response 1: The response in Sections 4.0 and 4.1 of Reference 1 provides the justification for
eliminating the CEA Worth test at HZP from the Proposed ANSI Program.' The review of problems
evaluated in the STAR Report, which includes the problems identified in the Proposed ANSI Program,
concluded that the CEA Worth test was the primary means of preventing" core design related problems
(CEA worth inaccuracy and CEA worth' error problems) 'when using the Proposed ANSI Program. It
was further concluded that the CEA Worth test was not the primary means of detecting other problems
such as CEA related as-built core problems. The foil6wing summarizes the means used in the STAR
Program to prevent operation with core design'aind CEA related as-built core problems:

Abr 'eigpolm'arCE w thiacacan

Core Design Related Problems: The cre design related problems are CEA worth inaccuracy and
CEA worth errors. The CEA Worth test is the primary means of preventing these problems in the ANSI

'The Proposed ANSI Program refers to the'draft version of ihe ANSI 19.6.1 standard for reload physics tests available in
2004 that is a proposed replacement for the 1997 ANSI 19.6.1 standard for reload physics tests.
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Program. The following summarizes the means used in the STAR Program to prevent operation with
core design problems

CEA worth inaccuracy is a problem associated with the accuracy of core design methods. Once
sufficient data has been obtained to determine the accuracy of core design methods through
benchmarking, it is no longer necessary to perform measurements on similar cores for this purpose. The
STAR Program assures the accuracy of CEA worth predictions by the following applicability
requirements:

L J a,c

CEA worth errors are problems associated with errors in the application of core design methods. Errors
in design predictions can be detected by independent conformation of predicted changes from a
measured core as well as CEA Worth tests. The STAR Program assures the detection of CEA worth
errors by the following applicability requirement: a,c

C D
CEA Related As-built Core Problems: CEA related as-built core problems include CEA worth as-
built problems associated with unexpected or unpredicted problems in the actual CEA worth. The CEA
related as-built core problems are CEA fabrication, misleading, uncoupling, distortion, absorber loss
(loss of poison material) and finger loss (disengagement of CEA fingers). The CEA Worth test is not
the primary means of preventing these problems in the ANSI Program. Section 4.2 of the STAR Report
evaluates the ability of the STAR Program to prevent such as-built CEA worth problems, including
those identified in the Proposed ANSI Program. The STAR Report concluded that other tests, pre-
operational activities, and STAR Applicability Requirements are the primary means of preventing such
problems. This conclusion was supported by Appendix A, where it was noted that CEA Worth tests
have not identified any as-built CEA related as-built core problems. Based on the above considerations,
the STAR Report concluded the elimination of the CEA Worth test is justified because the ability of the
STAR Program to prevent operation with problems is equal to, or better than, the Proposed ANSI
Program.

Question 2: Describe the process and the justification (including the algebra if necessary) which leads
from the measured CBC value to the equivalent values for ITC and MTC at HZP.

Response 2: An ITC is not calculated from the CBC in the STAR Program at HZP rather the ITC test at
HZP is replaced with the ITC test at Power. The justification for eliminating the ITC test at HZP from
the Proposed ANSI Program is provided in Section s 4.0 and 4.2 of Reference 1. A MTC is calculated
from the measured CBC (MTC Alternate Surveillance) using the following process:

1. Measure the Critical Boron Concentration (CBC): Measure the reactor coolant system critical
boron concentration at HZP by chemical analysis of a reactor coolant system sample.
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2. Calculate MTC using the predicted relationship between MTC and CBC: The MTC is related
to the measured CBC by the predicted MTC, CBC, and sensitivity of MTC to CBC (a MTC/a CBC)
as follows:

MTC Nleasured = MTCprcdictcd + (a MTC/D CBC) Predicted (CBCN,1asurcd - CBCprcdicted)

Response 3.1 of Reference 2 describes this process in more detail and provides a sample calculation.

As-built problems that effect MTC, such as errors in enrichment, also affect CBC. The MTC Alternate
Surveillance method is justified because the MTC is primarily a function of CBC and the sensitivity of
MTC to CBC is well understood. In addition, the uncertainty of this method can be characterized using
data from previous startup tests as described in the response to Question 3.

Question 3: Explain why the MTC value obtained in the alternate (surveillance) testing measurement is
adequate (qualified) for comparison to the TS value.

Response 3: There are two methods typically used to estimate the MTC at HZP. These are described in
Response 3.1 of Reference 2, which includes sample calculations for both methods. Both rely on a
combination of measurement (s) and prediction (s). One method is used in the MTC Surveillance test
and is based on the measurement of changes in neutron flux and RCS temperature. This method also
requires predicted kinetics coefficients for the reactivity computer and a predicted FTC. The other
method is used in the MTC Alternate Surveillance and is based on the measurement of CBC. This
method requires a predicted MTC, CBC, and sensitivity of MTC to CBC (See Response 2).

The difference between these two methods is also, by definition, the difference between measured and
best estimate 1TC that is typically compared to the test criteria for ITC test at HZP. Thus there is a
substantial database from startup testing containing the differences between the two methods. Appendix
B analyzed these differences and concluded they can be characterized using statistical techniques. An
uncertainty derived from the differences between the two methods using statistical techniques is
conservative for either method because it involves the uncertainties associated with both methods.
Therefore, either method can be used to determine if the MTC value exceeds Technical Specification
limits because the uncertainty derived from the difference between the two methods for estimating MTC
is conservative for both surveillances.

2 This process is typically used to determine ITC/MTC uncertainties.
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